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SP 157-4324
LSD/Jr

Subject Was member of the Central Committee of theBlack Panuther Party (BF?) holding title of Minister ofInformation. He Is militantly anti-U.s. Government, hascalled for U.S. soldiers In Vietnam to rebel,and tur gunson senior officers. CLEAVER also advocates violence and urbanguerrilla warfare, He has split from NEWTON Faction becauseof their lack of evolutionary direction. CLEAVER participatedin shoot-out with Oakland Police Department in April, 1968, andis presentlys Federal fugitive for Unlawful Flight to AvoidConfinement.

Next report will be submitted 2/16/72.
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TRANSLATIGd 880 785 CB
~~a. 't ~ . wn4o ca usa.t .-

(contmation) -

No D fference Betwee Imperialism and Zioniam

L'Opiniont Te have two common enemies, imperialeam and
$0ots. Several years ag, Afro-Aaericans sympathized
with Israel because they Sived in a society which dominated
them and Imposed its ideas an these, who aoepted them
without discussion. Could you tell us what is going on

.. toda7 ?

*eldridge Cleaver: We have noted that very often a
distinction is made between imperialism sd Zionism.
To 1, there Is so difference, Zionism can be situated
from the geographical standpoint; or, to be more precise,
it constitutes the extension of a monater whose
body is in the United States of America and those tentacles
are called by different names in Vietnam, the Middle East,
Africa or Latin America.

The system of exploitation and oppression
has an international range. The Tel Aviv regime is one
of its components, and we are conscious of the negative
impact it has on our own struggle as well as that of
others, especially the Middle Bast and Africa, you are
not ignerant of the fact that the Zionists-45 the
Iited States hold diverse activities of a political
nature In order to cohlect afnds for the elimination of
the Arab nation. We have often realized that the persons
directly involved in the oppression of the American blacks
belong to this Zionist system In the U.S.A. Throughout

the Year, it has been established that the exploitation
and the repression of the Atro-Americans, on the one hand,
and the prevalent situation In the Middle last, on the
other hand, are closely linked.

As far as we are concerned, we have always
condemapd the activities of the Zionists in the United
States; and we carry on campaigns of information within

TRANSLATED BY: I
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the. black assest In order to to them then.
PalestLa!as drass -and the Arab ewth.
This struggle of the PalestInt People 4 fe ie

Ae ,as AMPle. Our setion Conid be mOre effective It
.wi E the necessary means,

PWS Opinion hisets, and ae do persona;
but ware Imbed financial . . If 4 Pring up this
problem, It Is Ila.'erder~t 1 r ra friendly criticism
to Our Palestinis n'omaO Hndreds of millions of
dolls, earmarked to pad knowledge of the Palestinian
struggle Ia the.S.A., a headed out.every year to

wh elyaganerthm Those muam of money fall
4 hehansft oerwate *aistoeor even reactionary

ses wic bta'a very poor *ets- because they do
not know how to arrangeapacpagno
what dwrelse, to reach, This t could be used in

a more eftiete Maner If It were turned over to moire
Progressive rwvelataty organizations, Certain
organisations, tor example# amild go a let farther into
the combat agaittoiode If the material seans were.
better distributed. They Obnatitute a perful forced,
capable at striking real blows against Stonism in the
United States.

4 4

A Propogads to put the Npirite to Bigeep1

t LOptaton: Although In the U.S.A. the Atro-Americas
a"e not.always admitted Into show places, t hey are very

prominent on the scale. Stdey Potler 4estInes to
triumph Io the role of the "good Nero et-tn.agitaston
in the ore of the whste sepl. DO Te think that ths*

sbuthate esn be recruited to serv the caue of your

* erihgup tti

*odridte Cleaver: There Is alwas a aher of convert
s g the direction of a tood eae, but'that Is a purely

acaemwc view. O* could temp Imagite Johnson as
beiag a ardent partisan o the Rghts of ean and a

sonere iend of the South Vietnamese resiser, but
it should be 14eaneed that this transformation Is unlikely.

otdany Poter ad a whole group like hi
a ci leoraand they cooperate knowgly
with thesateatifc creation of ia and file, designed
to pt thecai'chiniiot the people to eep, to lead them

ta error and to st Itle the true aspirations of the blackpeople.

* -L'piain:Alhouh n heU..A th £woJmria2



In fact, the Mae is for the most part are, as
political instroMts of psepagaada, An to
plant within the spitri at. the asses the points of view
of the aml Lag class by crest amues to be imitated
and false pUrposes to be obt IN

Vhe lis* Io whIch these artists, participate
Is extremy dangerous, they are not the 04y ones,
tboaghg there are also these is the spertA world:.
baseball, basketball, sad Ssth6ie stars are also
exploited. It is true that sme of them san be saved,
bat met are as far gone *hat they have beeone criminals,
a 1 Sidney ftItAr is included In this sad eategory.

Wlpr have oftea talked to ha; he has eva participated

in some moderate activities. However, he continues to
to" the propitga studios. Eis products -*mse a
devqptattag ettest upon the spirit.

They Wish to Perpetuate Slavery

L' Opinico To have said on several ocesadns that
you think that many whites are pushed Anto raeian against
their bette judgement without realizing. It. Now do
explain that?

*Eldridge Cleaver (Amiling) I1 am asking myself whether
I have ever had a similar purpose, Teo, this is truly

a problem. I think that, In a general manr, Americans
re*ive a good basic education I* the ideas contained
io the sOilawation of Independee, An the bill of Rights,
wich make up the Awrican dream. They are very good
universal priaciples, that 1s, that al men ase equal
and deserve equal Justice, but all these principles
are violated by the conscious manipulation of the fears
and dangers vkich provoke hate. These who are engaged
in prWpaganda, especially the jearsalists and movie makers,
those who prepare the speeches of politicians, do everything
in their power to fod the flames of racial hate. Theyuse subterfuge in order to arrive at their goals. It
is a coaplex reality which has developed from the experience
w4fth slavery in the U.S.A.

-3-
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It eteat the whites think that
defending freed Justice while actually
betag manipulated b6thar people t are

easo * O what they are trylAg to do. (set as
give TORas amlei Dring the recast golt is the
Attica pris , the politieimt, oertaa yjournalists
and the authetite Omtributed towards m*aleashtag.
a toge racist hystetta aga*g.t the primgw by
declaring that they had kitth the hostages. The'
American people are easily vulnerable to this type
of inforastie in view of the old stereotype of armed
Resonsqwa, with knivs and razors. This was a ded
that proteional politicians presented &a order to obtain
a very welladefined purpose. This is a prfact example
of the eaner Io which the so-called "traditional dangers"
are smpulated for specific contemporary goals,

Without considering Color or Race

- L'OpiWeas . The Black Panthers state that the Afro.
Americans mst ally themselves not only to other sapituties
such as the Puerto Ricans and the Indisas iabt alae to
a faction of white America whthh identifies itself with
their struggle,. now do yeu see the outcom of this union?

*Eldridge Cleaver: Through the creation of situations
of activities of vanguard c which fore the eitiens to
take a stand and act. This is how we operate and each
new #Asme mets with a certain opposition even within
the progressive Iroes, Bt wS know thata uPon undertaking
actions of this Satua, e create favorable situations
which lead the people to ak* a choie between abandoanent
and purmit of the struggle under new editions. At the-
present tite, we have arrived at the coamhson that it
Is time to start and elaborate a continued armed action.
we're engaged at the present tia in the seation of
that which we consider to be the embrt. of the people's
army. This ddoision has mot with all sorts of protests
It has even provoked, within our party a sertat opposition
which has caued a rift within our raks. This rift
became evident at the beginning of the year, but I eas
a3ssur you that before the *ad of 1971, ewats will
show we a" right; becuse the movement, in its entirety
has understood our point of Zv: : ::)

-4-
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This is how tXirugi
develops beesuse ' '

to thee revtconres l

ideloio P etiou. During t *mus of dur bic lport,
VS paceedet. ao detailed analysis of the 41"w"ead expressed" ft uolidarity with the pygltarlat by,-strugglifg by it sie Suw at n attempt tie thetoffrades Within owad t doo our party, Ve agso
r"366t all 3oVpatauia tn'. the eney desISWe to'ObscUe -01V Poeit ions. This require great- aacrifteesbut we can gagteCoat 1404,00 Of nuseove wevolutlpsarims

* and the symp~ 0f Other ethnic Irusb tc8 to our
p1*ZZliples. %art, Ve have beem able to eso6rdlcate"Our* efforts BNd to sct together to stifle this racial hate* funned by tMe autharitsmea o Nachfavellan piwpeg.

By osatinuing to suacemstullY fIght thishostile Propgama, it is possible to achieve a unityat action seeNg 4Sferet ethnic groups without onusidering
Polar or rame,
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LEROY ELDRIDGE CLrAVER
IXTRDftIST MtATTERS - BLACK PANTPEm PARTY
KEY STACK EXTRDUTST
(00. SF) arnnie-tn fMJ

Remyairtel to Bureau 10/6/71 and Bile t 10/121. 71.
On 10/22/71, the enclosed article in the Frenchlanguage containing the text of the interview of subjectwas received from the Political fcection,, American Embassy,Rtabat, Miorocco.

The Bureau is requested to have the enclosedarticle translated and furnish the results of the transla-tion to Saan Fran~cisco for their information:
In the event any additional pertinent informationis received regardirqr the subject, the Bureau and SanFrancisco will be advised.

-Bureau (Enc. - 1)
(I. - roreigii Liaison Desk)
U1 - San Francisco, 8-12329, rInfo.,1I Madrid
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-- - sit1ed by r,-2h ed to include the alias ofE = as use by ... j In departing LOS Angeles onL b

Re Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau dated 10/27/71.
Enclosed for the Bureau are26 copies of a letter-.head memoranda (Lh4) regarding the captioned individual. Twocopies each of the L.1 are enclosed for the Detroit, IndianapolisNlew York aiid San Francisco DivIsions in tiwo hi netg.tive interest in this matter. view of their investiga-

Sources contained in the enclosed LMI are identifiedas follows:
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It is noted thalL ]has been provided twoI

source numbers in order to further protect this source.

The Los Angeles Divisiodi A nta ho Wi
lariA fti,--eles on wer l

ThPSueillAgentn or te Ls Anell:Dvisionwh

observed-_ n I ]
Th tc~lAeto the Los Angeles DIvisio

hqC vejjjjI7Z hearing California license
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o The Special Agent of the Losconducted th n '0 Ang'le viio whot10/23/71R, wa____________ on.-.

e hePial Agent of the LoS Angeles Division whoObserved LosAneprt the vinetwo my sq
OriPtont, California, dn ss i nti

LL~
e'te o Angeles Division who

b7-- b7cobsrve --hj-P-cia1 Agent of the Los Angeles Division whobc

oud e odetre al the no ation orientity of sources

LEAD

LOS AGELESS

Tr lesill toa t

cIrsformat peion fi furihdboro coainsiti

e srenown uner the iit. Relnots of toll check willinvlpolvede tntal t tase caption of the individual
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K Offcialb7C'
on October 11 a of TVA Washington;-

a Thy ew Octber 17,j 1971, Issue of the'"Herald Exaie"a daly nwspaer LlAed at Los Angeles, California,-reported Cleaver was traveling with Jessica Sct inchage 24, of rankfurt, Germany. cot Wenrch

Source identified the fol~ ~f~4,A.~~~n~t those n Withjan
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OCTOBER 21, 1971

Cleaver appeared live on the 9:00 a.u "RalphStory Program"', KADC Television, 41l51 Prospect, MesAees. Cleaver's remarks on this program were taped by.a representative of the FBI and a transcription is containedhereafter:

DE'ThA1 n 4L
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UMKOW MAN: w~ .ho is j% ik s4~.~-

meaning that he is guarding you because there have been
threats you...
KATHLEEN CLEAVER* Ah yes, you have to understand uh, that .
as many people are aware of but that they all clear infor-
mation that has been a uh, complete division in the offices
and member's and cadre of the Black Panther Parly that.goep
across the country. Now...

UNKOWN MAN: You mean a split in the organization.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Exactly, and there was quite a bit of
information in the press about this however the uh, members
of the-ths what we call the Peralta street gang, under the
leadership of uh, NEWTON and SEALE uh, made extreme obscene
threats to us in Algeria beginning at that time over the
telephone and they had made threats against many of the
people that uh, took our side which was the majority of the
cadre the real panthers, the revolutionaries and people
on their side are mostly people who don't know, who have
been threatened into maintaining some type of allegiance to
them but unwillingly. And uh it's a very serious concern
to the members of uh, party who uh, is in a postition uh,
that's uh, very precarious after this because you see the
people in Oakland and everything, although they did not
contribute that much to the building of the mechanism of the
party they captured this above ground aparatus and turned it
into some type of uh, personal power organization and took

* C0DElilAL



all that away, the organizational structure, the offices
the funds et. from the real cadre that had given their lives.
given their time, and everything they had toward building
up that organization. While N EWTON and SEALE$ to some extent,
were in jail. And so this left many of the people without any
apparatusstithout anywhere to go and put us in a precarious
exposed situation and therefore all of those who are the real
panthers, the people who really built the ground work of the
party are'in a very dangerous situation...

UNKNOWN HAN: Did your husband go to Algeria because of this
split or in fear for his life?

KATHLEENCLEAVER: No,.no no. But, when my husband went to
Algeria there was no, this was nothing, this was something
that developed after NEWTON was released from prison and

then...

UNKNOWN MAN: Is that because your husband left...

KAMHLEEN CLEAVER: And then a peculiar circumstances and uh...
UNKNOWN MAN: Your husband in Algeria then sort of lost con-
trol ofsome of the...

EATELEEN CLEAVER: You might say yes. We lost contact, we
lost communication, and we felt that sh, it was because.of
this that many things happen that could have been avoided.
However after investigating the situation, once contact was
re-established.-we found out that the contact that could have
bewr maini±tainri vas deliberateely blocked by, uh, RILLARD and

.1
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other of his co-workers, who were attempting to sh, restructure

and change the direction of the party In som

which would be more in harmony with the desires of the pigs.

And uh, this created many problems thro1hghtout the party,

throughout the country. We in Algeria did not have adequate

information to be able to move on this, but we knew that

things were very wrong. What brought much of these conditions

to a head was the arrest,=-under-very peculiar circumstances,

of the Deputy Minister of Defense in.Southern California,

Brother GERONIMO. You see, he was arrested and we couldn't

receive any information on the conditions of this and then

three months after he-was arrested we were shocked to read in

one of thepig.:sheets that he was purged. This purge of

GERONIMO turned many people around the -country and around

the world to the fact that there was something profoundly

wrong going on in this party.
UNKNON MAN: Sounds to me, uh KATHLEEN, like you're spending

all your time fighting each other.

KATHLEE CLEAVER: No, we are not fighting, each other. We

were spending all of our time fighting a revolutionary struggle.

And then we were put in a position where the efforts that we

were making, and I mean we, I, mean the people who were fighting

both inside the United States and struggling outside the

United States, the people in the prisons, and the people under-

ground. And all the different revolutionaries that were con-

tinuing to implant the principals and practices of the party

~9-4



were put into the position where they were being hamstung

where they were being blocked, where they were being f edup
where they were being set up, where they were being attacked

by these other so-called panthers, who some or them turned ot
totbe agents of the police. .

UNKNOWN MAN: Mrs. CLEAVER, what do you think the general
public thinks about this uh, interparty struggle?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well I think that they feel that this
. is extremely unfortunate development. And it has turned

them off considerably to the whole idea of the Black Panther
Party.

UNKNOWN MAN: Now yoiire speaking of people who might be
in favor of the, I'm speaking of the whole community.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well you see I haven't been in this
country and we haven't had that much contact with people in
the white community, I'm not sure except for what they bring
in the pig media. And uh, they all wanted to say that the
Black Panther Party is dead. That the Black Panthers them-
selves managed to destroy the party where the pigs had fail-
ed. And uh, we'd like to make it very clear that, yes the
Black Panther Party as it usesto exsist as a Vanguard re-
volutionary force is very much dead and has been dead for quite
some time. Whether .the Black Panthers themselves as re-
volutionaries, as freedom fighters are alive and .they.are still
struggling those who are not in prison. And the situation"

. for them is very difficult because their being picked up,

0.COEn
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arrested, harassed without the support of any kind of .

apparatus because this is taken away by these captive re-

volutionaries. And I think captive revolutionaires because

these are people who at one p6int were with, the revolutionary

struggle. They agreed with our principles, they worked

With us hand in had, side by side and there was no indi-

cation that we were not believing or doing the'same-things..

But at a certain point in time they changed their minds. In-

stead of supporting revolution they began to oppose revolu-

tion. They went counter to this and they began to.do everything

they can to stop the revolutionary activities to prevent

people-from doing this, to prevent people from doing that

and everything.Tremaendous and countless incidents across

the country where positive revolutionary advance suggestions

and plans were made and they would disapprove them.' And

after a long period of time these types of contradictions and

these types.of revolutionary and counter-revolutionary, or

you might say good things that people wanted to that were

stopped came to a head and the party officially uh, had

to make a division. And this is very similiar to in many cases

the division that came in the black movement between thoe

followers, of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD and those followers of MALCOLM

X. You might remember that the brother MALCOLM X was a

member of the .Muslims however he never emphazised the

- andthe revluspet. He aipc and many pepl oi thme,

and the revolutionary aspect and many people joined the

'aA



movement to follow his revolutionary line. And this threatened

uh, the religious part and the cowardly people and those

who wanted just to have a religious organization and they

finally expelled him. They proceeded to attack him

viciously and they finally were instrumental in his assassination.

Now you might look at the relationship between those, uh,

members of the so-called Black Panther Party who relate

to Reverend PERCY .;A bakland as a parallel to' --

these people, they like to relate to some rpe of (inaudible)

religious type of leadership offered by this man, and anything

thats really revolutionary that's really dealing with the

social conditions they attack and they identify ELDRIDGE as

of this element and they attack him and try to degrade him

and make people think that he is a horrible person. And I

know for a fact that the work that ELDRIDGE has done in this

country many people, many brothers clearly know what it is and

why he did it and they know that those saying are not true.

And we know that many people if that type of leadership that

he had provided was still available uh, would never be in

the position that they are in now.

UNKNOWN MAN: KATHLEEN what is your life like now in Algeria?

Happy, frustrated?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well you must understand that a position of

a exile is somewhat similiar to the position of a prisoner.

Ah, you are denied access to many areas of the world. Hany

countries, there are people there without passports. People
*12.



cannot travel into this country without being arrested.

Ab, every one of the brothers there came there to avoid

going to 5ail. And their wives have joined them.

UNKNOWN MAN: Is it a happy community or do you...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: An exile community is impossible to be

happy because everyone is divorced from the land.:

U1KNOWN MAN: Why did you chose Algeria?

KATHLER CLEAVER: The Algerian government has a very hospitable,

hospitable policy toward revolutionaries. And they allow

many liberation movements in Africa, in Latin America, Canada,

uh to have representation in Algeria. And this is the one

Country-at this point,- in the world that is still revolutiozry

mough in practice to allow other revolutionaires who are not

uh, do not have government, has not served their land to openly

function and organize there international apparatus

countries. There are very few countries that allow that to

continue.

UNKNOWN MAN: How did you exist then? I mean how do you

get along, where does the money come from?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Ah, wherever we could get it.

UNKNOWN MAN: Okay, you said that your husband was going to

be returning soon, are you willing to say when?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: No. I dontt know.

UNKNOWN MAN: IJell, Mrs. KATHLEEN CLEAVER, thank you. Guerrilla

*** wars te. not vsarlly. annour.eAd .1r. dvanee, but KATHLEEN CLEAVER

has been quoted as saying that her husband... W.

-13.
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UNKNOWN~~M MA.*Nll OWhoghN

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: I did'not say that before..

UNKOWN MAN Wll, We thought..'..

KATHIE CLEAVER: I'mj sorry go ahead.

UNKNOWN MAN: It's all right go ahead.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: No go ahead.

(LAUGHTER)

UNKNOWN 4AN: Well I better not say it i I didn't say it right.

UNKNOWN MAN: Yeah right. Well can I quote.directly that

you have said your husband will soon return to the United

States to help lead a revolution?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: No, I didn't say that.

UNNOWN MAN: Please make it straight.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: A reporter asked me uh, would my

husband come in and give himself up to go back to prison. I

said no. And they wanted to know, how would he come in. I

said there's only one way that he can come in and that is

to come in fighting and join the guerrillas that are here

fighting.the liberation struggle at this time now.

UNKNOWN MAN: That's the quote and we than1x Mrs. KATHLEEN

CLEAVER and...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: All power to the people brothers and sisters.

* 14 *



Newton and Reverend Percy are references
to BPP Supreme Commander Huey P. Newton.

Bobby Seale is the chairman of the BPP.

David Hilliard is the Minister of Defense
of the BPP.

Elijah Muhammad is the leader.of the Nation
of Islam.

The Nation of Islam is an all-black
nationwide organization headquartered at
IMuhammad's Temple 2, 5335 South Greenwood
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the
guidance of Elijah Muhammad, self-styled
Messenger of Allah" and only divinely
appointed leader of the black race in the
United States. Its purpose is separation
of the black man from the devil (white
race) through establishment of a black
nation.

Malcolm X is a deceased leAdek of the Nation
of Islam.,

Elmer Pratt is known to use the alias of
Geronimo.

At approximately 12:00 p.m., Cleave ahod n
conference at the office of Lake Mc Kissack.
provided a taped recording of that confsrens-. a u-
cription of that tape is contained hereafter:

b2
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LUKE MC KISSICK: Inm LUE MC XISSICKs'attorney for KATELEEN

CLEAVER, and on my right is KATHLEEN CLEAVER who is visiting

the United States from Algeria and has a number of projects

to accomplish while here. Let me first apologies there is

a tremendous severity problem in this case. There has been

. numerous death threats against KATHLEEN's life and consequently

it has been necessary to have a number of people here who

otherwise would not be present. Secondly, let me say that we

received a call from International tews Service, that someone

had called in and said that this Press coAference had been

witche to Parlor "All of the a ey Hilton Hotel in Beverly

Hill. Wells that phone call did not emanate from this office

or anyone authorized to do so, and therefore, it is quite

apparent to me that for.some reason, there es an attempt to

sabotage the Press Conference and not give KATHLEEN CLEAueR a

,chance to be heard Consistent with my position thay that ink

that all people have a right to speak their peace In this

society and asa position of a civil libertarian, I want to

offer my offices and I woud like to have KATLEEN address you

an the reasons for her being here and be free to answer your

questions...

KTHLEEN CLEAVER: In terms of the death threats) which yo

might be sort of interested in, se're fully aware of the

original source of these) because we've received similar

threats over the telephone In Algiers directly from someone

B16
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formerly known as HUEY P. NWTON, present we call Rev ad
PERCY (ph), and the organization of which he has become the
head, which bears no relationship to the Black Panther Party (BPP).
We refer to them as 2Te.Peralta Street Gang. They are hoodlums,
mobstersi and all types of disreputable things, and they have
efrectuated these deaths threats upon many-members of the party
that refuse to go along with their corrupt and unprinciple
practices such as Brother ROBERT WEBB, who was murdered in
New York two weeks after he held the Press Conference denouncing
HILLIARD, expelling him from the Party and calling for the trial
of HUEY F1 NEWTON. And such as the Brother FRED BENNETT who
was murdered in the Bay Area because of his principle opposition
to the types of practices being carried out by these agents and
."Lackeys"and misguided people that were formerly considered
revolutionaries that obviously have become counter-revolutionaries.
There is no question to us exactly the sources and directions
or these because they work to some extent we haven't examined.
We don't know all the ways in which they work. They work in
cooperation with the police forces, especially in hot cases and
n18 arranging for assassinations and things like this. In terms

of the timing and the presence of my visit to the United
States at this time, there are many things that we fell that
are not clear and there are many very orTdhal issues that are
coming up and we feel that we are in a position to be able to
contribute something and anything that we can do, anything that
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i on or or can mobilize can

do, we're here to be able to bring that to bear on the very

crucial situation going on now. We see that the three main

focuses of the vanguard of the liberation struggle of the

Afro-American People and there are examples of this going

on right now in California. The cases of the political

prisoners. These political forces, the revolutionaries who

have been imprisoned, held in jail to interrupt their political

activities. The case of the military prisoners. Those members

of the U.S. Armed Forces who are being held in the stockades

and given all types of miserable treatment for their so-called

acts in opposition to the war, in opposition to the military,

and the convicts. The struggle of th6 obnviets, in particular

in the California Penitentiaries is one of which ELDRIDGE

CLEAVER has been a part of for quite some time, has been going

on in a very Intense way for the past ten years and has come to

the public light by the recent murder of Brother GEORGE JACXSON.

These three areas are clearly in the vanguard of the struggle

at this time and the case of bach one is being carried out in

California now. In terms of the Political Prisoners there is

a-case of Brother GERONIMO, who formerly was the Deputy Defense

Minister of Southern California Chapter of the BPP. Presently

Brother GERONIMO is one of the leaders of.-the Afro-American

Liberation Army. And the LA 13, who were on trial for the case

of developing out of the shootout at Central Avenue back in

- 18. *
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December 1969. In terms of the military prisoners, we have

a very clear cut case of U.S. military calling for the death

penalty of a black brother in the U.S. Armed Forces for acts

he was accused of carrying out in Vietman. Of fragging of

two white officers and he has been held in maximum security

at Fort Ord. and they are calling for the death penalty, they.

want to murder this brother who they forced to go into the army

'in tie first place.- In Terms of the convicts, the highlighting

case is now in the Bay Area, is the trial of the Soledad Brothers,

two of them are still being held in San Quentia. It is very

important that these struggles are getting highlighted and

carried out in the most intense fashion in California. We look

at the position of California in terms of its wealth, in terms

of its geography, in terms of its role in the United States

economy and political development and its role in the wars in

Asia. We see that there's a very direct interrelation between

all these struggles, within the military, without the military,

within the prisons and without the prisons and within-the

underground as a linkup and a cycle going on in all of those and

it's all one struggle. These are just three different aspects.

The reason that is important, we felt that it's important and

because of the destruction of the above ground apparatus

belonging to the revolutionaries of the BPP who were the ones

who initiated and set in motion the BPP but have since all been

expelled or otherwise jailed or ignored or murdered or some

-19 .
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such matter so that the BPP as it exists, the Pla

Street Gang, is completely devoid of any revolutionary members

or any revolutionary content or practice. They have made it

very difficult for us to continue the .above ground activities

that are necessary to engage in a defense of our political

prisoners, to engage in the maintenance of the consistent'

activity of the underground. They've caused quite a bit of

disorganization, dissension within the movementand they're

continuing in this manner and it's becoming a very deep problem

and a deep crisis in the revolutionary forces-and the inability

of peoplI to examine their act, acts, examine their practice,

because of this fear of the intimidation, the threats, the

murders carried out to these people, .they refuse to take a

principle stand. It's just beginning to come out that people are

beginning to criticize these people but up until recently there

has been a great hostility and reluctance and people just want

to overlook it and say, vell, you're having a conflict among

yourselves, we don't want to touch it. We don't want to have

anything to do with it. Furthermore the BPP:1s a disgrace.and

we don't want to have anything to do with it, later for the

BPP, later for organization. We recognize that as far as a

revolutionary organization, that is any type of real force as

existed prior to the conviction of HUEY P1'NEWTON, that no

long exists. It has been totally viped out by the 'machinations

and the acts of the consistent; carried out development over a

-20
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long period of time, a period of over two years under the

direct leadershi for the most part of DAVID HILLIARD, his

brother JUNE HILLIARD and lately following the release of

HUEY P. NEWTON from prison -in August of 1970 we have seen the

most bizarre event in the history of our struggle and that is

what we see as the creation of a type of Kanchurian candidate

to completely disrupt, distort and twist around the whole'

nature of the focus of the Black Liberation struggle up until

that time. We say this because the information that we have-

* vhich is quite valid indicates that during the time that HUEY

P. NEWTON'vas in the'custody of the California Department of

Correction, in the custody of these pigs that he has been

* tampered with through the use of drugs and other treatment

and psychological undermining and many other peculiar forms

of mental and physical distortions were waged upon him and he

was released at a very key, crucial time in the history.of

the development of the things that were being planned in the

party at that time and it's a prize move and it's become very

* clear to us and everyone that had anything to do with the

brother, is not no longer the same person. This is not the

HUEY P. NEWTON that everyone went out and loved and put their

life on the line and struggled so hard to come out of prison.

It's not the same person but someone thathas been programmed

to turn around the party and eliminate the revolutionary element,

stiffle it, change it's direction. I'm sure that subset*c-
*k 1 * P



eVon if anyone has b)6en -following the dvlpeto

party has proven this and you can see the results for yourself.
Therefore the so-called split in the party, this was really
the coming to the head of the many contradictions in the
internal operations of the BPP that were making it increasingly
difficult for the revolutionaries and their supporters to
participate and maintain their activities within these opposing
forces. The dedicated revolutionaries and their supporters
were in opposition to these cowardly Lackeys and these petty
minded piggish oriented people who had captured the above
ground controls of the Central Committee and refused to give
it up over the objections of all members of the leadership
and the party over a period of two years. This leadership under
the head of DAVID HILLIARD, has forced members out of the party,
expelled members for their revolutionary activity, caused them
to be arrested. They have consistently altered and twisted
the machinery of the party and they have caused a tremendous
setback and a.. dissapointment to the black community and the
revolutionary community of struggling people both on the
.itional level and the international level and all of this
distortion and distruction has been engineered largely by DAVID
BILLIARD and once"HUEY P. NEWTON was releasedby'his cooperation
and queer direction that he took the party'off then. "And it
just so happens that the direction that this'was taken in by
HUEY P. NEWTON and DAVID HILLIARD was the same direction that
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party going* You see the real revolutionaries eliminated

attacked$ identified, -arrested, coerced, and confined while.

many unfortunateinnocent people and otherwise just plain-

hoodlums are propped up as supposed Black Panthers and completely

. destroy the faith of the people in the community and the faith

of revolutionary movement in the BPP ss ee recognize that that

is a fact of the BPP as it existed. It no longer exists.

PRESS: MRS. CLEAVER is there any...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: I'm not finished. In terms or the relation-
ship of this to. the Afro-American'struggle and the relation-
ship of the Afro-American struggle to the international political
developments being carried olthe tim now is very very crucial.
We recognize as being exposed by the relations being developed
between the United States of America and the Peoples Republic
of China as demonstrated by the pproachine visit of NIXON
to China that the, there Is a new alignment In the wind of forces
that leavS primarily to Africans and the Afro-American's out,
and you see people lining up their forces and making deals and

-tshis is gonna happen is Asia and this will go down in Latin
America an d we see SPIRO and e see (ohaldible).
These prime bootlickers in Africa,, all makingg the little co-
ordinated moves all this year and HUSSEI t e back stabber
of the Palestinian people. Everything Is building up to a ve

to hin tht te, hee i a ew ligmet i th wid o frce
231
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t 1 on is very clear, the pattern

the African revolutionary forces and the Afro-American revolu-

tionary forces are being isolated from all other areas of

support and forced closer and closer into their support of

each other and this is a valid, because it's clear that the

source of our problem and the source of their problem is a

very complimentary and identical issue and that the two

struggles we are waging on both sides of the Atlantic have /

everything to do with each other. This has been recognized

quite some time ago by the United States government and it

is because of this recognition and the effort to establish

this relationship concretely that the brother MALCOLM X was

assassinated shortly after his return from Africa. This now

with these alignments going on in which we see the.eiiither of

the American people nor the Chinese people are being consulted

our surprise move made behind their backs. We know NIXON.

We know what they're up to and we know that this stuff means

no good for us and every liberation movement and all the

revolutionary forces that have not consolidated powerare fully

-aware that this is doing them no good. In terms of the Afro-

American it is time, it is high time, we have to intensity our

struggle on the political, on the military, on the social leveL

And if you look at the needs of our struggle at-this time and

. you look at the condition of our struggle you will see through

a long process of depression, te-or tactics, intimiAt n
- .el. * CU TIJAL



isolation or vorse that the morale is low and eo a1
tions are dissipated and that we are in a position that many

people think that we are in a weak position but in fact we

must look what has forced our struggle to this level and that
is the strength that our struggle poses to the pover structure

and the need they feel to attack it and make us think that they're
strong but if they, the repression that we are victims of at
this time is purely the product of the intensity of our

resistance. In terms of the United States itself, we must

recognize that there is in fact warfare going on in the United
States, whether we want to recognize it or not., And.oubide.
of the daily confrontations or acts of sabotage and sporatic
guerrilla events that are happening around the country, wue
had examples of consistant warfare being waged in the United
States. Prime example is the struggle being carried out and
the war that's been going on for the past two years in
Cairo, (ph), Illinoisin which you have the black community
under the leadership of the United Front waging warfare every
day, every night, every day against the combined forces of the
Lihite Citizens Council, the Ku Klux Klan$ the American Nazi
Party, the local police department and the State Troopers)
and the government under machine gun fire and tanks and this
has been going on for two years. Presently in W1mington,
Delaware, the fascists, or organized fascists have declared
open war on the black community. They say we accept your
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>go ca civil ar we're ready to get it onnow, and

the black community is under conistent attack by these

fascists. These communities are vary powerfully unified and

they're resisting these attacks and we must look to them as a

model of the future of what is going down in the black, what-vill

be going down in the black communities around this country

and begin to take heed of the future and prepare for the

future and recognize' those . people that are preparing the

groundwork and engaging in armed struggle -at this present time

are those in which our salvation lies and it is key time, it

is high lime that we recognize this and move to support them

because the alternative is very, very, very unpleasant and

specifically in.relation to Los Ahgeles. We have to examine

that the military and political struggle waged by the BPP

which in Los Angeles was organized first under the leadership

of BUNCHY CARTES who is an exrconvict and JOHN HUGGINS, who is

an ex-GIjand this party is very strong following the assassina-

tionat UCLA by the lackeys of KARENGA. This leadership was

transferred to brother GERONIMO. Brother GERONI14O is a veteran

of the special forces in Vietnam who is known in Los Angeles

for his defense, that he organized of the LA Black Panther

Office. In Vietnam, the man was trained, decorated, given

purple hearts and considered a hero. He %;dt back to the United

States, he takes these skills and dedicates them to the struggle

of his people and he is persecuted, jailedjand attemptedto

26.
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I Sbe killed. We hav nvestitions of.the many mur to

that have been going on in the BPP in LA and northern Calforn

and cover the profound conspiracy to murder GERONIMO that goes 

from the Central Committee of the BPP up to the other hierarchy

of the pigs and involves the LAPD. In fact this pig COTTON,

MELVIN-SHIT1 COTTOn who vas testifying against GERONIMO, in

fact, was sent down to Dallas, Texas, where GERONIO was

arrested, to murder GERONIMO because he didn't have the nefve

to get up the people and go ahead and do it but he has acknow-

ledged this. 13rthe members of the Central Committee of the BPP

many of whom we're investigating for their ties with the FBI.

Their goal was to destroy the burgeoning cadre leadership

of the AALA4 the Afro-American Liberation Army, that was being

provided by GERONIMO. We have to recognize whether we like it

or not, that what is needed is a people's army to wage the people's

war because the warfare is going on. We must face the fact

that the intensifying efforts, that the culmination of efforts

that the police department and the repressive agencies of the

military forces in black communities and revolutionary organizations

around the country, has the one culmination and that culmination.

is outright warfare. They are withdrawing their forces from

Asia, they are concentrating other forces In Africa and they

are making deals in Latin America but thii recogniZe.that the

prime confrontations, the serious confrontation, thetontrontation

that means life or death is here in Babylon,and people hia" 4-^

I
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reco nize that and have to deal *ith that. There are people

that have done that and these people are laying the foundation

for the-People's Army. These are the people that ae being.

vilified, ignored and confused and lied upon by the so-called

Panthers. The extreme danger that's-presented-by these traitors

PERCY and SEALZ is that they are masquerading as a BPP and

making people believe that this represents the BPP. It's very

clear that they must understand this is not. In the case of

GERONIMO, we've been fully, they have been fully exposed in

- the way they attempted to first doom to failure his efforts

then set-him up for capture and then after he was arrested in

Dallas, block all information concerning him - And after he was

extradited to California, three months later they purged him

from the BPP party and have ignored him ever since. The

contradictions which led to the so-called split in the DPP was

many of which were focused around the treatment of GERONIMO

and the.many things that were exposed in this thing about

GERONIM0. But what we were dealing with is a basic contradiction.

A basic contradiction between those who are dedicated to the

principles of armed struggle and preparing armed struggle and

aDplying armed struggle and those who are opposed to this and

those who believe that it was impossible to continue to cooperate

and make deals vith the system, to make deals with these monsters

who were in control of our destiny and have shown what they are

willing to do not only in ATTICAjbut in Vietnam, but in Xorea,
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'~~btIn the 666 Co~" 'Afwe can not 'accept traitors liketh

as anything, any form of membership in the black liberation

struggle of the black community'

PRESS:. (inaudible)

CLEAVER: Let me see if I, yes.

PRESS: ... NEWTON or DAVID HILLIARD are agents of the police,

is that correct?

CLEAVER: We're 'not goana s.ay that they're agents of the

police. What we're gonna say is they're outright blatant

counterrevolutionaries and the acts that they are engaged in,

act& that they are responsible for, the things that they have

said, that they have done and that they have caused to come

about are completely in line and in harmony with the desires

not only of the police but of the FBI, th6 CIA, and the highest

element in this givernment.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, anything significant to the fact that you

arrived in this country just a few days after HUEY NEWTON came

back from Red China?

CLEAVER: I think it is. I think it's very significant that

HUEY NEWTON went to Red China in the first place, because he

was asked by the members of the International Section immediately

upon his release to please come and see us and visit us and

come join up with his old comrades and he iefused and he said

this and he said that and he said the other and he never came

and he never showed then he proceeded to internally do everything
- 29. todETIlAI.



he toud to discredit and destroy the relation shi

comrades with us in the International Section and those in the

United States even to the extent of making it cause for

explosion to call or write the International Section of the

BPP. Alidthen he goes at some late, later..date, shortly In between

KISSINGER's two visits, he shows in China with a delegation

of about.seventy other people and when upon his return, so

therefore we recognize that, the fact that he went to China he

had to have State Department approval in order to get the

passport and get the travel authorization from the United States.

It's significant that the same person, BLAINE BROWN, that has

been very instrumental in many of the destructive acts that

aged through, they were able to readily destroy the apparatus

of the LA BPP here in Los Angeles and the destructive acts that

led to the capture of GERONIMO and led to the attempted

assassination of GEROHIMO..ELAINE BROWN was also engaged in.

In fact the slanderous attack that was made on myself was made

by ELAINE BROWN in an effort to discredit ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in

order to lay the foundation for these moves that they are making

-on-the international level to co-opt for their masters the

genuine contacts built up by the international operations of

the party'Just as their efforts in the national arena had made

to co-opt the apparatus built -up by genuine revolutionaries with

the support of the community for the desires of their masters.

30
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PRESS: Can you tell us if this party is in such disarray, when

will your husband return to straighten it out?

CLEAVER% We're not trying to straighten out the party. As

far as we're concerned the party is dead. The party is finished.

The party is obsolete. There is no longer any-need for an

organization such as the BPP within the areas in which it has

already been ,tried, because the many mistakes and failures made

in the BPP. We have learned from this and we will build our

future structure on the basis of these mistakes.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, iill ELDRIDGE CLEAVER return to take over

the leadership and givei direction?

CLEAVER: That is really not the issue. We have to work out

examples of-how this can be carried out but we must lay the

foundation so that the operation that we're waging in the United

States on this level is not dependent on leadership. It's

dependent on cadre.

PRESS: Well, will, will he come back to assume any role in the

party, Will he come back to this country.

CLEAVER; Not to, we keep telling you the party is dead. The

JUPPis through with.

PRESS: Well let me ask you this question.

CLEAVER: The...

PRESS: When vill your husband come back to this country.

CLEAVER: I'm sure that if he has any desire for the people

to know when he comes back it will be made manifest at that time.
31
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PRESS: 'Wel, in other words you're saying he's not coming

back?

CLEAVER: I said when he comes back and he desires people to*

know that he is in this country, he has always demonstrated

he is quite capable of letting people know what he feels and

what he wants them to know.

PRESS: Well has he expressed to you that he plans to come back?

CLEAVER: Yes, he's expressed that to me many times. In fact

from the first time that I met him he said he was coming back

in six months and this has been extended and extended and

extended and when I left he said he would be here shortly.

PRESS: Would you care to comment on your attitude towards

the ANGELA DAVIS case?

CLEAVER: Are you referring to some statements that we have

made?

PRESS* Well no. Just what's your general attitude towards

the murder cases (inaudible).

CLEAVER: That it's a complete and total frame up that completely

disregards all efforts of legality and any, any relationship to

--reality and I think it has backfired on the forces that have

captured ANGELA DAVIS because she has become a symbol of the

Afro-American Liberation struggle throughout the world and has

rallied many thousands of people and maR;y thousands of dollars

to her support.
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PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, are you here to make any kind of a deal
to assure your husbands safe return when he does come back?
CLEAVER: With who?

PRESS: The establishment?

CLEAVER: Well we don't, we're not on any type of speaking terms.
I think you should be aware of that. When I came into this
country the person I was traveling with was arrested for being
a hijacker on a case of mistaken identity, which I completely
informed the FBI that the person they were looking for was in
Algiers, I had just seen him before I left. This was not that
person and gave them all the information I had on the subject
to secure the release of my They refused to listen to
me. So if-the FBI wouldn't listen to me I'm sure none of the

.higher-ups would listen.

(TWO OR MORE TALKING AT ONCE)

CLEAVER: Myself? I think I explained that at the beginning.
That was the whole original explanation of the press conference
why at this particular time. This time is very crucial. Every-
one has to understand that all the powers that be, the revolutionary
-poyers, the counterrevolutionary powers, the reactionary powers,
the imperialist powers, the Democrats and Republicians, everybody
that has anything to do with the political activities going on
in the United States between now and 1972; the elections are
jockeying for power. Everybody is traveling, everybody is
moving. Internationally you see a tremendous aw. -f movement,
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people that've, like HIROIITO- vho has never in his life

gone outside JAPAN is traveling all through Europe. You see

that the whole political situation is moving into a new gear.

That one era is over and another one is beginning and all

people are moving to get themselves in position. The Afro-

American revolutionaries must recognize that this.is what's

happening outside the country and inside the country and if

our struggle is to be successful we also must move to get

ourselves in position because this time is very crucial and

they all know it and this is the way they're moving to prevent

us from getting our things together by propping up thdse

masquerading Panthers as some type of, I don't know what,

I mean I really find it very difficult to talk about them in

any rational terms because I know the work and the bloodshed

and the love and the effort that has been put into building the

BPP by hundreds and thousands of people around this country,

black people, white people, Mexican people, the support that

has been gained to the struggle by the efforts of the BPP

internationally And when I see one Manchurian candidate who' s

been tampered with in the California penitentiaries and once

sick mind like DAVID HILLIARD, these people do everything they

possibly can to destroy this, I mean this is a tremendous blow

not only to the people who are working socdlosely with them

but to all people that have anything to do with either building. .

or supporting the BPP and this is a totally intolerable situation.
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PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER you said that the BPP is a viable revolu-

tionary organization, no longer exists in this country. Do you

think that it will be possible or Inpossible for any such

revolutionary organization to

CLEAVER: No that's not at all true because the foundations

of other revolutionary organizations have already been laid.

You see that, I'm sure you'll see the coming monthly activities

in the development of the Afro-American Liberation Army which

vould be a more effective revolutionary operation than the BPP

be. Efforts are being made throughout the country. The organi-

zation of groups to wage .and struggle and they're not going

out 4nd passing out leaflets and telling you their name and

giving you out their platforming program. They're dealing

.and they're not being caught and they're not being identified

and they're making a political point. We feel that the purpose

of the BPP that of elevating the consciousness of the people to the

need for this has been dealt with. The people who are engaging

in armed struggle and meeting other people vho at this time are

not, but accepting the reality for that, this purpose has been

'accomplished, this phase has.bemn accomplished. If it wasn't

for the machinations of this clique that it captured the BPP

apparatus and distorted it and took all the money then perhaps

It would be possible to continue for the party itself to develop

in another line.But this is not possible so the Blpck Panthers
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we say the Black Panthers are alive. The revolutionary forces

are much broader and much greater as a result of the existance

and the activities of the BPP, But as it stands now that

organization bears no resemblance to the BPP. The real BPP

Is in the jails, underground and in other positions that aren't

talking.

(TWO PEOPLE TALKING AT ONCE)

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, is it true that HUEY NEWTOXN has taken over

most of the international support ...

CLEAVER: No, this is not true. He's trying to but he hasn't

taken it over because he can not prove, on the basis of activities,

there's been a revolutionary content to his organization and to

his party.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER did the Liberation Forces do all that could

have been done to held TIMOTHY LEARY?

CLEAVER: Ruh? What'd you say?

PRESS- Did, did the BPP that was, members rather that were in

Algiers, do what they could to help TIMOTHY LEARY when he was

in trouble there?

. LEAVER: We.did everything we possibly could but it was all

like, you know, in one ear and out the other.

PRESS: Why? What do you mean?

CLEAVER: Well you see, TIMOTHY LEARY doesn't have any mental

functions at'all. His whole brain process, his thinking and

remembering,and working has been completely destroyed by the

36-
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excessive use of LSD. He's totally dependent on his wife,even

here and they became such a tremendous secuirity risk that we

found it necessary to make it very clear to them that they

could not continue to behave in the manner that they behaved

and we found it necessary to hold them in protective custody

until they understood that. Even after that they really didn't

understand, they really didn't agree and they took it upon

themselves to leaveand unfortunately they were arrested.

PRESS: Are you, did you, earlier you said'that your life was

in a threat. Is that threat coming from other members of the

party or from the police?

CLEAVER: Well, they're working in cahotts so we don't, you

know, they're far off, you see.'cause they're in a much better

position to infiltrate and know who is who and who lives where

and get information that no one would give to the police. The

police are completely and fairly discredited. Everyone knows

the police is the enemy. They probably need a front man and they

use many black agents, individuals, organizations, infiltrate

them3 set things up and do all types of devious underhanded

. activities in the black communities and the black revolutionary

struggle through these agents.And we don't know all of their

names but we can see the results of their activity. So it's very

easy for agents to operate in the presentVstructure of the so-called

Black Panthers because it's designed to carry out ,the same kind

of activity that they relate to.
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PRESS: Miss KATHLESK, Vhat was your reaction when you returned
and set your foot back on United States soil, did it seem good

to be back home?

CLEAVER: This is a very itery serious.situation. I haven't

had time to think about that. I've only had time to find out

certain conditions and see what can be done to alleviate those,

expecially the political prisoners because that's the key

situation. The vast majority of the real revolutionary forces

of the BPP, the real leaderships either in prison or in jail,
either in prison or in exile or else otherwise dispersed and there
is no protective operation above them, you see. "And it's
a very dangerous situation because in every city people are

being picked up left and right because regardless of all this

masquerade and carrying on by these people in Oakland, the

police forces in every city know who the Panthers are, who the

real Panthers are and that's who they're shooting, that's who

they're arresting. that's who they're attacking, that's who

they're intimidating because they had defined their enemy as the
revolutionaries and they're continuing to move under the

-revolutionaries whether they call themselves Black Panthers

or whether they call themselves JOE BLOW, they still move under

the revolutionary.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, 'Hill the struggle for liberation go completely

underground now that
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CLEAVER: No brother. It's impossible for a:struggle to go

completely underground. You mean certain elements of the

. struggle are forced.undnrground and other elements of the

struggle are forced to take up the work that needs to be done

above ground, that are not participating at the present time

and other elements are forced to do other things. It's just

the struggle is shifting and developing and moving to a higher

level and things are changing and the participants in the

struggle understand this.

PRESS: Is armed conflict the only resolution to your revolution?

CLEAVER: Well as the history of the Korean var, the history

of the Vietnam war, the history of the, experience of the black

people in the United States indicates armedgeonflict is the

only typeof a position that these beasts and these murderers

seem to take against any people moving for their freedom and

is not a manner chosen by us. It's a manner that's been forced

upon us by our agressors.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, if armed conflict is the only way to

achieve your endjwill there be a step up in violence then?

,CLEAVER: I mean you are here in this country, you read the

* newspapers every day, you look at the television, you hear the

radio. I don't do that. I'm sure you have more information

on the degree and intensity of armed conflict in this country'

than I do. CI M
PRESS: Will there be instructions then to the cadre here...
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PRESS: Have you been the target of any overt attempts on your

life yet.

CLEAVER: Well, I've been in very close security so-far and in

very confined quarters.

PRESS: Were you safer over in Algeria though or over here?.

CLEAVER: Man there's no safety in this world. Not for people

like us.

PRESS: Thank you very much.Mrs. CLEAVER.

CLEAVER: Thank you. I think, is that all the questions?

PRESS: Where will you be travellin,?

CLEAVER: Throughout all the United States, but I'll be speaking

at UCLA noa Friday.

PRESS: (inaudible)

CLEAVER: And LACC on Tuesday.

PRESS: Mr. MC KISSICK, you said there were forces here that are

trying to upset the News Confergace that switched to the Beverly

Hilton Hotel. My office received some information they wanted me

to ask you about this that you were supposedly a member of the

CIA and that...

_CLEAVER: That's coming from the same sources.

MC KISSICK: That sounds like the same source that said that the

Press Conference was being switched. No my only interest here

is to give my client a chance to have heFriews heard and I was

in contact with International News or with*,the*.City News Service

so they-pointed out that the press Conference was gonna be held
- 9~~~~~40 ' C123~' .
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CLEAVER: I'm not involved in instructing the cadre.

PRESS: Who,..

CLEAVER: I'm sure if you could look at what's going on, read

the newspapers, listen to the radio, you yourself would come

to a conclusion as to what's going on. Now, now if you just

look at thoseask the police. They know. They're doing a lot

of attacking. They're doing a lot of jailing, and I think the

incident that took place at Attica indicates the intensity of

violence on the part of the agressor and the intensity of the

heroic ability to stand up there on the part of the people.

PRESS: You say the party itself is no longer functional cnd is

now in the hands of the cadre. Who is instructing the cadre?

CLEAVER: TD the best of my knowledge, MEY P. NEWTONJReverend PERCY,

.Well, I'm not, I'm not a part of that cadre so I don't have any

information. If you want that information you'll have to ask

those people.

PRESS: What's to be done about the legal situation that your

husband faces, should he return.

CLEAVER: Well, we don't recognize any validity to the legal

-sastem of the United States We recognize that as part of the

enemy. Now If it is possible for something to be done legally

then we'll accept that but we're not banking on anything done

legally and neither is GEORGE JACKSON. Xnd neither is FLEETA -

DRUMGO or any of the people in the clutches or this legal system.

Because we recognize the legal system is only one of the elements
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that is used to depress and murder us.

PRESS: How did this conflict start between HUEY NEWTON and

ELDRIDGE.

CLEAVER: Well we feel that it must have been initiated in the

penitentiaries when HUEY NEWTON was subjected to all these types

of treatments and drugs and all other types of wierd things that .

we don'thavepomplete information on because he came out of the

penitentiary a changed person.

PRESS: Do you have any evidence that he was tampered with in the...

CLEAVERS Yeah. We have evidences from the.other people in the

penltcntiary that saw him.

.PRESS: And what did they say happened to him.

CLEAVER: The same things I just got through telling you.

PRESS: Yet KATHLEEN, why did he receive recognition from CHOU EN-

LAI and MAO TSE TUNG?

PRESS: Well now you would have to ask them. I'm not into that.

I really don't knowbut I'm sure it's all part of some type of

overwhelming scheme that's designed to do us no good.

PRESS: tou say' the threats against your life started in Ageria.

*Were they attempts to keep you from coming to the United States?

CLEAVER: Oh no because they were trying to get me to come to the

United States. These same forces that were interested in co-opting

and twisting and changing the party, they wer trying to get me

to come to the United States and all the plans and arrangements

had been male at that time.
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somewhere else and that of course has not been passed on by this

office so Is I have no idea where that dame from but I, it's

pretty clear that there's an effort to sabotage the hearing.

CLEAVER: Well I have an idea where that came from, that they,

Miss ELAINE BROWN has been named.the Minister of Information

of the Peralta Street Gang and she would be the type of person

that would be giving out instructions along these. lines. She's

very familiar with LA and she has been engaged in many manipulations

against usjfrom her-manipulations and setting up G's bust and

manipulations in attempting to discredit ELDRIDGE and myself

and the activities of the International Section and all types of

things and I think that she has something to do with that. If you

would go in to interview her and ask her I would be interested

-in having a reply because we have information on ELAINE BROWN .

that leads us to believe that she is very, very shady person and

doing some very thick double dealings.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER;..

PRESS: Donrt you think trying to discredit Mr. MC KISSICK

then. (inaudible)

-CLEAVER: Excuse me.

PRESS: Don't you think that he's trying to discredit Mr. MC KISSICK

then?

CLEAVER: Oh yes. Well she has a very intense dislike of Mr.

MG'KISSICK and this is not the first time that this type of

comment Ihs been made about hi" hy her.
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PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVERp yet you, your baby. The second baby

was born in North Korea?

CLEAVER: Yes.

PRESS: ....and you've gone into Algiers and you've had kind

*of a, heard MAO TSE TUNG and the rest of the leaders. You've,

you've really,been really treated very well.

CLEAVER: Yes we've been treated with great respect. Kindness

by the peoples in Asia and Africa where we visited. However

when we traveled in Europe, when I traveled in Europe they treat

me like I'm some kind of criminal, an agent or some type of

force that doesn't decrve any common courtesy and I've been throw

in military jeeps and paddy wagons and kicked out of countries

and all of--this. So it's very clear.

PRESS: Was ELDRIDGE there, was he ever invited by 'CHoU EN-laj.

or MAO TSE TUNG to come to Red China.

CLEAVER: Yes and he has already been in Red China and he has

been invited to come back.

PRESS: How long ago?

CLEAVER: This was quite some time ago. It's not important

ny more.

PRESS: And why did you have your baby in North Korea?

CLEAVER: This is a decision my husband made as a basis of his

visit to North Korea to the International Journalists Conference

of Anti-Imperialist Journalists that was held in Pyongyans
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in September of 1969. But this is a very beautiful and

profoundly dedicated anti-imperialist country. He was

extremely impressed by the warmth and the intense dedication

and the ideological and military and the social preparedness -

of the Korean people. And he was very anxious that I have

a chance to experience this and he decided that he wanted his

next child born in North Korea.

PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, (inaudible)

CLEAVER: I'm here to do what I can do and in every way that

I can. And if that involves staying, I'm staying; if that

involves going back to Algeria, I'm going; if it involves,

whatever it involves, ..that I'm capable of doing, it'll be

done, Until Itm stopped. And you must recognize that

there are many people that are diametrically '- opposed

to everything I'm doing and everything I'm saying and I'm

* sure that their efforts to stop it will escalate as my efforts

to do it.

PRESS: Who do you think will take over the Panther Party?

CLEAVER: The Panther Party, as I informed you, is obsolete and

it doesn't exist anymore. The Black Panthers exist, the Black

Panthers are taking the Black Panther Party and the ideas and

- t-e practices and putting them in new structure and new form, that

are consistent with the new level of struggle. So we want to

make it very clear that the HUEY NE TON, BOBBY SEALE, ah,
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DAVID HILLIARD, BIG MANf, etc clique this base in Oakland

that is tricking people around this country, and collecting

money and being very opportunist and very negative and taking

all these positions; like we were wrong tc6 attack the police

and we should go back to church;and say we're Marxist-Leninist

and then they say we're (inaudible), I mean all this confusion

and madness is perpetrated by someone that couldn't.be sane,

Ah, this doesn't bear any relation to the Black Panther Party

and we feel very unfortunate that people continue to refer

to them as the Black Panther Party,

PRESS: I'm unclear where you get into the picture then. Why

did you-come back? What is your purpose here?

CLEAVER: Because I know what the Black Panther rarty Is.

I iias there when the Black Panther Party was a few, a handful

of people.- And from the time the Black Panther Party was

a handful of people in Oakland till the Black Panther Party

was a national, international organization. I know that, you

see, all this time HUEY NEWTON was in jail and DAVID HILLIARD

was more or less on the sidelines.. He came into prominence

after ah, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER left and he became in complete

control of the party after BOBBY SEALE was arrested and blocked

*ri- efforts to reorganize the central committee and deal with

the process of developing a regional control and a more

revolutionary direction to the party. And he blocked everything

that indicated to put him out of a position of'power and
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advance the revolutionary position of the party. And I know

this and many people know that I know this and I know that they

want this information and all efforts that we've made to send

information in every other form to this country, whether by

mail, whether by vido-tape, whether by personnel, whether

by establishing a newspaper, whatever, it has been blocked.

It has not been effective, And the time is to short,to

crucial and to many people's lives are involved and there's

to much bloodshed to let this slide. Just like to many

people in this country just letting it slide and overlooking

it and say later for the Black Panther Party. And we know that

the Black Panther Party played a very significant role in the

history and development of our struggle and we know that its

very valid, the contribution its made and we don't want that

confused with that stuff they've got going calling.

they're phonies, they're fakes, they're masqueraders, and

they're agents, and they're everything that's disreputable

and everything the Black Panther Party is opposed to. So

we don't want people to think that that is the Black Panther

Party and we feel that you should know, if you're newsmen, and

you follow developments, you should know that I would know that

ind I have no reason to lie to you about that because everything

I'm saying can be verified.

PRESS: What I'm trying to get at though, you've come back

now, what are you going to do. Youive got to 'get.into something

to make ah, .,
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CLEAVER: Oh, myself.personally, I'll be engaged in

organizing the Revolutionary People's Communication

Network. And I've been, the foundations for that have been

made. This is what we have developed to replace and elevate

the functions formerly carried out by the Ministry of

Information of the Black Panther Party. This is no longer

* necessary and the struggle is on international proportions.

. It is much the base of our support, is much broader and we

feel that there is a lack of communication, a lack of

information going back and forth, and that this will inten-

sify as Fascism intensifies in this country, because this is one

of the-first things they do when they take power, is to clamp

down on all sources of information and give out state controlled

police news. The people only know one side and then they

think only what the pigs want them to think and we know that

this is coming, this has happened in every other situation

and we see that its very relevent that we have the revolutionary

people have access to their own sources of news about

revolutionary activities, not only in this country, with each

other, but around the world. So the revolutionary forces will

know and will be able to inform other people of the-*frue

* fTrengths and the true weaknesses of the revolutionary

movement, so that we may build on the basis of correct infor-

iation and advance our struggle onf the basis of real facts.
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PRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER ....

PRESS: You've noted that, you've pointed that the number of

international leaders (inaudible).

CLEAVER: It's true.

PRESS: Now, what do you see as the reason behind this?

CLEAVER: Everybodys getting in a position to intensify what

they want to do. The Japanese want to do one thing,-.the:...

Chinese want to do another thing; the American Imperialists

want to control everything and direct everything. You see in

Africa, where we live, we see, we see one design cropping up

that they intend to have as such, that Israel remain a state.

That the Palestinian Liberation forces are liquidated. You

see, the initiation of this in the so-called 2Rogcrs Pcacc A
plan that meant the Jordanian Army attacked the Palestinian

guerrillas and attacked their camps, you see, In South Africa,

they have ( inaudible) set up to call for a dialogue or South

Africa. Well none of the states want to dialogue with South

Africa, they want South-Africa eliminated. And so he's a

spokesman for that position and you see, that the South

African liberation struggle is intensifying the incident of

bombing and the incident of guerrilla confrontation rising up:

Oid there you find the racist the white racist states in

Southern Africa of Rhodesia, Southern Africa and Southwest

Africa are making a coalition so that they can keep an armed
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repression on these liberation forces down. Because they

have made coalitions with each other., And you see that there's

some effort being made in many quarters to compromise with the
people who are fighting in the Portuguese colonies who have
successfully liberated the bulk of their territory. So

its clear that they want to ab, make a compromise in ah, they

don't want to oppose us at this time. They've um, what they want
to maintain is you know, they want to maintain South Africa

and they want definitely toTffurpress the revolutionary base
of power that is being built up in the People's Repdblic
of the Congo and Brazzaville. At this time mercernaries are
being mounted on the borders and attack provocateurs both armed
personnel on the ground and by air, are being waged and the
people there on the border are mobilized every 24 hours

to defend their country and they recognize that they have

to be in position to ab, defend themselves and wage people's war
at arb moment, at this time.

FRESS: Mrs. CLEAVER, since the Black Panther Party is dead,
GERONIMO is in jail, would there be anybody in Southern

California or California, who will be recognized.as directing
the (inaudible). Any one person.

CaAVER: I'm not involved -in that and I can't give you any
information on that. We ve restructured things in the

So1
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political and the m..., the information, the aspects in

organizational aspects, military aspects, are all separate.

So that when the repression falls, it can only fall in one.

-It can't fall in all of them and this is the experience we

had in the Black Panther Party and we found that unitary

organization that had everything in one is non-effective, to combat

the repression that we &iaffer in the United States.-

PRESS: Why does ELDRIDGE want to come back?

CLEAVER: Because ELDRIDGE is an Afro-American, an Afro American

Revolutionary and he is dedicated to winning victory for the

Afro-Americation Liberation Struggle and we recognize that

that can only be done through participating in the struggle

on this land. We can contribute to the struggle, we can

. aid the struggle, we can abet the stiuggle, we can do many

things to contribute to the elevation of the struggle, from

another country. But we can not directly fight in this

struggle on this land unless we are in this country.

PRESS: Excuse me, ah, you seem to speak with such surety about

ah, China's position. Ah, don't you feel that China is

dealing from a position of power?

. CLEAVER: Yes, they're obviously dealing from a position of

power. (press talking but inaudible). I don't know what they're

doing. I know that they're not asking us or telling us or taking

our needs or our desires into consideration. So therefore, we

know that that is an indication that ah, help that people might

have looked to in the past is not there anymore. Therefore,
51
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- we have to do much more intensily on our own. We cannot

3ook outside for support. We have to move on our own right
now. .

PRESS: Do you really have enough information?

CLEAVER: No, we don't. But we can see that, we know, we have

enough information on NIXON. We have enough information on HAILE

9ELASSIE, we have enough information on HU NEWTON,--and

we see all the, and KESSINGER. We see them going (press talking

but inaudible) to China, well, we know that ah,

something is up. That's no good for us.

- PRESS: Yet, they gave prestiege to HUEY NEWTON before the

President of the United States to cone to Red China.

CLEAVER: Well, look at HUEY NifTON.

PRESS: Beg pardon.

CLEAVER: Look what HUEY NEWTON is, a Manchurian Canidate.

PRESS: Don't you believe anymore in the 0A. TSE TUkG thought?

CLEAVER: MAO TSE TUNG's thought didn't ask KESSINGER. KESSINGERM

went over there in a U. S. Army airplane. You know.

PRESS: What was your reaction, Mrs. CLEAVER, when yox found

out that President NIXON was going to Peking.

CLEAVER: It was very disturbing. Just as the reaction of

everybody else, if they'd be honest, that is engaged in

.revolutionary struggle. And I wish you would stop.

asking me so much about that because I think, well you know,

we don't have no inside information. We can only jake
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position on what's happened and that's not my purpose for

being in this country to explain NIXON's visit to China,

but to talk about the trialing, and the sabotaging and

carrying things off on another level.

PRESS: Thank you. Thanks.

PRESS: You will be speaking at UCLA at noon tomorrow?

CLEAVER: Yes. All things being equal.

PRESS: Two talking. Have they told you when yet.

(TALKING IN BACKGROUND)

CLEAVER: I don't know yet. But I can leave that information

with ah, LUKE MO KISSICK's Office once I have all that infor-

matlon-And if anyone giants any further information on that

itinerary, they can contact LOUISE MONACO.

PRESS: When will you be leaving town, -honestly.

CLEAVER: I'm not, ab, I can't, ah, I don't know that.

PRESS: You don't know yet, bkay.

PRESS: In the true sense of the word, a Manchurian Canidate

is an assassin. Who was assassinated.

CLEAVER: The Black Panther Party, the Afro-American.

Liberation Struggle, that's whathes assassinate is the

Back Panther Party.

PRESS: (inaudible)

Oh, he's assassinated quite a few individuals too

PRESS: Ah, will, ELDRIDGE becoming back

CLEAVER: Yes. He has stated over and over again that his

Intentions to return to-the United States and you must under.
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stand that the spirit and the contradictibns that came about in

the party had much to do with hampering that and prolonging

his absence in, from the United States. .But now that.we've

proceeded to resolve those contradictions and elevate the

structure of our organization on a higher'level, that this

will become a possibility.

PRESS: How will he be able to come back?

CLEAVER: He'll be able to come back similar to the way he

came in.
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George Jackson was a self-espoused Black
Panther recently killed at San Quentin,
California, in an escape attempt.

Robert Webb was a BPP activist killed in'
.New York.

Fred Bennett was a BPP activist found dead
in the Santa Cruz, California, mountains.:.

Roosevelt "June" Hilliard is the brother
of David Hilliard and the assistant Chief
of Staff of the BPP.

vr
Black Revolutionary

Army at werate oppressed peoples
in the United States.

The Soledad Brothers are two inmates at San
Quentin charged with killing a guard at
Soledad Prison, California.

The United Front is a black militant organi-
zation in Cairo, Illinois.

The National Socialist White People's Party,
also known as The American Nazi Party,
American Nazis, the The George Lincoln
Rockwell Party, was organized on February 26,
1956, at Arlington, Virginia, based upon the
concept of an international 'National
Socialist" movement as espoused by the German
Nazi Party headed by Adolf Hitler. The organ-
ization supports and follows the line of hatred
against Negroes, Jews, and communists through
various propaganda media seeking a legitimate
dominant political party in the United States
and foreign countries.
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KATHLEEN NEAL CLEAVER

Apprentice "Bunchy" Carter and John Huggins
were leaders of the Los Angeles BPP killed
at the University of California at los
Angeles in January 1969, by members of a
rival militant organization.

Ronald Me Kinley Everett, also known as
Ron Karenga, is the founder of US, Inc.

"US" is a Los Angeles Black Militant
Organization. The founder and leader
of "US" is Ron Karenga.

is an ex-BPP activist
in Los Ange.Les..

Elaine Brown is the BPP Minister of
Information.

Angela Davis is a self-espoused member
of the Communist Party presently
incarcerated at Marin County, California,
on charges stemming from the murder of
a judge in August 1970. .

Timothy Leary is the well known advocate
of drug usage currently a fugitive from
justice.

Pleeta Drungo is one of the Soledad
Brothers.

is a BPP activist b2
A11 QttR Z~aRQJ.SCp. b7D

advised that at the conference, Cleaversaid following her sAngeles visit, she planned a tour ofthe country, including a visit to Detroit, Michigan, where shewould appear on radio station WIIS.
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At approximately 5:15 p.m., a representative ofthe FBI taped the Radio KMET presentation of the programfeaturing the Cleavers. A transcription of that tape iscontained hereafter:
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NARRATOR: On Wednesday, October 20, with the assistance

O'f KATHLEEN CLEAVER, KMET news spoke by telephone with

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in Algiers. On Thursday, October 21,

KMET news interviewed ICATHLEEN CLEAVER. What .you're about

to hear are the major por tions of those conversations.

On the phone with ELDRIDGE CLEAVER are KEN KELLY, social

and political critic formerly of the White Panther Party

and LARRY YURDEN (Phonetic) and JUDY GOLDBERG of KMET

news.

JUDY GOLDBERG: I like to start off with one question and that

is we have word that you are gonna come back in this country,

is that true, and if so why?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well I think that any word that you might

have to that effect absolutely is true and why is because it

happens to be the country of my birth, it happens to be the

country where my family, my children, uh, my mother, my sisters

and brothers, my people, my struggle, my everything happens

to be there. So that I think that I'm the one who should

be surprised it anyone who should find that I should want

to come back to all of that you see.

~DiL!4~rnAL~~.
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JUDY GOLDBERG: Considering the conditions that you would have

to face when you. come back

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well it's not a question of ub coming back

and ub offer myself to go to jail, that's out of the question.

The point is that uh we either have to face the (inaudible) that

we're confronting and to deal with them in a Manner that

they have to be dealt with or we just have to just cave in and

uh let those uh giving a miserable life and treatment to

the (inaudible) get away free without any kind of opposition

whatsoever. I think that it's possible uh for people to

take a stand against the way that the country is being run,

the way that the affairs of the (inaudible) all over the world,

I think that it's possible for people-ub-to organize in such

a way and to take such actions to put an end to all of that

and to create a society where people can be happy and live a

good life.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: He'd like to come back under the conditions

and uh, such as, that he left. And he'd have to come back on

clandestine level and uh he'd have to pursue to uh struggle and

the underground liberation struggle is going on at this present

time. Whether you like it.or not this is what's happening in,

this country's in war and ub anyone that comes back as being
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identified as a revolutionary, identified as a designated

political prisoner would have to be in this type of a activity
in order to survive, further that's the type of activity that be
has been directed all his energy and all his struggles toward

since he's been in the penitentiary and elevating the Afro-

American liberation struggles to the point where the people

can be able to move for, seriously for their freedom.* We have

to recognize this, you know their alternatives in this country.

E ELDRIDGE CLEAVER:. The reason that that's possible uh it's the
. only (inaudible) was to being willing to move on that and uh

I'm happy to-be one that relates to doing that.

SUNEINOuN MALE: Do you plan to uh engage any kind of *

of anned propaganda such as the Weatherman in the United States

have set up? r
DELDIDGE CLEAVER: Vell I wouldn' t want to be involved in what

* the Weathermen have been doing in the past. But I think that
' there are many revolutionary forces inside'theUnited

. States that over the last-three years have become vep'y

sophisticated, they've developed their clandestine apparitus
and they understand the past that ve have before them so that '

uh ahat I, what I'iant to see is the development of a real
serious peoples army inside the United States for the purpose

or carrying out a peoples' war against the fascist ruling circles,
those who control and govern and form the policies that are
oppressing all of us. And I thins; that uh the revolutionary

forces that exist in fact form the nucleus of what il! . .
r)i.
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come of the peoples army and I want to be a part of that,

I want to contribute'to that because I see that as being the

most uh valid and profound contribution that :e can make

in our time. So that I don't see any reason for doing

something else (ipaudible).

UNIKNOWN MALE: In the few days that.you've been back in this

country have you seen anything to make you hopeful about the

development of-the struggle?

KATHLEEN CIMAVER: Oh I think that the people In the revolutionary

forces have every reason to be highly positive and very

* hopcul if you look over a long term period on the higher level

on uhich-the struggle is being carried out at this point.

- I mean the high level of the political consciousness among

the general pepple, pnd opposition to.the--war.and

in opposition to the government, in opposition to the police,

in opposition to the uh wage price freeze,.opposition to all

of these types of things that are going down. The society is

being forced more and more to expose itself. Things have raised

into a climax where their only alternative is either a revolutionary. K

socialist system or a fascist system and it's pretty clear that

there's one group of people who are a small group of people

really but they have the support or many of the -h oppressed and

racist'oriented uh population in this country,uh towards fascism

and the only alternative-to that is the alternative of a

"revolutionary socialism . and there's going to be and there
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is in progress now, there opening stages of civil war.and uh

. that question is gonna have to be resolved by warfare as all

ultimate questions in the social system have to be. However

we can be- very hopeful because this question has been resolved

time and time and again in many-countries,. at many times, and

in many different.conditions and thaen general forces around the

. world are leaning toward resolving these types of contradictions

that (inaudible) key strueGle that as everyone knows and underst and

is inside the United States. Because until this situation is

dealt with in the United States you still have the headquarters

of the benchmen _ . and all around the world being able

to subvert and attack and destroy all the peoples struggle for

any type of real liberation. So until the United States is thro.:n

into a situation of internal chaos and warfare then the other

revolution have forces around the world not only have to fight

their own opposition but fight the opposition as supported by

the United States so we find thd United States government -

perpetrating this stuff around the world.

UMKDHN MALM: Are you not concerned that the forces allied

against oppression are yet too fragmented among themselves to

effective resist(inaudible) of fascism?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: We're very concerned about that because at

'the same time the fascistSare secretly and undethandedly

plotting and on the underground side buildinff up their stashes,
Oe'



building up their armed forces, building up their capability,

and they have access to the entire militaryy ind undercover

agencies in the United States. The revolutionary voices are

dependent on the people. We do not have access to these

resources and this type of information and this is why it is

very necessary for us to be able to mobilize, explain, organize

and educate the people in this country to know which side in

this conflict has their interest at heart and which side they

can expect some type of hope for because the situation is very

very crucialiPut uh I think the revolutionary forces have every

reason to be very hopeful and also very proud of the work that's

S being done but they have no reason to fear that they've done

anything anywhere near relating to final point and that the.

only thing to do is work harder and be more dedicated and among

.the people I've had an opportunity to.talk to this is the case,

that people.recognize this need and go on about it in the best

way they can and are lackzing much of the support that they

should have among the so-called progressives, the .o called

revolutionary forces, in particular in the mother country, in

the white movement..

U NKNItHN MALE: I want to ask you about the conditions that your

presently undergoing in Algeria? Do you have the liberty to

function as effectively in that context as you'd want to?

ELDRIDGE CIAVER: Well we have the liberty to function but

vie are limited. from a financial point of view. Uh many people
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believe that uh we receive ub contributions and support from

I don't.hnow vho, utiMAO Tse-tung or somebody you know. But

uh we're in the position where we have an opportunity to really

do something which would be helpful to the struggle of 'the American

people, and uh it's a very large country, it's a very large

struggle because it's a struggle against a very large and international

system an' empire that has billions 'and billions of dollars at

its disposal. And uh our biggest problem is money because uh all

of the other uh blockings that we're confronted with always w

boils down to not being able to move because we can't get the

tools that we need to move with. So that uh I boil. all of our

problems down to not having. the zraterial, not having the

- wherewithal to do exactly the amount ve would want to do youz see.

* JUDY COLDB'1RG: From what you've heard about TACKIdOOD uh do

*you have any-comments to make?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: ell I haven't really heard enough about

him to really know uh just what he's coming from because uh

it's been my experience that the Pigs uh be coming fFom all

kind of funny, different directions, uh they could have you

thinking uh that they're doing -one thing when actually they' re

setting you up for something else. So that a Pig starts off

ith two strikes against him as far as I'm concerned and

TACKNOOD would have to uh merely make a positive contribution

to the people by informing thema much more about th what's

going on inside of thqse circles that he has been travelling

in fr so long and the (inaudible) as I understand he

6I~ p~bnr!1T0A.
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thrown; out quite a bit but it would have to be subject"." to

itemore .analysispmuch more information and th we w

have to see how that sqirediWith subsequent events.

NARRATOR: Back to Babylon. Conversations tiith ELDRIDQS and

KATHLEEN CLEAVER.

UINOWN MALE: Do you think that the kind of split that you

mentioned before within the members of the Black Panther

Party sets up a situation where the police agents can then uh

by manipulating one side against the other end up killing.

a lot.of people and getting a way with it, make it look

- like one side versus another. Don't you think that the

.hind of uh press statements that have come out from both

- sides, from your side and also from HUEY iNEWTON's side tend to-

contribute to a situation like that? -

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well if there's definitely a bad situation

uh you know from. history that this situation has occurred

time and tine again and that in fact the enemy always takes

. advantage or any decisions because he thrives on divide and

conquer. Now we know this and it just so happens when you're

* confronted with a situation like that uh being that possibility

of the Pi taking advantage of the situation has become

-another problem that you have to deal with because wh the

Pig's moving against you Lnaudible) really a new factor in

-your life because they've been moving against you all along.

But this just provides them with another card to play but th
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we still cannot back away from the game and alloio all of

. those things to, you know, going on in the Party tha

protested against. We either had to deal with it and

deal with and deal with it forthrightly and openly or ve

had to just let it a cancerous situation kill off all lives

related to the Mlack Panther Party.

KATE .CLERVER: This is why we bring out this whole thing

about NMTON being the.Manchurian candidate. See NEWTON went

to China and then he came back and he made a statement like

he petitioned Chairman MAO to negotiate with President NIXON

for the freedom end liberation of oppressed people of the

world. In-shorthe came-out with an endorsement of NIXON

going to China and a whitewashtin the terms of what they

*vould be dealing with. Now anyone knovis and everyone knows

in this country that NIXON can serve no concern for the

. liberation and freedom of pressed people of the world.

NIXON came on to office law and order like HITLER and never

changed that and everybody knows where NIXONf is coming from.

It's just the question of that's where you relate to.or you

relate to something else. But NIXON makes himself very clear

so if you have someone like NEWTON Who has been Identified as

the founder of the Revolutionary Party coming out uh three, four

five years later, endorsing NIXON in this way. You see that

* something has .been going on and what we say is thlat the new.

HUEY IEMTON is in fact the Manchurian candidate, that headuring

-wthe time he*as in the California penitantiar, that he w'as
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subjected to all types of peculiar drugs and other type o

undermining, psychological tactics. WHe don't kno all the

things but if you.know anything about VACAVILLE or ATASCADERO

and the type of activities that go in there and try to destroy

the minds and twist the brains of the lack convicts and in

particular.once they got someone like NEWTON and they know

.exactly who he is and what he is all about they gave him the

white glove treatment. It was like "yes air Mr. NEdTQN, no
sir Mr. VEWTON' and it's very clear that whatever they did

resulted in completely twisting the man's mind around.

He came out of the penitentiary very heavily addicted to

all types of drugs, came out completely incapable of doing

even the most simple things for himself like .ritinv down

phone numbers, he came out of the penitentiary incapable

of even talking in any.reasonable manner and Iith' all

types of vierd psychological twistSto him that were not in
anyliay apparent before he-went in and they have twisted this

man and then they built all this uh stabilization Of

his organization and you see all this building up and

propping up, uh NEWTON this and 1EWTON 'that aftd this

solidification of that apparatus and the example we announced

that the Black Panther was-moving it's headquarters to Atlanta,

.being iielcomed by the Chief of Police of Atlanta. So uh
this is a very very profound deal that's going down and they
have gotten those people in some manner in some shape or form

-to go along in the vanguard of destroying and COopting the
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* liberation strug le. Now the Black community is not going

for this but these* people are armed and are intimidating people

and they're threatening people anid there's suppressing principle

argument and they're doing all types of devious things in the

movement and in the Black conmunity, they're coming out

like black )4dia,uh they're off into all types of things, they

are no relationship to any type of revolutionary organization

and this is known in the Bay area and this-is why -they!re

planning to move their headquarters to Atlanta because they're

finished -idi the- Bay. a6a. The pwple are hip to them. .,hey see

* hat they're doing, HUEY NEWTON has bought a niHhtclub, Uh RUEY

NEWTVH drives an El Dorado, KUEY NEWTON has been seen gambling

thousands of dollars at Lae Tahoe and all types of things like

this and then HUEy NEWTON signs the order doing this,

RUEY NENTON-signs the orders. that GERONIMfOD is purged ub

*IEY NENTON this KUEY 1ISTON that. Now uhyou tell me what s

going on, We say'he's the Manchurian candidate.

WrONN N.ALE: . Isn't there any kind of temedy to that in terms

of just the uh vitriol that has.existed between yourself and

HUEY NEWTON in terms of alleviating the kind of tension, isn't

there something that can be done that would present uh less

of a-tah an'antagonistic front?

. ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well- first of all uh I don' t know which

. information uh you've been checking out that we've been

. putting out.#ut frbm the very beginning what we did was.to

set forth a political analysis of the situation that -existed
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inside the Black Panther Party and we did that in form of

a report to tihe central co-.ittee of the Black Panther Party

and if you look over all of tjie information th-at has come~ out

since then you will find that we have 18h been very restrained

in terms ofuh vitriolic attacks." OD conse we've uh done things

that were harsh because the situation is a harsh situation but

our Ghole ub analysis has not been based upon uh the kind

of mud slinging that they've been indulging in, this kind.

of irrelevant slander (inaudiblez\ As a matter of fact if

* you go back and look at the facts and look at what has happened

* ou waill find that they in fact dispatched *ub gunmen to

New York th to kill Brother ROBER~T l.BB "anfd this Ais .

the first antagonistic act to go down £ollowingthe split.

They shot the brother down in cold blood because he was the

one who uth announced the position of the New Yorik Black Panther

Party on the issues involved in split .So that uh

*when that happened I don't think that anybody in their

right mind was against it we just let it go by and stil11

* tried to uh negotiate the situation orto mrerge differences

because they have stilled some members of the Black Panther

- Party, they have caused members of the Black Panther Party

to be arrested, they have viiusly destroyed a lot of,
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very important and pain stakingly constructed political

machthery. In fact we feel that they have committed high

treason against the Black Liberation struggle. And it is

based upon. that uh, we have ub, no kind word for them and

we. don't thing that you can equate ufi what we are saying uh

and where we are coining from with the kind of drizzles that

they have been spewing forth. So we don't look at that

as being the thing.

UNKNOIN MALE: Do you look upon your -return to the United

.States Aas anyway uh being able to be complicated by the

-position that.H-U P. NEWRTON has taken on you?

B E. CLEAVElR: No, I don't think that it will be complicated at all,

because I'm not connected with him ih any fashion and he has

no influence-over the people that I am related to and from

what I understand is that it is becoming more and more of a

little cultsomething reminiscent of the type of operation

that was run by RON KARSENGA which is a direct lineal descendent

from ELIJAH NUHUMMEAD and DANNY GRAVES and all of those

supreme beings and religious thinkers. Uh,-what HUEY P.

NE-TON is doing is creating a kind of religious cult, It is

not even a political cult. And! the people that believe in

that are not the kind of people that I want anything to do with..
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UNKN N MLE. What-did you learn on your. trip to CongoIf Brazz -, didei a o

-- razavi leY Was your feeling. that'uteei

international support for the hind of struggle that you n

* are talking about engaging In the United States? 

.ELDRiDGE CLEAVER: Evidentially we found out that there were

people down there who understood that but most important point

uh, that I think can be gained was to really shed some light

on the friends we've had in the United States for the past

five years, helped us understand more clearly some of the

mistakes we had made, and also to show us an example

of how something really beautiful can be put together on

.classic 2 lines that are very functional in our day and time.

- We found that the people in the Congo were&very anxious

for their independence, they overthrew -the Government of

puppets that was put over themby the French Qlonialists

when they were leaving the Congo and we found that they have

consolidated a very (inaudible) people's army. They have a Sociali t

Workers Partj, and they have mobilized the people and they

are claiming their full rights and they are fighting for -

their rights and they are not backing up. And this is-

something that puts them in the cards of the struggle against

the new forms of colonialism what they call the peo-colonialism.

* For example, the kind of colonialism you find in Southwest-Africa,

or in the Portuguese colonies such as Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau
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. eaueiti dn idrety It is de. throuh the..4 .'

Conrolof :hei economy -and it is done through' pupets . '
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where you have an outside aggressor occupying the territory.'

Soehing like the rS. Is doing In South Vietnam. These

people have already gone beyond that Justas niost of Africa

has gone from that form of colonial m but they ind that they

are now confronted with a new and more ins idious form aof

manipulation and control which they callneo-coloiialism

because it is done indirectly o n is done through the Sae

control of their economy, and it is clone through puppets

the people of the Congo have organized and mobilized against

this form of neo-coloniaism and they reonize that the

peoncrete, uh, the backbone of the opposition to thor is

the United States which is backing up all the puppets an

all the n' tionary regimes in the world. Def initely

* supporting'.. Portugal. .and' South 'Africa-ty- channeli-ng food and arm~s

to them through NATO* That the people realize that they

* have to deal with the United States. Once they realize that

then' they look at what is. going on inside the United Status

and they recognize that their black brother Inside the United

State's are also fighting against the same system. .So this

provides quite a bit of common ground, quite a bit of

preparedness to unite, And they have the same ideblogical

positions that we have in terms of working witfl other people.

They don't relate on the ba sis or say a narrow racist kind
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of nationalism, but they relate on the basis of class and

they recognize that all the people of the world who are

oppressed and who truly care enough about struggles against

the oppressor are their comrades and we feel-that same way.

That's what we feel is needed to carry out the struggle

inside the United States andas I said earlier, it helps to

. resolve some of the silly contradictions that we've had

inside the Black'Liberation Strtgglq principally 'the alienation

between the revolutionaries who had some ideology and those

we call cultural nationalists, who only want to relate to

African culture, and to change the name to an African name,

but not relate to the real revolutionary struggle that is

right there before their very eyes. So that scme of these

and many more things we confronted in the Congo and I think

that it has-helped up out quite abit.

* KATHLEEN CLEAVER: It is coming to light that there is a

realignment of the forces in the wind and that many thig -

that could be anticipated in the past are clearly not going

to be anticipated in the.future. And 'you see, especially in

Africa, *a move to isolate the liberation struggles that

are the most difficult in the sense of the people struggling

in South Africa, Rhodesia, in Palestine, and in the Peoples

. Republic in the Congo, and make deals and rearrange the
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world balance of power, you might say, to suit the retreat

that the imperialists are making at this time.. They are

retreating and they are just trying to set up certain

structures that would hold their retreat down a little

bit. But in terms of the Africans and the Afro-Americans

its pretty clear that we've been left out of all or this, No one

. is.consulting the Afro-American liberation fighters, and it

is very.clear to us and to many of them that we are struggling

-. on the same issues on two different sides of the Atlantic

Ocean and that our struggles are very definitely linked, and

uh, that we need to recognize that and go about dealing

.with the..conditions of our struggle. You see, because everyone

else is sort of like ignoring us.

JUDY GDIDBERG: After the revolution in Algeria, the women there

put their veils back on. Because of this many Amerlcan women

* in the women's movement here-do not regard Algeria as a

* revolutionary country. How do you see it?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well I think that the American Women have

the freedom to pick and choomand decide which country they

. like and which ones they don't, and which one is revolutionary

and which one .it not. I would like to ask them to tell me

. which revolutionary country they would arrange fol' me to go

..to, and for all liberation movements over here, where can we

go? And I think that because it is mere fact that Algeria

* go And thik tht Ale7i
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allows us, and other liberation movements to function herei-

and to help us help ourselves, indicate some of their

politics. Now, there are some problems which have carried over

from the past, problems which wdre perpetuated by the vicious

method and -technique~of colonial rule whion tne French inflicted unon

these people and they have only been free for about eight

years and they haven't had a chance to deal with all the

problems that they *are confronted with. And I think that

the specific problem that you mentioned is just one of the

problems and you can't.generalize uh, about that because everybody

over here doesn't wear it, do you understand. 'It's mostly

something to do with the generation thing. Just like some

of the American-women who complain about that and go around

wearing mini skirts when they look at their own skirt they

-find them wearing the little old lady skirt, you know.

It's just a question of there you are and what you are in- I
to, and where your head is, and it is not something that we

regard as.our major problem. You dig this?

GOLDBERG: How are the schools dealing with the problems?

.Do you think that there are some advances made say like in China

dealing with this and other problems and in the culture?

- EIDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well I think that in every country that you

can go toi this day and time, those particular countries that

you mentioned, you'll find a very. high awareness of this.

"0 ..
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particular problem, just as the women inside the United

States don't relate to being oppressed. Women all over the world
.don't relate to (In able). It's just that the (inaudible)

inside the United States who give lip service to'women's

liberation and whose fate"they are in favor of but they

continue to carry out male chauvinist7practices. You find

the same thing in other places. I.think that on this_

particular subject, men are pretty hypocritical. But it is

not something that is just limited to other countries. It

-is a universal problem. I think that we as yet do not

have any country in the world that has reason to point ......

the cessaIton of the oppression of women that would cause .

women to shy right on" to this. So, it.....not even in

Ceylon where they have awoman for a Premier I don't think

-it has ended tbefete either.

GOLDBERG: Would you say that the brothers inside the Black

Panther Party are dealing with their male chauvinism?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well,'binbe there's beeh an uneyen

.'development, .because of some of the internal history

of the Mack Panther Party we bad to confront this problem

on a very serious level much earlier than a lot of 'other

groups had to deal with this. I think it goes back to *

about 1968 if I'm not mistake or i967, I mean the problem

emerged immediately because we always had practiced democracy



within the party and wre voted on a lot of things, and a
-7-

point was reached when the question arose as to whether or

not women had the same rights as the men had in the Party, -

So that we had to start dealing with that earlier and we

have tried to deal with it, we *hade a lot-of mistakes

and our practice has been uneven., There has been incidents

of backsliding and hypocrisy, but I think that we have tried

to deal with this. Some of us have....and there is disagreement -

. about that both ways But certainly the Party I.think had

a great part in bringing the whole question to the forefront

and in forcing people to confront it; Because I can remember

the time when members of the Black Panther Party talked .

about this issue, when not even women were not wilin- to

come forward and talk about it. You know?

UNOWN MALE: Would you be able to tell me what were the

conditions under which TIMOTHY LEARY left Algiers?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well, he left like a thief ii the night,

I would say. He left in a-condition under cover of darkness.

Iow what he was running away from, why he was sneaking out,

I can't really say, because I don't know what was going on

in his scrambled brain, But I ctn only gay he left without

1dting any of his friends know that he was leaving. Matter

of fact he lied to some people about what he was doing, and

he had made some arrangements with other people'who assured

him that he could get political asylum in Switzerland.
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spryfany of TIMOTHY LEAR's fris mght hea

this and not like it, but the man I think was the (inaudible)

kind of race streak because what he basically was up tdtt '

about that he could not relate was that he could not take

orders from Niggers. That's all it was. So he got his-

white self in the wind and went over there with a lot of. A

other white people where I guess he felt more confortable.

It boils down to'something like that because uh, it reminds

me of what's been said about that has been grossly

distorted, etc., and LEARY never received any harsh treatment

from anyone over here, no one has ever done him any harm. .

What we did was to try to get him to relate to reality,

sf ecifioally in terms of advising people to use. LSD when.

we had enough of an opportunity to observe the effects that .

the too frequent and wrongful us5 of that drug have on

the brains of people. We saw it onf the brains of.many people

that we have known over periods of time. We also saw it in

terms of the brain of TIMOTHY LEARY and in terms of the brain

of ROSEMARY LEARY. So, that we went through come -struggle with

him over his position on acid and over the whole question

of him turning the use of drugs for religion with himself

,as some kind of a high priest. We could not believe -

.(here he was'coming from was those issues. I think that one

- of the things that. really made us understand that it was

impossible for LEARY to understand where we were coming from

. - 3 * e$F~)E~AL~
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and. for us to relate to him is whenhinasuggested to us that

we start building him up as the Aristotle of the American

.Revolution or the JEAN PAUL SARTRE of the American Revolution.

Our position'was that he was a TIMlOTHY LEARY of the American

Revolution, just another one of the problems that we

had to deal with. lie was not Aristotle, he was not JEAN

1?AUL SARTRE, and he got a little bit peeved and upset about that. He

thought it ias not fair or something. I don't know.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: LEARY, very clearly is someone whose

mental process has been wiped out by excessive use of LSD.

He can't. remember anything, he can't do too much. le doesn't

have anykind of discipline. He won't wloik. And he is a

complete security rick, he runs 'off at the routh all the time1

And we tried everything we could to fiyid .a way 'of

- incorporating him into the activities that we were engaged

in but it became thoroughly impossible and his racism...

came out and his inability to work in any kind.of collective

fashion, and there vere just so many problems, so many things

that he brought to bear on us, that we had to take sone very

strong measures to make him understand what kind of position

he was in and what kind of harm he would be doing himself

and the people that wvere responsible for giving him some kind

of help, And he felt that it was necesary for him to do some

T'E~h
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very-underhanded'thincs ndttak us andsaers in an-.-.

underhanded way. And he just. really totally is useless and

quite a hazzard to us.

UNKN11OWN HALE: Do you consider the use of such drugs counter-

revolutionary?

ELDRIDGE CLKVER. I certainly feel that the ways that these

drugs are being used in Babylon over say the last ten year

period I think that it is definitely now for some time

has become a negative aspect. You have to look at it in

terms of time and in terms of a dialectical progressive because

there was a time when the whole thing about the drug

culture was a positive form of the rebellion against .

the straight, alcoholic, bourgeoise culture. that. existedd

in the Babylon's whole fiber of morality that people were

subjected to. The drug culture was a valid form of rebellion

against us. But I think, that like many things, after a while

it became very stylized, very bureaucratic, and i6 had a whole

hierarchy of processes that developed and they had a vestdd

interest in seeing it continue. And I think that people like

TIMOTHY LEARY, JERRY RUBIN, STEW ALBERT, ABBY H1OPMAIN, a lot of

people felt that the whole invalid form of rebellion and turned it

into a business,.turned it into their thing, literally turned it into

an'obstacle that was in the way of further progress. A question of

something dying and becoming petrified and ossified that has to be

swept away because you cannot deal with the fascist pigs

*.-:-
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the way that they massacred people, the way that they have
plotted against people, the way that the are moving on the
global level to execute a global design.of carving up
the world, and instituting a new world order based upon their
fascist right wing ideas. And I think that this is something
.that people have to be very sober to understand, very sober
to follow and watch and keep carefTul note of, and very sober
tonot forget it. It is very bad, it's very dangerous, and
to that extent is counterrevolutionary to squander the
resources of t.he revolution. And each human being is in fact.
not some kind of private property that he has really to
destroy or dispose of as he sees fit, but he is'part of a
human family, part of-a unit, and he has a responsibility
to do his duty by confronting 'the tatk of our time.

UNM10IlN MALE: You don't deny that "LSD in a....among
revolutionaries, taken by revolutionaries, not in excessican
increase the desire to fight however, but the abuse of it
is what has led to the'destructive-nature of what- the
drug culture has become.

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: I'm really concerned with the abuse of it.
I'm not interested in blocking any scene that is founded in
terms of medicine or science or anything like that. So if
they have found a way of using it then I'm notopposed to it
but I do know that the way that it is being thrown around in

Balion where you have High School children and a whole bunch

Ii81 * ~l
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of people who's lives are based dn that.thing as tripping,

tripping, tripping, definitely that should be stopped.

GOLUSERG:; Culture in the white communities or that white

radicals should be all in factory organizing?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well, Itthink that you should organize

people wherever they are. Like.if the people are'in

the factories they have to be organized there, But there

are many people in white community who have .what we call

-a-lumpen... relationship to the institution, to the society,

- to the means of production. It means that they are also

structured out of the system. That there is no channel

construe d to'allow them to fulfill their life needs and

-tieir ambitions, hopes and dreams and all of that. So that

many people are blocked by the way that.the system is fnow constructed

and.functioi~ing. And these people are definitely are amongst*those who

. are alienated and feel cut off and who havea'spark of rebellion

in them and that spark is the soundest part of the revolutionary

frame and it must be organized and herded and we'would not

be in favor of leaving the people on the streets in order to

-go into the factories. Because, in the first place, there

is .a whole question of the political spectrum within the

proletariat. It was those people who do not own the resources

of the society, who do'not own the corporations. It seems

to me that you can find the spectrum from left to.right even.

among the proletariat and you'll find that on the right

nn62r~r~



there are people that have good jobs, with a lot of Job

security, might end up being friends with GEORGE bisti

-or being part of his criminal process. So it means that

all those people are definitely are kind of right wingish

in terms of the proletariat In the working class itself

there is a right wing, there is a left wing. The people

who feel the pressure of the system, those who are structured

out of the system, those who have no job security,

those who have no jobs, those who have no future provided for them by

the system, those are the ones who ire moff

likely to rebel, including all the people in the prisons

who have been sinners to an alienated life, Those in the

(inaudible) direct connection betweenpeoplebeing seetence.

to prison and people being sentenced to the military because in

. both cases,-people will end up in the military o'r prison by edict

- of the law.* We find that these are the places where people

through "lcgalprocess are being messed overT ese'are -

the areas whete the rebellion is the strongest. I think

- that' we have a few cases that brings this out crystal

clear, like the case of Brother GERONIM4O, who is in jail

. in Los Angeles, who was the Deputy Minister of Defense for

* the Southern California Branch of the Black Panther Party,

is now in'jail in Los Angeles County, He was formerly a

soldier in Vietnam, and, supposedly over there' fighting.

for freedom and democracy, and all that, 'And he had to

comb back and fight for his own people...

C uE JW.



KATIIJL13I CLEAVER. The prim reason

Los Angeles area at this time is to all of of our concern

for the conditions, the state, the trial of GERONI4O and

the LA 13 who are being-tried at the present time, without

attorney, without support, in the old county jail because

of-the contradiction that was raised in the Party, vicious

machinations tha the Peralta street group have done to GERONIMO

in terms of seating him up, arranging for him to be arrested

and captured and extradited to California, purging..

about him, and really completely going to all the. machinations

to really destroy the above ground apparatus the Party liad

going and to destroy the faith of the people in the Party,

And there were many reasons for this and the people need.

to be presented with a clear cut picture so that they will

be able to make distinctions and be able to understand

that.although the Party, as a revolutionary organization, no

-longer exists and the organization manipulated by the Manchurian

Candidate, IIUEY P. 1ErTON, someone who had been tampered with

while he was in the hands of the pigs,*in a direct effort

to destroy the Black Panther Party, at the same time they

were moving into very vicious repressive outside by the pig

forces to violently attack the Party, destroy the Party, and

moving internally through agents and informants to. set people

UP. We see that the case of GERONIOiD has gotten lost in the

shuffle, and this is 'a very treacherous move On their part,
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~~n~t ges right in line with the desires of the power~

''' structure because they recognize and ve. recognie as one of

the key leaders in the development of the liberation armed tozces,

because i.n time GEROIMO and his cadre(CInauib~le) the Afro-A ervi

Liberation Army. H~e is in jail, he is on trial for his

life, he has quite a cor iiation of cases and wec must be

able to eliminate all the doubt and confusion and this-

information threats an initimidation'that :has been brought

about by the contradiction in the Party and within the Party

so that we can do something about the case of GERONIM4O and the

LA 13, who among those who have been abandoned like many

.-others across the country, by these traitors and the people

' who -completely destroyed and distorteQd what the Black .

* Panther Party is all about.

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: The other case is the case of BILLY DEAN

.*SMITH{ who is now at Fort Ord. BILLY DEAN~ SMITH is from

-Matth, California, and he finds himself on trial for his

* - life for some activity allegedly carried out in Vietnam where

he was sent over there to fight against the Vietnamese people.

.* So, when you have situations like this where people are being

forced by the law to do things that they don't want to do,

'to go to jail, to fight people that they don't want to fight

against you're going, to find a very strong rebellion



in these people and they are part of the vast mass of

people inside the United States who will make the

revolution. Now, I don't have any doubt about that. I -

think that those who have doubt that this Is going to happen

inside the United States, those who can't see it already

happening have a tendency to jnblthe people of

their humanity in their judgment because it is only human

way of reacting when you move to stop those who are killing

your people, who are inflicting pain upon you and your

generation and who have been doing it for hundreds of

years and seems fu]Ly adamant and determined to carry it out

until the end of time. * :

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: At this point, considering separation from

the situation here and considering experiences in the Black

Panther Tarty and knowledge of the explosive and essential

position of the lumpenn proletariat in.the street, the armed-forces,

and in the penlentiary, and noticing the focal point of the

liberation struggle at this point where'the most intent

revolutionary activity is being carried out. At this point

and time we still see that the most powerful force against

the pigs per se, a direct line of confrontation bas been drawn

between the pigs whether they are in the penitentiary or in

the military, or in the streets, and the l proletariat

because we the people who are forced into penitentiaries,
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t Eod into military, and forced in the streets. We reczgni e

that the luapca a'. fp so far, at this point, in the vanguard of the
struggle and are still conscious of the need to organize

tnd mobilize among the lumpen because the.1umpen will

fight, regardless, the lugen axe the fighterd-7

at this point. - I'm just saying that at this

point and time thisjis what we are doing, this is the close

experience that we have. e've never taken any dogmatic

stand on this.

UNKNOWN MALE: Do you think Babylon, the Government of Babylon.

is essentially cutting its own throat by training black soldiers

in the use of guns and then when they send them back to the

United States fully trained, do you think that the returning

'GI's are going to play an important part in the Black

* Liberation Army?.

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Well I think that it's been true all down

through history-that when you look at the aftermath of every

war that the United States has been involved, in.uh, the returning

* soldiers have always presented something of a domestic

crisis. -And this was true in the Civil War, the Spanish

American W1ar, it was true following World War :, it was

true following the Second World-World, it was'true following

- the Korean War. We can remember particularly the 2nd World

War and the Korean War when.they had to enact the GI Bill

of Rights to siphon these effects of the war and plug them

into the system. Now, this was possible because t a

87- C
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OA demandS thkt tthe -people, came bac'k 'with were demands t

were reformists they wanted more of this and more of

that. It was something that the system could :produce.

But t demands that the-people are coming back with from

Vietnam, from IndoChina today, are demands that the system

cannot meet through ank reform means because what they

. are demanding is justice, they are demanding retribution because

. of their friends who have been just slaughtered over there

by the tens of thousands and demanding retribution for themselves

who have been mamed and and crippled o ;j lifeThey aredending

that the evil men who formulate those policiesY)1q perpetuate

- that be brought to justice. In short they demand justice,

* and vhen-you demand. justice it is always a revolutionary.

demand. And for this reason, I think that the soldiers returning

-- from IndoChina will present the United States with an

unprecedented practice because it will be a revolutionary

* confrontation. And it will not be just the returning black

GI's that will be involved in it, because they have a lot

of white GL's over there'that are also pushed off and they

can't say that they are ripped off because they are black

but they are stillripped! off and they have to look at that

too and I think that they will get to the point also where

they will join into the ranks of the revolutionary people

and these people being .the heart if not the whole of the

* backbone of the people's army. A part of which willbe

. the Afro-American Peoples Liberation Army. 5
Ma
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.UNINON MALE: Do you think it was reactionary of the Chinese

to invite*NIY.0N to their country?

E. CLEAVER: I think, definitely without a aoubt .

reactionary step to take and you can see the harmful effect

that it has already had. There is no way that it can

possibly justify on the basis of principle, setting up and

scheming with this pig NIXON-4. In the first place .....

what is going on in Asia is a question of the occupation by the

forces of the U.S. military who out of the Second World War,

they moved in after the Second World Wlar and occupied the

Empire left behind by Japan which had been defeated. And-

they maintain the same forms of oppression over those

people and even instituted some of the same laws and

regulations over the.people particularly in S6uth Korea

where they just, General MAG ARTHUR isued an edict ii'that those

same laws that the Japanese had were in effect. So those people Vast

an end to that. The people in Vietnna want an end to the

War. But I don't think that it is proper to go-off into

a game of power pol ities and be wheeling and dealing on

an international level with bearded wolves preparing

. to battle, the United States, the Soviet Union, Japan

and other imperialist wolves that are threats'tothe

security of China..:.I think that it is a big mistake when

you abandon your principles and try to beat them at their
4i



Game. CHINIA ha now in fact done wht is veryseriously

..criticized the Soviet Union for having done under KHRUSP.CEV.

CHINA has become a revisionist state. It is .playing the

same game of .power politics that the Soviet Union is

playing and this means that they are sacrificing principles

and when y6u sacrifice principles you sella- lot of people

out cause a lot of people who are still oppressed and the

only thing that they have to hang on to are those

principles because they know that by'hanging on to th6se

.-principles they will eventually fight their way to freedom.

And I thpnk that China has left a lot of people high

and drg and disappointed a lot of people ad forced a lod

- of people to face a painful reality just as we had to face

it when the-Soviet Union copped out on us.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: We know what kind of person NIXON is. We

know what kind of government VIXON represents. We know

what kind of activities DIXON is engaged in against us and

against many other people. And for NIXCN to be allowed the

privilege of going to the People's Republic of China

indicates that a whole lot of stuff has already been set

in notion and it is clear that power politics are what's

happening and revolutionary principles are being pushed

aside.
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GOLDBERG: Would-you like to make a statement to all

oppressed people of the United States?

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: Yes (inaudible)...o all the oppressed people
inside the United States, to all of the people who have

any regard for humanity, for all the people who want to
. see the dreadful conditions that have to be brought to

a halt, that this is the time that we must lbok at the very

basic principles and take very fundamental and basic actions

to stop the rampage that the rulers of America are carryingg

out, principally by force through their police.departmqnt,
. national guard, and even with the Green Berets and the

. regular army. That the people have a right and this right

enshrinedin the Bill of Rights, in Article II of the
- Bill of Rights. it.says that the people-have a right to

-bear-arms'and to form a militia. to guarantee their

security. .... It 5s absolutely necessary .in.order to avoid
confusion and in order to keep things on a legitimate

basis, and in-order so that people can function as human

beings to form throughout the United States a peoples'

miltia that would be organized on a community wide basic.

There would be organized instructors from houseand block

by block until the whole community is covered and city

* by city and state by state until it is nation-wide.
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so, Ientattl-about machinieryr to secure thie

community against the fascist storm trooper police is

just the people. This is .the basic fundamental requirement

If we are going to have any success at'all in putting an end

to all the madness that Is.now being perpetrated by the

rulers of America. If we don't'take this fundamental step

V -axrming the peop le into a peoples' militia' that would

have the interest of the community at heart. if we don't

do that there is'l.ittle chance, little opportunity of

stopping the onward march of the fascism that we-all'see

-staring us in the face, and we all see murdered people

left in.the night. That it'is necessary to do that and

I think that it would be very goodSr the American People

would in fact form a peoples' militia and base. it on.

. the fundaMental principles that ie all know and work to

*eliminate all those elements within the environmbnt.that...

are causing the misery and spreading the misery throughout

the world and is robbing us all of agood life. I think.

that that is what we must all do. Stand up, orgnize,

oppose those who would just tread upon our human rights.

That's what -they are doing. Ile have to oppose them at

all costs no matter what they say, no matter what they

think, and w can't be destroyed because there are more

of us than there are of them. They are just better

organized than we are. All Power to the People.
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The White Panther Party was based in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, and espoused the
philosophy of the BPP.

Weatherman, formerly a faction of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
controlled the SDS National Office from
June 1969, until its closing in February
1970. Weatherman then entered an under-
§round status and adopted a tactic of
strategic sabotage", with police and,

military installations designated as
primary targets. ..

lis a self-espoused
x- Mman 0 Uthe

Jerry Rubin.was a defendant in the Chicago
Seven conspiracy trial.

s a New Left activist.

Abbey Hoffman was- a defendant in the
Chicago Seven conspiracy trial.

States Army .

At approximately 5:16 p.m., special Agents of the
FBI observed Cleaver exit 6430 Sunset Boulevard and nroceed
to the home of BPP symathizer

Ild ied that nWleaverY
who is b2bMlyRM

with the United Prisoners Union UPU), an unidentified male
Negro representative of the UPU, and an obese white male, b7C
apparently associated with the UPU. Cleaver wanted the UFU b7D
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b7C

to publicly support the LA 13 but, though leaning toward
the Cleaver ideology, the UPU did not want to be identified
with either the Cleaver or Newton Factions at this time.

Source said an unidentified male, Negro, known as
another representative of the UPU called Cleaver

and indicated he had.known Eldridge,

If the Southern
California District of the communist 'PAty came to the

b7C b7C

b70 b7D3

Bot voiced personal support
for Cleaver's movement.

The UPU is a Los Angeles based organization
supporting prison reform.

:s presently incarcerated at
b7C jon chorgea qtpmming

from the same incident in whic
was involved. b2

said b7D

At approximately 7:58 . Agents of the FBI
observed Cleaver deppr t and proceed to
6430 Sunset Boulevard,

b7c
On d ised

me lth eaver, a_identirke asi and er unidentirried
b2 ThUn al fjag gardinal
b7: alleged affilia ion vi h law enforcement.
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ret On advised. Cleaver b76
returne.d..t±oJZI haat approximately 9:00

p.m. and two unidentified
Gaucasian-reporters arrived. A n n+t r indiv tiai

ideritieting were
who was found dead of gunshot wounds in

b7C nwood, California, on November 5 1971,1
last name unknown), an ex-member of the

Newton Faction of the BPP, who had an aken from him
by| members and now allee lates to the
Cleaver Faction. Soure described male_

I la~nd a curly C
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b7C..
DCTOBER 22, 1971

At approximately 9:42 a.m., a Special Agent of
the FBI observed Cleaver and an unidentified Negro male and
female arrive at 6430 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, in the
1972 Chevrolet leased tolI

At approximately 10:18 a.m., the same Special Agent
observed the above individuals and an unidentified male
Caucasian enter the Chevrolet and travel to the Hall of
Justice, 211 Temple, Los Angeles.

.IIntivirumd a nevnt~ 04
Cleever'I

jnliforhia, california Driver's
TeneNumbei idescribed as a male. Caucasin bo

and displaying a valid f
and a male Negro named further idetiied
entered Department 101 at the Mal o Justice, where the trial
of the LA 13 was taking place. Source said the presiding
judge recessed the trial upon Cleaver's arrival.

At approximately 11:20 a.m., the same Special
Agent of the FBI observed Cleaver and the same three associates
enter the 1972 Chevrolet and return to 6430 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood.

I d advised Cleaver spoke at Royce Hall on
the campus of the Uiversity of California p Me Anealaq ftTrTA
at approximately 12:15 .m. Source advised

b2
b7 C
b7D
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The Black Student Union is a st
black nationalist organization.

eit .a

dent based

aid the crowd of approximately 1200people dwidnled to around 400 by the time C1eaver's speech.'ended. Source Cleaver's speechat UCLA and a1  jis contained here-'aft=r
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GABRIEL: Good afternoon* my name ~is GABRIEL ICE (hntc

and as chairman of the Speakers Program I would like to welcome

you to our third of the Fall Quarter. Today we have with 'us

KATHLEEN. CLEAVER, who has just recently returned from Algeria..

Her topic for today will be-black revolution in the United States,

and will be followed by questions and answer period. At this

. point I would like to introduce PAUL WILLIAMS, chairman of the

BSU at UCLA for a few short remarks followed by Mrs. CLEAVERS

address. *

PAUL WILLIAMS: Uh, thank you. The Black Student Union feels,

In this situation that we have the opportunity to give you

the pleasure of neeting..a beautiful black woman. The Black

Student Union in the past has made it a point to give a cross

section of political thought for black students on this campus

to have a clear understanding of what our struggle means. I'm

. not going to go into no long speech, I'm just going to make

it clear that this is the point of the Black Student Union here

on this campus. Under the auspices of AS UCLA Speakers Program

and with the support of .the Black Student Union, I introduce

KATHLEEN CLEAVER.

Applause

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Vow, all power to the people brothers and

sisters, right on. You have to excuse us for being late we.-

were sort of blocked by LAPD white cars. I don't know. CCS,

CCI, which everyone and we got tied up trying to get down to
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the court for GERONINO's trial. And further more we received

information that uh, that the FBI .they didn't say who, but

you know these pigs are they might anticipate an incident and

if anything is provoked they wanted to be able to call this

special act so they could be able to bring the LAPD down here

In force. So uh, you know, how they do these things. ..If

everybody be cool then, we know who the pigs are. Cause we know

theyisin here, see. They running this. Uhz in terms of po-

litical situation it's very clearly delineated in California

especially in terms of the concrete development of the fascist

state which is at it's most advance stage in California and uh

really veriy highly.cozcentrated in the urban fashion in Los

Angeles. In terms of the key issue, the central issue in the

vibration struggle at this particular time, I'm sure you'm all

aware of it, it's the key issue of the political prisoner. The

vanguard force in the liberation struggle at this present time

. .is the imprisoned population. And there are specific prison

population that are very keen. We have the political prisoners,

those of the revolutionary forces, the political activist,and

those who are being imprisoned to prevent them from carrying

out their political activities. A very classic example of this

is the case of the LA Thirteen and in particular Brother GERONIMO,

formerly Deputy Defense Minister of the Southern' California

chapter of the Black Panther Paraty, presently on'trial now.

I think all of you could recall the LA shot out in December.
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Andt that event and what that is about and that trial is presently

going on really in obscurity. There is the issue of the military -

prisoner and I don't mean just the soldier and the army, who

is a prisoner of the military machine, but the military prisoner

the political prisoners within the stockade of the military

and in the state of California in the stockade of Fort Ord held

in maximum security at the present time is the black brother

from Watts whose return from Vietnam and being held on charges

of fraging,'killing some white officers and uh the military

is calling for the death penalty. Now the thing that makes

. this case very classic it the fact that never in the history

of the United States have they ever called for the death pen-

alty of a solider in the U.S. army and they choose this black

soldier to call the death penalty upon Brother BILLY DEAN

- SMITH. At the same time they let Lieutenant CALLEY parade

around in some type of national hero; You see he's a hero.

You see he's a hero to the fascists. And the fascistsare

supporting him and this is why he can carry on like this.

Then you come to the key imprisoned population. The re&l base

of this liberation struggle and where you find themost pro-

foundly dedicated forces in the liberation struggle in California,

in particular and that is convict population, the black convict

population In these prisons. An example that brings that to

your mind is the assassination of Brnther GEORGE-JACKSOI. But

the trial of the other two the Soledad Brothers is going on

now in San Francisco and you have to understand there is a

definite inter-relationship between the struggle of the
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revolutionaries the forces within the prisons and without the

prisons. Within the military and without the military. With-"

in the political organization and without the political organ-

izations. And it all links up in the relationship.-of the under--

ground. Because you see there's a cycle in this uh, revolutionary

momentum, in this phase of the development of the struggle at

the present time. Whether you come from the prison of from the.

military or whether you come from the streets, you get the choice

or going either to the military or to jail. Whether yop come

from the above ground and are forced underground or to jail you

see the same'people moving around in this cycle of revolutionary

action. Especially in California it's very clear in California..

We're very concerned about uh, the issue here because I'm sure you

know that it was-here in California that.the Black Panther Party

for Self Defense was originated and that the Black Panther Party

got it's birth and uh, proceeded to develop the Afro-American

Liberation struggle. And it must be very clearly understood by

everybody, because apparently great confusion has been caused by

some so-called Panthers and some so-called revolutionaries during

the past two years that the Black Panther Party had something to do

with creating the Afro-American Liberation Struggle when in fact

it's the other way around. The Afro-American Liberation struggle

produced the Black Panther Party as a vehicle of it'-s advancement.

And as long as that instrument is advancing the struggle then it's

revolutionary.and vanguard. And the minute it stops doing that,
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it s blocking, it's retarding, it-is not a vanguard, it is not
At the present time the present srcue

the present operation being carried out by these masquerades

these phonies, these fakes and there very well known to the'

real Panthers who are also veli known by the real police, and

who are also still being persecuted$ tortured, arrested, killed

and shot throughout this country without yon knowledge, .because

of the complicity of this so-called. Panther Party with these

forces of oppression to make a compromise to get the heat off

cf them, you see. So this is why we say that the Black Panther

Party as any type of revolutionary force is dead. The Black

Panthers-however, are alive.- The Black Panthers are in jail,

the Black .Panthers are running, the Black Pinthers are starving.

And we cannot -sit here passively and.look at these ego-maniacs

or whatever they want to call themselves go around and parade

as if the Black Panther Party belongs to them. Because we know

across this country there are hundreds, hundreds, hundreds,

thousands, thousands, thousands 6f black people, poor people,
vbite people all kinds of people who are dedicatit something

to building the Black Panther Party, The base of that party

was Afro-American Black lumpen proletariat in the cities, in

the ghettos throughout this country, in California, in the mid-

vests in the east coast and now in the south. This is the

Black Panther.Party. Not this apparatus that parades around and

- passes out thisdisgusting newspaper and it's nothing2 it's just

. a haven for police informants at this point. It shbsurd.
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Applause 110.

And this is why it has become necessary for us to uh, in the,

international section, to uh move in this matter to cloei up all

these contradictions and confusions about the Black Panther Party"

that you are being subjected to and are using it as an excuse

not to do anything and not to relate because of the case of

GERONIM0 in Los Angeles, the case of LANDO{N and RORY'

in New Haven, the case of the brothers in jail in New Orleans,

all these brothers these revolutionaries have been abandoned

and are left at the mercy of the power structure. And these are

the people that move the party, move the- struggle and these are-

the revolu.tionry forces that the pigs want. They don't care

about that other stuff. We reI from the information that we

. have received that the present status of HUEY P. NEWTON, I'm

sure that many of you are aware of this and maybe many of you

* are not, is that a Manchurian candidate, that. the man vas a

revolutionary who Vas arrested and taken into the California

Department of Corrections Penal System. He was released in the

suprise move at a particular time that was somewhat crucial.
And when he was released he was no longer the same person.

And during this period of time he: had been subjected and

programmed to many types of drug treatements and uh, distortions,

and psycho-theraputic armngements in these brain twisting people-

killing centers that are run bi the-Department of Corrections

in the state of California In Atascadero and Vacaville and CMCE.

* And those names might not mean anything to you.but you
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remember them because you might find yourself in those same .,

institutions. And don't you believe it's not possible. This

so:-called split that many people have made sonmuch ado about

is not a split, it's a development and is a transition so?

that the revolutionary forces that were organized. at one time

through the party, many of whom after a certain period in time

went on to organize other organizations and participate in

another level because they could riot participate in revolutionary

activity with this apparatus. This so-ealled split has been

the coming to head of internal contradictions within*the party *

since its foundation. But as the party grew and developed a

th, how would you say, resolving of contradictions that finally

came out in open break. And these contradictions that cxsisted

as a legitimate phase of the development of the liberation

forces and the development of ideology through practice and

theory and practice and theory are also picked up on by the

police forces, in particular the LAPD Criminal Conspriacy

Section and the FBI in working out of LA and manipulated upon

and played upon through whisper campaigns and he said this and

he did that, it's false information. And all of these tricky

tactics that they use to confuse people and distort them and

make them paranoid and withdraw and all these types of things..

So you have to look at the situation and look what. has been.done

to. the Black Panther Party primarily through three forces.

You have the outright blatant police attacks. Then you.have
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.. the police iniltration. And this infiltratish is on Many

levels, don't you think it's not, from Washington D.C., the

Pentagon, the FBI, the CCI, IDA, all of them I don't even know

their names and it's not relevant,.because it's all different

levels and different aspects of pigs of enemies. Alright,
that have brought about this split throughout the country. And

there is, I mean there are many splits in the party that have

carried on without your knowledge and nobody jumped up and

'said anything about it until the International Section made

public the fact that they no longer went along with it and

this is the point at which the whole party had already left and

. there wasn't too much left except young, innocent lackeys,.
terrorized, intimidatedd people and some police informants and

so-called Central Committee. But what has happened to the

. party and the final outcome of this has created a tremendous

setback and a.disappointment to thecmunity of black people,

to the community of revolutionaries, to the people who look to

that for some type of leadership and direction. And to the

international revolutionary movement because whether-or not you

know it, the-Black Panther Party was recognized as a vanguard
. - force, not only in this country but throughout the world,

especially in Africa. And the destruction of the Black Panther

Party by these combined forces of agent; of pig; of failings,
or prisonsor brutalities; of muders, - I'm sure Your fully

- aware of many of these murders.* One in particularbut this has

really destroyed theBlack Panther Party and, they have been
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cooperated as process has been collaborated upon by the counter -

.revolutionary revisionism, and this is what it is.. Lead ership

offered by DAVID HILLARD, JUNE HILLARD (inaudible)and we say

this because this is exactly what it is. We are not calling

names. And if we want to get into.a question and answer-session

we can get into details about this. We khoe you don't know

these things, it was none of your business, you see. We

hoped to be resolved of these things entirely but it became.

impossible but everybody needs to understand this stuff so

they don't be lost in a maze of confusion and they don't allow

this and these contradictions in the way they affected things

in Los Angeles are very, very pertinent to the fact that this

brother GEROIMO and these brothers who defended this

cen.traloffice during the shoot out are up in the county

jail and sitting in that court room and nobody outside there

relating to it, you see, and this is exactly what they want.

They think they got a clear cut railroad and this is their

final coup. of destroying the Black Panther Party and the Black

Panther Party is a name that's irrelevant, you see. And that's

. why we say that's dead forget about that, later for it.

Destroying those revolutionary forces that were organized,

coordinatedand moving in the LA area against these police

forces and they know it and they don't tell you: Because what's

been going on across this country is a direct confrontation

between the revolutionary in the. Panther Party,"the military

and the political revolutionaries in the party and the police

department. Whether you inow it or not that line demarqation
\2.\A
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has, been drawn and that var had been initiated. Specifically

* in relation to UCLA I cannot come on~ to this campus without

a very profound sorrow. Because one of the original forces of*

this revolutionary action in the state of California, person

who came out of the prison in California, whose active in the

struggle, liberation struggle going on within the prison, con-

tinued to be active in the liberation struggle within the streets,

. continued to be active in using the Black Panther Party as a

vehicle to advance his'struggle was' murdered in cold blood

* on~ this very campus. And I'm talking about someone that you

-have all heard of BUN~CHY, ALPRENTICE BUNCHY CARTER and that

*nam~e might not mean nothing in this audience but that means

-something outside, alright, and you better believe it. That

was a black convict coming out here to deal with this and th@

brother that was with him Brother JO drIUDGIHS, that w-as a

*'black GI who had came out of the military to deal with this..

And when those two beautiful brothers were eliminated by who,

who were they eliminated Q~'brothers and sisters?. Sho?'Name umn.

N~o the tw6 brothers that he sent, name them, right on brother,

STINER. Right here on..campus with guns and the blood

was shed. And.they went down here. Thht was the vicious attack

on our forces of liberation1 engineered by the LAPD and carried

out by their black 2ackeys. The STINlER brothers members of.-

,the US organization and don't you think that organization isn't engaging

same type of activity. After that murder the leadership or the

.- direction of the party fell on the shoulders or brother GERONIMiO.

Brother GEROIM0 came out of the US military out of the special.
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- races out of the Green Berets in Vietnam with puiple hearts.

and edas.,'!tof hatbatlef~el ino tis.Andeveything~~
44,that he learned and everything thav he suffered he brought those

fields back to the struggling people in this country. Back",

to his brothers and sistersin the streets. Back to the

victims of fascism LA style, and attempted to deal with It.

. And there's been a consistent attemp to-move agains him and elivinate
him throughout the LA police forces, many cases. The US

organization was instrumental in that. The LA raid was a

part of that. But they finally caught'up w ith G through a
little cotton pickin informant named COTTON, MELVIN SMITH.

Aid you have to be aware of these things. Maybe you don't

realize that but this is what their doing in this community

around you.' Paying and buying little petty minded lackeys

to go out and destroy forces that are fightingfor your liberation.

Going out and selling blood money, giving blood money to these

who allow fascism to get much colder and leave you to deal with

it. Now can you.deal with it? Or can you detLwith helping

somebody that is equipped to deal with its and trained to deal

with it, and willing to deal with it, survive. And that's

the decision that.you have to make. And this contradiction

in the Black. Panther Party, this split. in the Black Panther
Party exploded over the arrest.of GEROIM41O becauserthe man was
betrayed. He was set up and hq vas.arrested in Dallas, Texas
through the collaboration of HILLARD, and NEITO# and ELAINE

BROWN and MASAL [EI1ITT clique, financed by tax money,
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you know, FBI, CIA this, and don't think' m just throwing

t ou you see. Ile was arrested heldin Texas for three

months and there was no word on this. And if any of you read

this rag sheet, I don't know how many people in here read that

shit. They purged the man as soon as he was extradited to

California and told all kinds of lies about hi; Ft6. And

behind this purge they blocked any type of aparatus Of support

for this case, n6t only of GERONIMO but of the LA Thirteen.

Meanwhile in between this arrest and the LA shoot out all.the

little'lackeys have done everything they possible could to

aisipate the support of the people. And this is how.they

operate.- They operate this everywhere and this is why this whole

-so-called movement is in this present statebecause they've

terrorized,'arrested, convicted and done all these things that

demoralize and have people isolated'and cofifused. And this is

just a tactic, it's a tactic called for by the NIXON administration

just as the assassination of BUIICWCATER and JOHR HUGGINS

on this campus was a tactic implemented by the TXON adminis-

tration. And this so-called NJXDN Administration is the same

one that's having all these people look, oh NIXON's going to

China, now what do you think he's going to China for, to

help you? Cause he wants to end the war in Vietnam, he don't

have tolgo over there do it. Whatever heis going over there.

foi you can believe it is against y5Ui interest. What you have

to realize, because younbin.it too, all of you are in it whether-
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lik lt or noti that there is a vice beg ceatdb~

new alignment of great power throughout the world. And

you think you know who the great powers are, and they're the

US Imperialists and their henchmjen.. in Africa and Asia and

Latin American are rearranging the manner in .which they relate

to each othe, the manner in which they relate to each other,.

the manner in which they move so they will'be able to better deal wit

the situation on the defenses. Because you have to realize

that these pigs, these imperialist aggressors, these vicious,

murderous, barbarous beasts that cause murder,. suffering and'

torturing to the peoples of the world in Asia, In Africa, in

Latin AMericaj everywhere and here this is the headquarters.

.These people are making a strategic retreat....And they're

withdrawing from Asia and they've made certain arrangements to

deal with Latin America. And they have a certain concentration

that their moving on next. And etherr you know-it -or not,

brothers and sisters you need to, you need to, it is Africa.

And you look at the situation and see where it's at. They

want to maintain Israel as a state of their, how would you

say, their colony in the northern half. And Southern Africa

th the southern part, South Africa's rascist governments,

fascist, the South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and Southwest

Africa are making a coordination among themselves, so that -they

will be able to.fdeal economically and politically with the

revolutionary forces, with the guerrilla forces that are moving

in their territory. I don't know if you've heard about the
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bombing within Southern Africa, I don't know if you've heard about

nthe urilla attii u Africa? And Prime n

well we're not going to run across the borders after these

gue illas, we're not going to do that. NOtheybe going to

make arrangements with Southern Rhodesia so that they get them,

you see. And there are liberation forces fighting on the

ground in Africa and have been fighting an armed struggle for

quite some time. And it should be clear. It is very clear

that if these forces that are left out of these negotiations

and these deals and these great power discussions, you see, it's

these forces right here that have to take what they can get and

it's us over here that ain't nobody consulting us about nothing,

-nothing you see. Not even the LAPD and what theyf'rp running doWn on

this court house, vhatthey.reunning down throughout this city

and you need to investigate that. You call. yourselves students, well

studythat, study reality, study what's outside of there you

see,study something that vill help people to deal with this

situation instead of some trip. Well you can trip on into a con-

centration camp, baby. - .

Applause

We have to recognize that the time is how to intensity our

efforts politically, militarily, socially and at the present

time you see people retreating and de-emphasizing. They're going

in the opposite-directionI youztgo0g in the direction that

these pigs want you to go in, and giving them a'break. While

they get this other stuff in order, whil6 NIXON goes to China

and AGNEW goes to Greece. and Pm"HITO gQes to
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Brussels. And HUFWAY DINE (Phonetic) calls for a less
S diague with Soixth Africa and the CId eceais n

Angola plot on how to destroy the government of the People's

Republic of the Congo, the only Marxist-Leninist state in

black Africa, population one million, with the people's army,

with the political, revolutionary Marxist-Leninist party

- in power in control 'of':the government with the president of

the country and the president of the Central Committee of their

party one "in the same person. With M4OBUTU, now if you know

anything about black Africa and the political development there,

you know who MOBUTU is. And you know who LAMU11BA is and

you know MDUTU was among that clique that murdered LAMUI2A.

And I think you know how the Afro-American people feel-about

PATRICE LAMUMBA. Arnd I think you ought tb know how the

African people feel about PATRICE LAIMUINBA and I think you

need to know that's on the ground, 'that's against these forces

of repression and aggression and murder that are fascist, fascist,

imperialist beasts. Now that might sound striking to you but this

is exactly what they are and exactly what they redoing, what

they'redoing in Vietnam, what they're doing in Korea, what they've -

done in the Congo, and what they're doing in Los Angeles. And you

have to recognize that as a reality, whether you recognize it or

not that's an objective condition. Whether yo all them beasts

now or you wait twenty years Iater,.(i you-say.oh, children.

they were some real beasts. I'*m0 sorry I didn't deal with it then,
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you know. I mean their ain't nobody waiting on you 14M

Sut. ing you, you seeithat thiir6 isa Very crca

time right no: when alot of realignments and reshiftings .

are being made. And people that are concerned about the

revolutionary struggle in this country recognize that and

. are moving to do %vhat they can to strengthen this shit because

we see as a result of all the activities of the .past ten

years, the riots'and rebellions of acts of people's warfare

throughout the past ten years our base is very strong. There's

no need for this intimidation and paranoia. Do you know why

they run all this Pan African madness through these campuses?

* So you sit up and trip on'all-this Pan Africanism and won't

think about what's going on in Cairo, Illinois. Anqd do you

.know what's going on in Cairo, Illinois? What? For two years

the people in that community had been engaged in'irnFe confron-

.tation every night withthe rascist forces of the Police Department,

the Ku Klux Klan, the American PaZt. party, the state troopers,

fighting with tanks and machine guns directed toward the black

community.- You have a division therq'three thousand black

people against three thousand white people and they're fighting.

And they have been fighting for two years and there ain't nobody

giving details on how many is dead and wounded on either side,

but it's not very mapy. -And you have to recognize the situation

in Wilmington, North CArolina., Vhere the fascistshave said,

well wre ready for civil wa; ve :acdpt your challenge, you

-know. Lets deal with Ij lets get it on. And you have to re-

alize that the fascistsare preparing this type. of thins under
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your noses. They don't give you gry information on what

their doing, you turn up one morning and look around ad say

oh you think yotta going to the election, you night be going

off into.a concentration cap. These communities inside the

United States represent the model of the future. And we have

to recognize in our cities, in our ghettos, in our things that

-we will be encircled, we will be surrounded. 'We have to develop

tactics and practices that will enable us to survive this stage

of warfare. We have to be in a position to prepare ourselves

-now to endure the conditions of war that we will be, that will

. be visited upon us. The reason I keep bringing up to you 1
the'conditions of the LA Thirteen and Brother GERONIMO is

because of the way-It reveals' the profound conspiracy over

months and months and months hatched by the, all the agencies

of the Los Angeles Police Department and the FBI in coordination

with the headquarters in Washington and the Pentagon ete.,to

destroy a hand full of black Afro-American revolutionares; or I
fighters, or a lumpen proletariats begining-to develop an

ideolgy in the heart of Los Angeles. They went all through

these changes to do that. You have to recognize what kind of

power that represents and why they have to deal with all these

changes is to deal with this small group and what it is that

threatens them. And how do they work and how do they operate

and investigate that, you see., And get those details and bring

them out and go and take them out to the black community where

people care about this stuff, you understand me? Or do you

12.24



care? Beetuse the efforts on the part of these police goes

to'destroy the burgeoning directions, the burgeoning cadre o

the liberation forces. These people have destroyed liberation

forces, have destroyed struggles, have destroyed undergrounds"

parties, revolutions around the world, over -the past twenty-

five years. You could take Indonesia, you could take Turkey,

and when you talk about Vietnam and Korea and these.places, *ycu

talk.about the struggles that have transmnded all of their

efforts to destroy them. So we can't believe that just be-

cause a revolution is on the ground it's automatically going

to be sucessfulthat is not the case andyou'e dealing with the

masters of destruction. fou have to face up to the fact that

there's the inevitable combination of all the attacks, the

repression and the aggressive acts being perpetrated in the

black community by the organized armed forces of repression..

-It is the police the'courtszor whatever have-one,culmination.

That culmination'is war. And that is hatw.ye.gye..onfronting.

In terms of the confrontation represented by these

brothers that are in the old county jail presently, and re-

ceiving nb support, no money, court appointed attorneys,.the

whole thing, a very lackadaisical and the pigs think they

have it-all sewed up. You have to realize that this is a

position, it's a matter of principle, it's a reality, it's- a

situation and when those people who. .stood up for the validity

of the principle of not only the right of Afro-American people,

of black people, of oppressed people to wage armed struggles
* 115-



and self defense, but who actually engaged in this on this

WO * detinse or: this Se1 r'f1d In the bkiV t -

Central Avenue Headquarters of the Black Panther Party. The

expose a very basic contradiction that is apparent not only in

the operation they call the Black Panther Party but throughout

the'so-called movement throughout this country. The-principle

whether armed struggle'is or is not possible, valid, and whatever

and there are alot of people that go around talking this talk.

But when it comes down to it they turn around and let you deal

with, nine of you go to deal with it and one of you ends up*

with all the pigs, you see. And that's the situation that

been our fate for so long. We got to~recognize that and stop

repeating ourselves and raise the thing to a higher_.level because Vhat

where theymegoing around the country and around the world.

The opposition, the enemy, the power structure is raising theirs.

to a higher level to be better prepared to deal with what they have

. forseen in the period of the sixties and early seventies. .

I would ask you and I know that maybe one or two. So I'm

not, I'm just asking you, If you will, If you are concerned students,

especially black students, take it upon yourselves to go down to

the' old countycourt house, old county jail and investigate

that. Take it upon yourselves to listen about what's being

said about the LAPD, and investigate that. And'take it .
A

. upon yourself to relate to the need_and the practical present

uh, how would you say, program that we can apply to forward the

Afro-American Liberation struggle. The one thing that we are

interested in carrying out at 04s present time is, development116.
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of what we call the Revolutionary People' Communication

Neo whc 14aarat"s Which will litik up t6e Inf6tZ:t, V.
ation facilities that are available to us so that information

such as this. So that the-case 6f the LA Thirteen does not ac t .

go down the drain for lack of information. So that the sit-

-uation-of the contradictions within the party so, so that the

-situation, where there's a split within the league of black

workers in the internationaVI'm sorry, the League of Black Workers

and the Iiternational Black Workers Congress.does not go, ignored.

So the situation within the Republic of New Africa'and their

split does-not go ignored because a split is just a pTocess of trans-

formation inpwth within a political agnratus and the whole thing

*twenty years later uill culminate in some appiratus ttiial.

of this is the groundwork for. You have to recognize the

struggles develop. in phases on levels and that you people

here who are capable of doing certain things. ber.sho.uldn'tb

so slack, you see what I'm saying? If there is a lot that can

be done that does nbt call that much from you, if it's nothing

more than passing out a leaflet or helping put out a newspaper

or getting on the radio or going down to a court room. But it

-you show some concern you see,.because what we're talking about

and what we've always talked about is the power of the people,
* you see. .The people have this power to defeat this. 5t has

been demonstrated in Cairo, the power of the people united around

their own desire to survive and defeat this attack that they

. can survive. It has been demonstrated over twenty five years

d13- 2L i
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In Vietnam. The tremendous, irresistable power of the peop16,,

. once properly organized properly directed, educat c

tinually elevated to a higher and higher level of struggle

And we have to recognize these dialectics and recognize these

phases and identify these things and find out--how we ourselves..

can apply these principles to the situations of Afro-American

people. And this is what the contradiction the Black Panther

Party came about in the first place basically of how we apply

the principld of armed struggle, the principle of educating

. the masses, the principle of organizing the people, the principle

of many other things. If you want, if you reaWr want to know,

you can check out the red book they are all outlined there

cause NIXON's. going over there doesn't change it, it's*valid.

You see what I'm saying. So basically -4re coming from the same

point that all the members of LA Thirteen, the victims of this

police conspiracy on a city, state and national and-inter-

national level, right here in your backyard, downtown LAare

victims of. And we're coming from the same principle that they

came from that has proven to be successful and that is -dare

to.struggle dare torin. All power to the people, brothers and

sisters.

. Applause

Wait a minute, alright. To deal with these things, wbether-you

want to deal with.them we have-to deal with them and we relate

to some financial support todeal with these c ses and to deal

.18 -**h~ pj ~ -
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with these issues and to mobilize these things ad to

pay for gAs, etcwe're asking you to make a small contribution

out of your pockets to us whose pockets are empty and there will

be some sisters passing out buckets around here, Yes and now

we havd the time, we can take questions now.

UNKNOWN MAN: I have a question for you.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Yes brother.

UNKNOI MAN: In.the course of your speech you mentioned ph,

international section, transition and th, these word brought

something to my mind. On January 25, 1970 in the Black Panther Paper

HUEY P. NEuTON ran down a program on intercommunal solidarity.

I'm wondering what is your attitude, what do you think about

intercommunal solidarity? - .

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well-I think if you would...

UNKNOWN HAN: Is it viable?

YKATHLEEN CLEAVER: Uh, the word.is -not the issue. it's the

-practice, you see. And the practice of what HUEY NEWTON has

so called defined as inter-communal as something that has been

practiced by the revolutionary countries of the socialist nations

for quite some time, but under another title for internationalism.

And this is the princtpld upon which the international section has

been based in the Black Panthgr Party. And when HUEY N1'EWTONf,

unbeknownstto u; the other types of things he was engaged in and

all the bags he was coming Out- came-up uith this inter-

communalism. Although we could see that the name itself were'
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intended toward confusion because it was not aligned to any -

cercut princip16 ideology ve sttll- adopted. that nmee,. ?.,.
and went along with that, you see. And we were ridiculed.and

criticizedand many other things, but we defended this during

the absence 'of much information of being able to-explain

intercommunalism, because intercommunalism is just words. You

see there is practice involved and international solidarity in

establishing relationships and exchanging information in all

this type of thing into nationalism or in, it has to be practically

applied. So when you have someone advance a theory of inter-

communalism and then expell the international section, I mean

where are they coming from, you dig it? So.you have to re-

-. cognize that this is a base of the theory of cooperation and the

withering away of the state and all this type of stuff. You

have to recognize that HUEY IE'TON is just full of words and

. ideas and they'verun out and they can't be applied and itts a

-phenomeon that is characteristic of people that are heavily

drugged, which he has been for quite some time inside these pen-

itentiaries. He's been subjected to all types of -drug treatments

and ho.came out of the penitentiaries, it's a very shocking

example of the hghts and the depths and the insidious way that

these pigs will use to corrupt and destroy and distort and ,

twist and trick people that are engaged in Afro-American Liberation

struggle. You have to recognize the depths that they yill go

to, to deal with this and you hqve to recognize-that the power

.120 -
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you have add move with that. Yeah, be implemented. I mean

1, say it's pur practice that's important not your name. Now

if your practice' is correct and it's effective and you get

results and you elevate things and you promote consciousness

and yod can come up with some concrete results that benefit

not only the liberation forces but the advancement of the

struggle and I'm not too concerned about your nam4 Butyou have

to recognize who.and what forces promoting intercommunalism

and look at all the other things they do that are designed not

to advance but to retard. *Not to produce results but to

dissipate energy. Not to inform the people but to deceive the

people, you see. And you need to check your sources and then

check on what's happening and uh I would recommend that you

examine that very carefully because you don't know what else

is behind there, you see.

UNKNOWN MAN: You mentioned about retarding, .about,jI'm a student,

I'm an old timer, I'm not young any more, I done had the lumps

and bumps you know. I; you mentioned about political prisoners,

you failed to mention about the prisoner of the brain. washed, you

know like the negro.

. KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Yes brother.

UNKNOWN MAN: You know about campuses you've been there...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: You mean like MELVIN COTTON SMfITH.

UNKOiN MAN: Let me finish this. .:

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Yeah.

.umKOWN MAN: -Now there is a program going, dig this, enre's

a program going here and I'd tried to wake these brothers and
- 121. rn -m i%,
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sisterss up. They got to psych things, you talk about psych

or about brain washing or drugs, you know. They got a psych

program going .iere run by, I hate to say but I got Latin.

American blood in me, I'm Puerto Rican, you know. Alright

there's a Mexican running one department and there's a

caucasian running, but their psych majors. I heard a psychiatrist

get up on a stage and use the term minority, a psychiatrist in a

- University, you hear what I'm saying? Alright now uh, they

giving these kids psychic test without telling them to consult

their parents, you Know and. it's annoying to me to see it,

. you know. They *excuse me because I got past experience It-that

- ay, you know. And when I go to NOMO (phonetic) the Afro-

American thing these Negros, these Negros mind you are too busy

wotrying about theirstatus or their positions in this fad

chasing, this education that you know .that we think we got to

have, you know. Would you make comment about.-the-uhi as far as

dreaming goes. Would you make comment about waking up ANGELA

DAVIS. That kind of dreaming I'm talking about, you know.

She was a fool until he kicked that lawyer and called her

lawyer, well you should comment about that kind of drudgery

you know. That they:ngoing to the black ghetto and go leave,

wellyou coiment about that. Some of these liberals are

dreaming and....

KATHLEERf CLEAVER: Yeah I agree brother, but there's a whole lot

of people expecially the students that they'sent up into this

brainwash center that you have, I'm sure you know is a direct
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>2 Integral part of this so-called military-industrial ... ..

complex, the all the factories, all the military apparatuses

all the what you call armed forces, you know California is

strewri up and down with bases and defense industries And so

you find the University, a big hugh, wealthy thiversity con-

trolled by the state of California, what it, UCLA, University

of California in LA, The high level, you see this is for the

bourgeoisie, you see. This is to train all'their civil servants

and you create the _ayratus, and now they have to recognize this

sbit, this stuff that they've got to deal with it going to

implement fascism, so they got to, you .now make sure that there

is only very narrow slots that they can deal with. That's why
they got to kick ANGELA DAVIS out of here, case sheva's talking

about Marxist-Leninism and dealing with the real issues and things.

They don't want that here, you see. * And it's a trick, you see.

This is the main thing that's been hanging black people up
ever since. It's a trick, this psych game. And like especially

what you mentioned about like the minority. We are minority,
vherein whose mid, I don't consider myself a minority,
you dig it. How do we got to'be a minority, you got two eyes,

two legs, two hands, now what kind of minority is that?

Applause. -

Alright, so youM an Afro-American so what kind of minority i's

that, you dig it how do they define minority, in whose terms.

If you look at the world situation, I mean all of you know who

the minority is aiAd so do they, so we not going to even get off
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intto that it's a number game and it's a trick(

the issue. I mean there is never any type of armed fqrceany .

type'of political force, any type of governing body it's the

minority that runs this country a minority. But they don't

tell them, becauseyou're. minoirty you can't-'run the country,

you see. The ruling class is a minority and lets focus in on

that.

UNKN0fl HAN: Inaudible.

Laughter

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Far ouit. Right on brother but don't worry

*they'll be calling on you from every side. You just meet it,

. sure you don't call sides before you, cause you going to be

getting calls from everywhere, alright. .

UNNOh'N MAN: KAT.LEEN CLEAVE, what I wanted to ask you, is

that from ELDRIDGE, to BUNCITY and to BUSTER we all were in

-San Quentin together... -

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Right on.

UNKNO1lN MAN: We all helped build a basis for coming opt here

fighting. 4
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Right on brother.

UNKTNONN MAN: Now, all of us set ui soule type of a network

where we could come out here and function. Now I don't want

to go all off into that cause I'm leary of these campuses. .But

what I want to ask you is, is it any..validity to BUSTER, CLINTONT

* SMITH, about him getting ripped aff in Algeria?.. I wanted to know.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: I'l1 tell you this brother. That information
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was put out in this country by ELAINE BROHN, right. And

BLAINE BROUN is a FBI agent, I.don't know where sh his
information. I ain't ever talked to her, and as far as,
knows no there is no validity to that.

UNKNID.1N MIA: Is the brother breathing?.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: The brother left-Algiers, was expelled
from the international section along with all the.cther members
some time in February or January of 1970 and since that time
I have no information on any of them. And I -don't, you know.
UNMOWN MAN: OkaM groovy that's all-I wanted to know.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Right on brother. ..

UlfKROtfN uMal: If you are, over here, if you are uh do you line
yourself at all with parties such as uh, the Rainbaw Coalition,
the eathernei,'y Day collective, and if in what way do you ub,
work with them, if you do?
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well you have to understand vier* we're coming
from at the present phase, what's missing is the communication
network because you have all these groups in isolation working
scared, paranoid, don't want to talk to nobody and it's very,

. very negative and it's a phase of retardation of withdraw and
for many objective reasons. . But where we're coming from is'
.to say that we link up on the information level, we link up on
the propaganda, on the activities that can be dealt with through
gathering information and putting 55t information and then you
know the unit that you need to do this and all the facilities that

-people.have and we can work together along those lines, you see?
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UNKNOWN MAN: You do wish to work with them. .

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Pardon.

UN1KNOW N MANT: Do you wish to work with them as far...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well I mean, we wish to work with every-

body that's wishing to work with us, with the- exception of the

police you see, and the Peralta streets.

UNKNOWN MAN: Okay, far out. ---- ----

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: We wish towork with the people, and we

wish the people to work with us and the basic distinction in

this country between the country and the pigs. Now the line

of demarcation in the situation of war in the state of California

is first between the people and the pigs, you see. Little

initial shock tactics. And then between the -Panthers and the

Pigs. -And then they deal with that and it's between the convicts

and the Pigs. And it.'s going to be between the military brothers and

the Pigs and this is something that uh theycbn't.-want to relate

to because they have put them brothers over there to deal in

the most devastating attack on human beings in the history of

mankind in Vietnam. And they have all of these people black,

white, Mexican,.Puerto.Rican; Indian, Panamanian, and anything

else they can draft off or them forces coming back inma so-

called withdrawi, with that skill. 'And US. government has not found an

program for these people other than.Pglice Departmenti. you see. So th

situation is very, very, critical and-the people who relate to

this,people who recognize this, and the brothers themselve re-

cognizetheyiecoming. up with a program. You see what I'm saying?
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ut the people are in the majority. The pigs is uptight and
they ain't got the people tricked and deprived of many material
necessities and this is why we have to start right here and the

people who have these certain material things, we just share the,
you see. Cause we all need them. Aid the certain issues that
are key and got to the heart of the problem if you deal with that
you bthg a whole lot of other things to light that can be dealt
with on a broader.and broader and higher level, if you understand

me.- Do you understaziadE? Ala I making myself clear? Alright
then.

UNKNOWN MAN: Uh, Mrs. CLEAVER, I have two questions. Is the
collection for Sickel Cell Anemia by the Black Panthers going...
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: I have told you that that's no, no., no, no.
The collection is for the defense of the LA Thirteen.
UNKNOWN MAN: Well now. they were on campus a couple of. days ago.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: I'm sure they were, they're prbably still here.
UNKNOWN RAN Well they're collecting specifically for Sickel Cell
Anemia research.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Usl there's all kinds of people into this,
you see. It's a very opportunistic thing because the people who
are suffering from Sickel Cell Anemia, and they have been for
hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of years. It's a very old
disease and people in the United States, Africa and India and
other areas have suffered from SickelCell Anemia. Nov you
have to recognize why is it at this time a conceited effort to
raise funds and channel research into Sickel Cell Anemia when
you look at the other and their doing all this underhaded
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chemical research in terms of what kinds or chemicals will

react on what type of ethnic groups and where do you think"

their getting this research and why do you think their so

conerned with the internal cells of blood structure of

Afro-American people, now you think about that, alright.

Applause

UNKIOWN MIAN: We have a question here. Now what do you think

of Senator MC GOVERNS candidacy. Is he a honky, is he a fascist...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER:. I'm not even related with that, .1 don't know.

. Applause

UNKNOWN MAN: Mrs. 'CLEAVER, does the fact that your husband has

taken refuge in AlgeriazaMoslem country, show his rapport and

empathy for the homeless Palestinian refugees? -

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: The Moslem country shoved their empathy for thB

homeless Palestinian refugees and I think any valid revolution-

ary Afro-American or otherwise living in Algeria.-or-otherwise'

has to recognize the validity of the.Palastein liberat ion struggle.

-And we have shown this in many ways. We have participated in

their conferences, we have made a position statement on that,

if you'd like to have .a copy on thatyou could write to BP11,

Grahdpost, Algiers, Algeria and ask for..a copy of that

statement. Or you can get a copy ofr'Right Od' that run it, but

those copies are hard to come by. And uh...

. UNKNOWN WOMAN: Thank you.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: - Your welcome.* And th, as we are solidarity

with all the struggling people because they're fighting against
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the sionist lackeys of the US Impe talist and that m3.ht :snd 11e
rhetoric to you but to them it's God's truth and it's life or

death.

Applause

UNKNO1." 1OMAN: Mrs. CLEAVER, I attend the trial of the Thirteen
once a week, one of my friends RENE JAO0RE, e- .

- coordinator of the Breakfast Program, is one of the Thirteen

PWJCHES, yeah. These people haven't got enough to eat. I'm

conducting- at the moment...

KAI LEEN CLEAVER: Exactly. . .4
UNKNOl WOMAY: A groceries gathering for her,'addres's is 922
East Adams Apt. #3. For those of you have three squares, w ould

you please cut out one square and take it down to PEACHES.
Her family is hungry and she is five months pregnant.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER: EAcusetWe have to make some clarification on
that.

UNKNOWN MAN: First of allyourd relating to uh the LA Thirteen,

you know this is what we talking about. Now what you got to
remember there was dighteen people arrested in that raid, you dig.
And there's a clear line of demarcation uh, around the other
five. The other five are not revolutionaries the ones in jail
is who we want you to deal with. Take that money down there and
put -it on their books. Get them some lawyers, ake your butt
in that court room and tell that lastai' ass jerk to turn them
lose. The others is on the streets.

UNDIOWN MAN: Sister CLEAVER, my name is CHAP"S - d Is it seems
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ike that everything is moving in the direction of power, you

KATHLEEN CLEAVER Right on.

UN011 NAN: That' s the value.

KATMLEEIN CLEAVER: Yeah look who ain't got' it.. *

UNKNO'dN VAN: And it seems that the various organizations like)

well when I first started it was the Jluslims that are idols went

along with them. And then it became the Black Panthers and now

. the Panthers are losing their.influence. But it seems like it,

each time it was the power itself that it advocates...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Comes up in an other form, right?

.UNKNOWN NiT: It's turned on-the people themselves that use it.

In other words, the power that the Black Panthers have been ad-

vocating to take over the system itself...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Right. .

UNIOWN 14AN: *Is now destroying the Black Panther- Party.

KATLEEN CLEAVER: And this is the whole phenomenon of revision- -

ism and counter-revolutionariesand pig-agents and reactions on

*cowardly: people to repression that has been cooked up throughout

this country to destroy tin Black Panther Party, and what I'm

trying to tell you is the Black Panther Party that youzetalking

* about is dead and gone forever and representatives of that

Black Panther-Party in Los Angeles if you care atout the Black

Panther Party are up there in the county jail, you see; So the

Black Panther Party is being transformed into another forq

through the jails, through this warfare into other level
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ohere resistance and as we understand ropressibn breeds re-

sistance and resistance breeds repression.* And you have.to

look at the transformation of the force, the principles and the

people that vent up to make the Black Panther Party and -see

where they're at and stop getting hung up on this pig plot to make

you think that this stuff that they've got going they call the

Black Panther Party and see which has been thoroughly and totaly

co-opted and is practically run by the Police Department. This

is what I've been trying to get through your head brother. When

you talk about the Black Panther Party refer to that, you

talking about one arm of this obscuring structure run by the

Police Department, financed by the Police Department and sent

out here to trick you. -

UNKNOWN MAN: Yeah well see...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: And.you don't want to-believe it but I'm

telling you the truth. - . - .

UNKNOWN AN: Yeah, I want to bring out a fact. You know EARL

ANTHONY:

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Yeah, I know him..

UNKNONI HAN: The brother he was a Black Panther...

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Yeah, I know hitm very well, where is he?

UNKNOWN MALN: And he wrote a book... Where is he, I don't know.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Yeah I don't know Ihere he is, he's up in

San Francisco. . .
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Umoto .NAN: But anyays. .... . .. . ..-

ATHEE CEAER He done write some of those confusing

-articles on Pan-Africanism, you know.

UNKNOWN MAN: 11o, he w~ai in an incident tith the Black Panthers.

Uib a year or so ago, I don't know how long exactly but it was ~
.with BUNCHY and uh the thing was he was at the-time I beies he

. . Was an officer and BUNCHY at thetime was under him. And...

KCATHLAEEN CLEAVER: Ch, I think you might be talking about the

.-time, the so-called Minister of Information. BUN7CRIY has

*never been under him. He'd turn over in hi.s grave if he heard

him say tiat. . . :.. ~ '* .

U100O015 MAN: Vell. any-way it was, it came out to an incident

v whre wh, BUJNCHY and four other guys held some typa...ot.court

* they called and put him out. See what I'm saying? And the

thing was, it the issue was that uh, let'a see,, let me try and

remember. *He.........*. .- .* . .... .

* KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Whats your question brother.

UNKNOWN MAN: No he was, he was th, he related as being a sit-

uation 'here BUNICHY wanted to move him out because he wanted a

position where he could control. Now th's was the impression that

.he gave in his book. Okay nlow the thing was...-

K~ATHLEEN CLEAVER: Hey wait a minute, wait a minute see we're

running out of time. And you want to get into i discussion. We

. can deal with that a little bit later but I think if anybody

has a serious question concerning information abing have to take

that. And I think it has to be the last, right. Yeah were going.

to have to deal with that last ri*"se we deal with t t on the
use . .OM Ml
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side brother.

UIDAOf0IN 14AN: ef are here I think talking about a Black report' ,

and I all the black people are al the 'same I think no matt

whether they are here or in Africa.' I come from Africa par

ticularly. And I think (inaudible~information during the speech

one aspect of this and this is the place of the Black-Muslims.

Uhi, down where I came from Ihave got my own god in which I

believe. Yqu know the gods of my ancestors Axd it sort of annoys'

.me when I come over here to feel alienated; to 3feel that I can't .

* r%4 !* ..

take part in the Black struggle, simply because I'm not a Muslim.

-This Is the impressions I am being given by the Black MKuslims. Would

yoi1 like : o comment on that? .. *

KATELEEN CLEAVER: .Which Black Muslims are you talking about

brother? Where are thesefuslims that make you feel like you

MI-m..On. .

can't participate... . :... . . .

UlfltOIWN MAN: They are here- on the campus every day you know

passing dow4n pamphelts and things like that.

KATHLEWff CLEAVER. h'ell brother you got to realize that Afro-

Americani is one of the most ideologl6alydivided communites on

the face ofthe earth and you find everything. But don't let .

that other* you brother. The people In general are all trying

to get It tether and you just been hung up wit the wrong people,

YOU know It.' 'Come over here with us. you can help us.*

Applause

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: I think that's all. All power to the people.

Applause * 133 * t
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The source stated ex-BPP activist
eaver
at the b7c

e source said bDWanted to certain to leaver thel

at UCLA. aid Cleaver received

At approximately 2:30 p.m., a Special Agent of theFBI observed the leased 1972 Chevrolet and a 1971 Chevrolet
bearing California License 891 CAC registered to Have-A-CarRental, 8752 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California, departUCLA and proceed to 6430 Sunset, Hollywood.

OnL _Jupra, advised thel9.7.Lb polex bearing -a ornaa r-zcense o91 CAC was leasedb3L_ _jthe same date she leased the 1972 Chevrolet bearingCaTI3or-n- license 453 DUW.

b7C
b7:)l

Oni said the 1971 Chpyrojletbearing california license plate 91 CAD was leasedl . I.
ver'n vi it and was driven b1d

e - an1 ce stated

Source stated a Volkswagen bearing California licenseL__= as also used by Cleaver associates that day.
Contact with the California Department of MotorVehicles. (DW~tI revealed the aforementioned Volkswagen is regis-tered to Lo

Angeles.
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last name unw h Ayve1~~cariF alifornia licens- -I an'las
I 4- I

said a female Negro namedL
-5k ne i4n TIQ An- l s to

b7C
a hn co- b7D

b2

Contact with the California Departmqnt of MotorVehicles reflects California License Numbe 1l~1registered absAngeles.

OCTOBER 23, 1971

-- Or advised during theafternoon, Ueaver 110 e1- and wasvisited by the following ina-Iv uals:

2. (last name unknown
roximately
brownish Nir

3. last name unknown j resident
. o e a soke lie resident
Los Angeles

At 11:10 a.m., a Special Agent ora 7R unin, aiable Pretex telephonically interview
furnished the following in ilma oo,
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speech
Rtate
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While in the United States, Cleaver would be givinLes and attempting to develop information regarding theof varip or aniat d i d iW sa n. i u .A" ILY JUU In View 01

b7C
b7D

The International Section of the BPP hoped toestablish a revolutionary peoples communication network
outlet in California to increase the breadth of the comMU- b2nication network. The International Section currently is b7Dpublishing a newspaper and a weekly bulletin from Algiers.

said that lear.1
ptnime unknown),- anniQ) went to the home of

Compton.
an last name unknown)

At approximately 11:00 p.m., an Agent of the FBIobserved Cleaver enter the residence 1_

OCTOBER 24, 1971 . b7C

At approximately 10:30 a.m., a Special Agent of theFAI observed Cleaver and ah unidentified le Negro depart
proceed to te residence oi
Los Angeles. At approximateyLi-' a m., t am bcliAgent observed Cleaver and the unidentified male Negro depart
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LIZZIZIZI
Hollywood.

no t3n o AL

Jnd proceed to 6430 Sunset Boulevard,

At approximately 12:15 p.m., the same Special Agentobserved Cleaver, the unidentified sale Negro and an unident-ified male Caucasian depart 6430 Sunset Boulevard and proceedto the Hall of Justice, 211 Temple, Los Angeles.

Following Cleaver's entry into 211 Temple, author-ities of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office advisedCleaver andj 6430 Sunset_Wi A visited Elmer Pratt and ex-BPP activists a

At approximately 3:00 p.m., the same Special Agentobserved the same Cleaver party depart 211 Temple and proceedto 6430 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.

At approximately 4:00 p.m., the same Special Agentobserved Cleaver and the unidentified male testa dark Re s.A DX to the home of[
California.

nnidvied di to hr

iuoni n wi Te following indivi-
evenn.g or If
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4. __ Iast name unknown).
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OCTOBER 25, 1971

At approximately 9:10 a.m., Cleaver appeared live onthe "Morning Show , Channel Hine, KHJ TV, 5515 Velrose, losAngeles. A representative of the FBI taped Cleaver's remarksand a transcription of the tape follows:
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.Interview With
KATHLEEN CLEAVER .e 4

TED: ... then returned to begin a speaking tour for the Afro. ..

American Liberation Army. Wdre happy to have Mrs. ELDRIDGE

CLEAVER, KATHLEEN CLEAVER with us this morning. FERNANDO...

FERNANDD: Mrs. CLEAVER at this time why did you return to the

United States?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: -Well first I would like to correct something

that was said that was mistaken. This was one.of the distortions

of the many that come across in the press. I have.-never stated

and I have no intention, I'm not making a speaking tour for the

Afro-American Liberation Army. .Uh, in fact, the political arm

of the Afro-American Liberation Army is presently being held in

jail. Some of the key leaders are in the old county jail in Los

Angeles.in the ranks of the LA Thirteen. Among them, GERONIMO,

RONALD FREEMAN and many of the other brothers that are being

held up there. And I'd just like to correct their mistaken press

quote that you made.

FERNANDO: Well then what is your return, why are you here in

the United States at this time?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well I'm here to uh, proceed to make a national

.speaking tour. The work that I would be engaged in is laying

the foundations for the Revolutionary People's Comdunications

Network. Uh, a form of linking up the uh, information apparatuses

available to revolutionary people. So thit we cold be able to

10 C a
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find out exactly what is going on in this country eM go oh
through the fascist blocking in the news media which is be-
coming more and more intenpe.. And we recognize that as time.
goes by and the struggle intensifies in this country it would
be practically impossible to get reliable information on what the
people are doingon what type of revolutionary events are taking
place as has happened in every other state approaching and en-
Joing a fascist take over. The news media is completely con-
trolled by the state and the only information that gets out is
that which the fascist's approve of.

FERNANDO: Mrs. Cleaver I would like to quote something from the
newspaper. -You said that 11r. HUEY NEWTON, who is also a member
and a former associate, that he was aiding in the FBI. Do you
have any evidence to prove this?

KATHLEEN CLEAVER: Well we have in our membership and people
who form the Black Panther Party, people who are those who
struggled to build the Black Panther Party during the time which
Mr. Newton was in prison. You have to recognize when he went
to prison he left maybe ten or fifteen people in the Black Panther
Party.And, in fact, it was the Black Panther Party for self defense.
The organization known across the country,*across the world as
the Black Panther Party was built up while he was in prison, and
he doesn't really seem to understand what was done nor go along
with it. Now in the period of repression that the party suffered
in 1969, begining in 1961 and that has tappered off to some extent.

c1m1 T
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Nov because the party has effectively been destroyed and in-..

filtrated and it's no longer the organization that was founded

to advance the uh, revolutionary struggle of black people in the

United States, uh, we see that the entire policy, the entire

ideological base, the programs, the principlesand the per-

sonne, and the mode of living and the means of operation are

entirely different now then they were when the Black Panthers, the

real Black Pantherszwere in that party. You have to.understand

that.most of the Panthers are no longer in the party. *Many

of them are in jail, some are deadand others are just diffused

throughout the community. I wanted to mention this because the

police forces in all of the cities that we have operated in are

fully aware, who are the Panthers, who arethe real Panthers and

who aren'tand they continue to persecute and attack these

people and attemptto kill them. Just as they did before. But

the same is not true of-this organization we call the Peralta -

Street gang, which has been completely co-opted and infiltrated

and taken over and misdirected and the entire real function of

the Black Panther Party have.been completely eliminated from this

organization. This is why we say that the Black Panther Party

is a reality that people relate it to. The black people support

it and the entire movement. looked up to. This is dead thd

there's no question about it. Anyone can tell you~that. And uh

even the pigs themself. You recognize that in 1969 they put

in the newspaper, the Black Panther Party poses tee number one

threat to uh, internal security-in the United States. That

vas in 1969. Then in 71 they say the Black Panther Party no
142 C



longer poses any real threat. So it's clear that the intentions

they hhd of destroying the party as far as they va e concerned

vwas snecessful.

FERNANDO: Mrs. CLEAVER, how much support does your husband, you

and your husband have in the United States?

KATELEEN~ CLEAVER: Well you see you have to stop relating to me

and my husband and it's a mediator: that tries to make individuals,

like some type of spokesman or some type of target or something

alienated or apart from the organization. During the time that

'we th worked in the Black Panther Party, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER was

the Minister of Information and I was working with him as the

Communications Secretary; And 'the work that had been done in

that party we feel through are own experience and through things

that people have told us was very much supported especially after

we left the country. Uh, in this country. When there's been a1

tremendous and profound amount of support in this country,

throughout the movement;, throughout many different communities and

throughout the world for the .revolutionary organization that vas

called the Black Panther Party. You can see this by the, what 4
would you say, the duplication of structure and the duplication

of s irilar vanguard type of organizations in the white radical, in

the Chinese, and the Puerto Rican community.
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* F I~san ex-BPp activist in4
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saidtat~ 8 7
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female Negro name adu lso vist S bI'he
souce idepifd abein nearb7
and regidM in the San p Bay area The source

Iadvisend ate athefo fformann 1:00 n

The International Black Workers Congiess (IWC)was described in a document announcing its formation
.as an organization of black workers and studentsto further the revolutionary struggle in the UnitedStates and other parts of the world to consolidate
many existing organizations, and to build.unLty amongthe third world force".
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Source stated a male Negro Inae

At approximately 4:53-p.m., a Special Agent ofthe FBI observed Cleaver enter 6430 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood.

At approximately 7:22 p.m., the same Special b7CSntshan -cl depart 6430 Sunset and proceed to b7
los Angeles, the home ofb

.s frntified the following individuals
as presentat th evidence:
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October 26, 1971

it-V C03 , L_,,, advised Cleaver spoke at Los Angeles

I fu a -1 _matel!r -- 2: 40 13.-m. and recol ved,

1 remarXssA__rransCMT;Ion oz--wMhereafter:
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KATHLENI: All power to the people brothers and sisters.. haven't

seen so many blac' people in one place for so long. I Just

Uant to look for a rhile, that's all right. But uh ie really donlt-..

have that kind of 11xairy, you knor, because uh as everybody

knows uh -this, a country formerly referred to as Rod China,

is now China. China has been admitted into the UN. now uh if

it were up to the people that were in the .UN, if there was some

type of democracy and majority rul; ever since 'many .of the

African countries and Asian countries started-being admitted

into the UN,China would have been into the UN many many years

ago. The only reason they're in now is because the United

States and all of its uh lackeyshave agreed to uh go alone

with this, So when you know, when you see that China, Red

Chinazhas a seat in the UN that should be a signal to you.

That'sa signal to let you ktnow a deal has gone down. NIXON

is going to China. The last word 1-got- on- that off- the

television was that he had to go before Thanksgiving so it

would still be possible Because it you've been following

a lot of strange things have been happening in Chinh "and it's

pretty clear that everyone is not exactly .overjoyed.that

NIXON is coming to China. Uh the Inteinational Set,wha . . .

we see around the-world is truly. an international,. hite -

racist, imperialist conspiracy1  And the two major powers' in

this conspiracy are the Soviet Union and the United States.

147
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The United States has its lackeys its puppets, it's government
a-: itW t'aa i' ~i it ZIATO0S, its 'THIENM,

its its Chaing Kai-shek tha% who they

cast aside as he's no longer serving a purpose, the MO3BUTUS,

the HUFWAX BOIE-I (phonetic). And. the Soviets
they have their groups, Uh the Eastern European countries. But X
think it's very relevent to note that in the white 'areas you
have peace. NIXON just made a statement the other day saying
that uh he's making a bid for peacev,'that he's traveling,

twnaudib1making a great hope for world peace. Uh well in
Asia war has been raging all of your life gas long as anyone
in this room has been aliveptactically there's been war in
Asia, in Korea, .Japan, in the Phillippines, China, Vietnam,
against the whole combination of the 'Western Imperialist.powners
o.r against the Japanese imperialist in coalition with them.
At the present tire in Asia you have-a-,r 'going dnIln
Pakistan a vicious struggle of genocide against the colored
people of East Pakistan; 'And who is supporting West Pakistan?

Among other cowards, Red China. So you see that there are
- areas, when NIXON goes to China, goes to Aita gfter all of this

war, after these years and years and years of aggression and
plunder. and murder Eydwget the most fantastic criminal docdc
you can conceivably imagineto say he's going there for peace.
That's not %hat he's going there for. He has been driven.oat

Asia by the struggling peoples of Asia and he can no longer
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stay there. And he is going to make arrangements as to how

that s going to be resolved as he leaves, as the U.S.

imperialist leAve Asia. But.you have to look and see here

is the :ar going on now. You see the Middle East, it s very

very vicious struggle going on in the Itiddle East and there

you see the hole Apparatus of the Soviet and the U.S. involved

in supporting governmentin society lines and making alliances.

But the Palestinians, who are struggling for their land, and

for their liberationuh they're the ones that are doing the

fighting, they're the ones eilng defeated, killed and napalmed by

their former friend, the government of Jordan which has allowed

:the Palestinizin refugees to live in peace in their country and thtn

after ROGERS make a tour in that area, turns around and shoots him

in the back, bomxbs their uh refugee camps.. So t what kind

of stuff is this? Then you have to look at Africa. Africa

is the main colonial territory still being disputed and

chopped up and(inaudia over and the powers mostly engaged

in that are not the original colonials, France, Britain,

England, no, their days are over. But the United States, thu

Soviet Union and China and with all their interlocking or

opposing agencies, anies and :1nfiltrations etc. In Etholopia,

there's a war going on in Ethiopia. The Eritredn liberation

struggles has been going for seven some years. A vicious

struggle, the people have liberated the majority oC their

14 CO'1TA r
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torritory and their f fighting against the troops of Haile Selasse

and the t1hicpix; bractedi up by the Israclis 3i1 the Udited

States. One of the main communications centers for the U.S.

military forces is in Ethiopi-a. And you look up and see how

Hailed Selasse welcomed in China. 'Throughout the souther part

of Africa, Mozambique, Angola,-Guinea-Bissau, Southern Rhodesia,

South Africa, Southwest Africa, there are wars going on. So

when NIXON says he's going to the Soviet Union, he's going

to Moscow, and he's going to Pcking Tor pedee,"he's going

for rihose peace? And if you look at it carefully he's going

for peace for the imperialists. There'll be peace among the

imperialists. but for'the people vho haVe no government, for the

people who are still struggling for their sovereignty, for

people who in this day and age are still fighting Portuguese

colonialism, there is no peace for the people who are fighting

white racist, fascist state of R

fascist government of South Africa, there's no peace. And

for the Afro-American people struggling within the confines.

in this country not only is there no more peace but there's

an escalation of war against us. To see that In 'the U.S.

papers, for which so long carried nothing on China and when

they ever did it Wasi ysterical accounts of Red Chinasand

to see them now relating to China in this way and see the

Chinese moving in the way they're movingit should signal

to you that this is the end of an era. A very definite ends

and-it's over with. You have to look at our o-n atruu-r1e
150 . CO fI
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in terms of whereitT aom'i from, where it' s going and how we can ,

elevate that how we can stronathon that.. Because if -you thought

that there was some support outside and you thought that was

support was represented in its highest form by revolutionary

governments and revolutionary ideology and revolutionary

society, well. I thinkIthe uh actions of the Peoples Republic

of China should,because it gives everyone else that has

looked at them for a highly principle stand give you a great

feeling of disappointment and isoiaLon. I know this

is true among the struggling people and their representatives

in Africa-and I know this is true among many of the .

struginGGAII, people in Afro-Aerica. The reAson I mention

Africa because it is Africa that has been the greatest influence

on the Afro-American liberation struggle. If you go back

to 1956 with the independence of Ghana, with the emergence of

independent black states in Africa. This.was the

true initial point when the Afro-American struggle began to

elevate. And from that period to the present period has.

elevated consistently. One problem manly people were not

informed deliberately as to what exactly thie so c-alled

independence wasbecause the independence granted black

African states under the wh British and French file, it was

about as much independence as black slaves received by the

. emancipation proclamation. You got a piece of paper that

says you were free. And here we are a hundred years later.
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and we realize that we are not free and that we are not emncipated

and thiat we are not citizens end tit we are some type ot

trick to the advantage of the people who held us in slavery
**. .

Just as the people, the brothers and sisters who are fighting

in Africa, look upon those independence declarations and th6se

flags and those titles'and those governments that were established

when they received independence, is some type of trick. Because

they see that all of that is still tied to-serving the interestS

of the people who so gave in:their so called freedom and

they referred to that's formal independence. And the

struggle.;n Africa now is for genuine independence. We

have to look.aitain into Africa-because it was the slavery of

Africans, the capture, the kidnap, the torture, the transportation

to the ITew World, to latin Americt4 the Islands, Central

America, Ilorth America, of millions and millibns and millions

and millions and millions:of black people, Africansand

the institution of slavery instituted here that created the

wealth, that created thebastrthat enabled the European

settlers in this country and the Europeans in Europeof whom

they weren't colbniesbut later became inepbndent enabled

them to have that wealth to build up a base on which they

could develop. ceaifaiism and industrialism. And'move on to

use this base and attack the countries in Africa capture them

en toto mak6 them colonies and continue to drain the wealth

152
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so thy could nove Into the phase of ismperialism, andwiht .

4steyfcould bas o wealth once they captured it,once they
prevented the people that they captured it fromfrom ma

any efforts whatsoever in any realistic sense to regaSi."

their i'ealth,because this is the struggle that is gongon
in Africa,the wealth is the pmaer.that inearcratid by the

X,-

* French, -by the British, by the Belgians, by the United States,

And it is this wealth 'that is being used against these people

to hold them down) these resourcesJ~ 2rid sobthe Btruggle is going

on and Africa is very obscure and deliberately obscure to

black people in this country and the information that you

receive about Africa *a in fact calculated 'and directed to

give you the wrong idea. And the 'same is going on in Africa

about 'u With the exception of the information that' as

received about the Black Panther Party because it was to

distold that. There are other areaioT stu'iir, c slear at

hand that are also very very much distorted in this country.

That is the struggle going against the fascist state or Mexico and

the struggle going on in the colony or Puerto Rico. And the

reason that he does get any type of inforfiatioh, "anyf valid

aieomation, any real information because these people,

the Arro-Aericanisle Chicanos, and the Puerto wicans are

also engaged in a liberation struggle here. We recognized

we say that this is fascist state that we're tleasg 'with

a police state, that we're struggling against fascism in

the Unitied States Bu the model upon which tis fascism he

alo*p~di lieato .tugl here, We- '9ogiz

.e sa tha t* si~acs tt htw'edaigwt
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Is being. constructed has tl.' baeioeoetian the oher'

Int '-rnatinal4  The ftm~estle model of fascism in this'.uni~

has been slavery and the police apparatus the control a'paa"' s
the repressive appaiatus % the indoctrination- appaxtus' that
'Was developed throughout centuries in this country to hold the
slaves d1dim, to hold the Afro-Ateriimxs domn. H~ow why did
they need an apparatus to hold you down unless you are moving
for your frioedou. And tht, contem P--rriY apparalfskia been
patterned upon the repression and the infiltration anid the

c atlon and all the, a13, the devious, underhanded, vicious,
cUleulating, agressive acts that haebeen done by this
~Uited States gbvemnment In Asia, and in latin America, and in
Africa, to coopt goenet to infiltrate government, to
p ass out false ideology to nations, -to murder leaders, to
prevent education front reaching the p 6opl e, AM- r-TWInk you
can all look upon the murder of PATUIC U1IM-MA as an example
of that And don't third those tactics, those practices and
those problems are not being used here. Because you can look
at the murder or PATRICE LUMM-D41A and you _cax*1ook at the
murder or [{ALOL X, and you can see that they're two deliberate
acts on the sao level by the same forces for tie lame' end,
and that is to subvert anid arrest the strue,~les of Afro-Americans'
and ask theA for their liberation. Because you know hov
Afro-Americah people here related to PATRIC* IJJI4WBA and you,
know how Africars people there related to PATRICE WIUMA and

VA~



you know what hapnwded in the Con;go after lid was killed.And

you know I Con't have to go over what happened waterr the

murder of .14ALCOLM X. But in Los Angeles you have to recognize q

that pattern, that patern has not been thrown out it's still

being used .and you can look at the murder of ALPMENTICE BUNCKY

CATER and JOHN UUDGINS on the campus of UCLA, January 17, 1969,

as part of that sane practicefor the same.reason, and by the

same forces. So mhen we look up in the newspaperof course.

struggling people, poor people, oppressed people, ordinary,

we're not consulted in these moves. So we look in the newspaper

and read that HTEY P. IEWTON has gone to China, okay. B'ut then

when he dcmes back and wihat does 1e tell.us, he says that he

went to ask NAO to ask NIXON to ulh negotiate for the peace

and the liberation of oppressed people in the world. I

mean this is nothing more than to have this puppet, NENTON1, come

over here and give out a prepared satementto say-that I

endorse 11IXON' s going to China when there is nobody in their

right mind in this country or in China or in Africa or in

Latin America that endorses that shit. There are some people

that are usitg that to serve their purposesbuittheYrenot

consulting the people, they're playing power politics, they've

abandond rinciples7idd-they're going because they canabove

their heads to people, behind their backs to the peopleand

carrying out treacherous deeds in the dark Bacaule if that

was not the case why did this foul kissenger -have

to sneak off into China, why can't it be open and why do

ll of these people sneak of. o China and why aren't people

b
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told about this. You see in the Afro-American liberation

etruggle we have the level of armed struggle and this is

not no secret to anyone, the pig, or the people, it's sporadic

at this time, but it's on that level, that's the highest

level of our struggle at this time And the elevation from

there is the elevation to continue vithre struggles And

that elevation has been attained in portain area; pimiarily

in Cairo, Illinois, where the people have been waging an

armed struggle against the combined forces of the police,

the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi Party, the state troopers, and

the uh al-i the other lackeysthat support there for two years

And the people have survived,without a survival program.

The people have survived through amed struggle. and.the political

and social and economic organization that they have done to sustain'

this. At this'time'Ve can look at our struggle and

see that it has a class basis and that there are classes

in the vanguard at this time,and out of these vanguard classes

are coming the most powerful political and uh ilitary leadership

of our struggle. And those classes are the most ogressed of

the black community, because the black community, the Afro-

American people are the most oppressed in this country. ut

within that,the most oppressed segment are the-prisoners, those

incarcerated victims of the most the most inconceivable forms

of fascist cruelty and barbarism, the prisoners and the G.I.s,

those who are the victims and the pans of the U.S. military

machines, those actual people who were sent to thos countries
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to wage these atrocious acts of war. The black G.I.s, in

particular in Gerrany and all around wherever they're

stationed are becoming very very uh conscious and very anxious

to do something to destroy this military and to elevate this

struggle of the Afro-American people. Inx the state of.

California this is most apparent in the move to suppress

the black convict throughout the country and we-see that

the prisoner, whether it's a political prisoner or a-military

prisoner or a prisoner who has become political, it is a

prisoner that is the focal-point of the struggle and the focal

point of the repression because that was black prisoners that

vere inurdered fn Attica. 1c have to be conscious at the level

of repression in this country is determined by the level

of resistance and the level of resistance is approaching a

miss level. And at this point the same pattern that the U.S.

has applied throughout the worlds-that of establishing lackeys

and puppets, using criminals and corrupt traitors to do their

work, whereas they can't come out in the open and do it, it's

becoming even more escalated here. Whereas they have uh 1OBUTU

and TSHOMBE murder'they have the Muslimsmurder oh. MALCOLM X, they

have some KAMNDATANGS murder BUNCHY and JOHN ... RON STINER, all

right, and his brothir And they have other more devious lackeys

murder GEORGE JACKSON. And that is the story brothers and sisters you.

ought to keep your ears open for because there wasn't no, it

wasn't what you think it right be and it wasn't what it looked
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like. And at the present time you can look within the W

revolutionary forces In this country, those that have been

ezposedand lookat theattempts they mae to murder Brother

GERONIKO, The attempts they made to murder Brother GERONIMO,

some of which have been ineffective, there have been many

attempts he has been confronted with one of his assassins

and said brother I don't have the heart to murder you. I've

been sent here to murder you. He had had people tell him

. so and so told me to poison you-and-I can't do it Aind these

are so called Panthers, these are people who have been

Infiltrated and put on the guiseof the Panthers that work

for-thE-Pig, 1ketho majority of thb people that are still

in that piarata& And now they've turned him over to

the state and let the state go ahead'and murder him if they

can. Because the Black Panther Party which is now deadand

we say has been dead for some timcvbut-we-havr tr-say that

so that you can understand that the contradictions, the lies,

the distortions and all this coming forth from the Black

Panther Party to contribute to the murder of GERONIHQ

are deliberate, Aid I could go into that -in more detail

later. You have to recognize that the rorm of destruction

employed by our opss at this stace they use1 . they like

to use the conspiracy, the big lie. They arrest a bunch

of people and charge Them with conspiracy to do this, conspiracy

to do that,and conspiracy to do the othcr aftr these Pigs
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the conspiracy to get them in that place and know vbat

they're gonna do and then they arrest them and charge them

with conspiracy and the true conspirators a those running

around in the L.A.P.D., in the U.S. Department of Justice,

in the FBI, in the CIA, in the U.S. Army) and in all of the

walks of the government. Because the conspiracy that they

throwing on GEROIMO and the L.A. 13, the conspiracy they

threw on the New Haven 14, the conspiracy-they threw on.the

New York 21, these.are petty conspii'acies brothers and

sisters. These are little mop up operations that they're

using that define the level that they recognize our struggle

to be on. They feel that this is all they need at this time.

But look at the international conspiracy, the whole conspiracy

to control the world. Did you hear about the international

zionist conspiracy? Well that might sound like something

funny to us until you talk to Palestinians andthey explain

that. And the conspiracy to devide Africa, the conspiracy to

snuff out every progressive regime that comes to face in Africa,

going up to the latest coup of MILTON OBOTE in Uganda, to destroy

that regional unity between three Africanfstiestthat had been

established. Nov you tell me where the conspiracy lies and

how can they rurVHiiftrick on us, how can they'have anybody

sitting up here going for this so called conspiracy?.

And have you actually believe-that some people sitting
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in a Blackz Panther officataked, surrounoed by the swat

PigC, these what are they called$ uh those CCS Pigs, the

detective Pigs, they're a whole new coordinated group that

they pulled together. Now how are they gonna call peq.el

-who defend themselves conspirators, those brothers and

sisters were warriors defending their live happened to

be caught on the front line at that time. I have to

deal. with the so called split, this is what they .like

to call it. There was never a sp-It.. Iq~t you-have is

a revolutionary organization in which contradictions come

up, contradictions as to.what the principles that we're

operating on. Do we relaC to armed struggle, or do we

not relate to. armed struggle. How do we go about do this,

how do we go about doing that. In any type of struggling

- organization, a revolutionary organization,there are always

contradictions And the so called contradictions that were

rerlocted in the Black Panther Party were contradictions

that have been reflected throughout the revolutionary struggle

in the United States and throughout revolutionary organizations

and fighting people everywhere. They bad split;devisions,

regrouping, etc* among the Palestinians, among the uh

Z AbWkiII " fighters, among the-South Africans,

among the- MOZAMBIQUE and ANGOLANS, among everyone

everyone, the white movement, the SDS and the'uh the Black,

movementthe International Conarcss of Black Workers,
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everyone has had a split in the contradiction; you see. And 3

they usually resolve and people move on to a higher level.

But it seems to be to the advantage of the Pigs.to make

people believe the Black Panther Party has split apart to

create a lot of confusion anad in the way that these th

people would put 'lies in the paper.. These lies being written

by people who had infiltrated the Party specifically to

destroy it.-And we'd know this from reviewing the past

history that we've had because the of attack

against the Party was that of an attack from the outside.

.An armed attack mounted by the police forces from the

outside-and they found- that thait.did not 1oris you see.

If the Panthers would shoot at them the Panthers would

defend themselves, the Panthers would chase them cvcrywhere

and try and deal with them, That wasn't getting it.- So they

had to change their tactics and go int.a.conpiPrascy

bag and conspire on how they wotild get cooperation from

the inside to destroy this Party because it was clear

it could. not be done from the outside. And this is pattern,

this is what I'm telling you is exposed -ot only. Iinn

the United States, not only in the Black Panther Party,

but it's an international pattern. Why there uh this puppet,

what's his name uhPARK CHUNG HEE, in Korea, I mean who

put him in office? Why is there so much confusion about

these elections? Why is it THIU's in South Vietnam? Why is

MOBUTIU in the Congo? Why are all these lackeys and bootlickers
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vh' -0 n r sent the" pople,w,ho 'did not. advane- thej% Wt Q
peoples needs? Wp1 are they there Because they are put there
they are paid to - 6611

r, and they are support el by the- U.
imperialist, the Pigs, all right. And they serve their,.
desires and needs. A&d the same pattern they h've applied
to another enemy that they've found, an enemy, the Black
Panther Party and they stuck their agents and lackeys
and stoges in there and they puppetize the people and they
have the true faith, the true belief, the true courage
that was shown by the Black Panthers. Well you lnow what
these people did with Black Panthers, they expelled them,
they scandalized them, the iran. hem away, they tortured
them, and if there iasn' t anything else they could do they
killed them. And this is done and this can be documented
and you tell me that they're not working with the Pis. "They
aren't the Pig, they act the same way. They have
brutalizelpeople, tortured people, harassed people and do
all the types of things that the Pigs hkve done, And don't
you tell me that it is possible, it is not possible
f6r this U.S. Pig, these white racist, dogs, these
savage beaststhat live out here to come in our community
and do these type of things because they know whai kind of
fatf'is awaiting them. So they have to pay somebody
and find somebody that fue people will even look at and
talk to to do that. And without these lackeys, without
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this ind of cooperation brothers and sisters our strugle

would have been won. And so they use-that to create

devision, to create suspicion, to create hostility. And

they use this hand and glove with their repression their -'

outside military attack, that are planned and coordinated

just as carefully as their attacks on Vietnam. They are

urban attacks, they use a smaller number of personnel but

they use the same language and the same Practice and the

samte tactics. You read a police manualand you _read an

army manual and you can see they're talking the same

talk about the same thiiig. It's just that the beliefs, and

the reason is. so clear- is because in Los Angeles this is

where they have the most advanced facist police force

in this county. This is the urban Army of occupation

and if you don't know it then you're blind. And one of

the reasons they have this is because the black people

in Los Angeles, the people who-made Watts, thie people who

made the revolutionary brothers and sisters outside

this country call August 18, Afro-America Day. And

they start the beginning of our waof liberatioA.

with the Watts rebellion.Because anybody cah loqk at and see

that was an act of war$ anybody could see that was an

ibsurgency. And they come down with the Los Angeles Police

Departmen with this experience.that hey have in dealing

with the black struggle on that level,nd they take that anid
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thatt to deal wthth Black Panthei-Party beca se

this is the essence and the elevation to an organized formts -.

of this same revolutionary upsurge manifested .en mass.

Because ic haveto recognize- that the Black Panther Party,

as much as some people may say you know, did not create

the Afro-American liberation struggle, This is a mass movement .

with a long history..It goesiway back before EAT TURNER

and DENMARK VESSEY. It goes back to the shores

of Afric, brothers and sister; when the boat came to take-

the sisters and brothers in slavery.Thats iere the war

began. And that's where the war is going on now, right on

the coast of Africa, right in the heartland, that same

warit's been going of for four and five hundred years.

So we look at the struggle and we have no reason to be

afraid and feel intimidated and think about this -repression.

You think this repression is something? What about that

repression, what about that repression in the t Atlantic

Ocean of 50,000,000 black bodies in the Atlantic Ocean.

And we have, and when they killed 30 brothers in Atlca

and it's a world wide upsurge that's just because they're

beginning to find something out. And-the times are right

for there to be an outcry because we've heard a lot about

genocide in Germany, but the genocide of the Afro-American

people,the genocide of the African people is not even

CO AL
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talked about. Butit is known and it is among those many

things that are known that form our causes, that form
our knowledge and form the ways in which we resist.

The reason that it was so important for GERONfI4O to be
purged, well there was two reasons, he was arrested about
three months prior to his purge in Texas. He was betrayed,

set up and captured and turned over to the Pi&,And he

was only purged when he was brought to L.A. and people

would know that he was in jail and therefore have noticed
purge In him (inaudible say tha he was a pig and this

and that and the other, so that the people would understand

Why be was held Zn isolation why there was no suppor
why there was no lawyer, why there was no mone, why there
was no one going to see him. But that was some t-ime ago,

And it was that purge for anyone iho still had any doubts,
anyone who really didn't know completely, this-is what

brought The head the so called split in the Black Panther
Party. Because at this point the contradiction between those

who related to armed strUggle and those who Opposed armed struggle
those who related to revolutionary principles: and organizations
to elevate the struggle to a higher level on the basis of

principles of Marxism-Leninism or whatever you want to call
it, of revolutionary theory that have been tried and practiced
throughout the world, and those Who are diametAcally
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opposed to these principles and wanted to withdraw and vahted to
-ndf t - of aciiy - - -*' the',-

hide and wanted to stop all kind of activity. That's th

basic form of the contradiction between the cowards and1
the courageous,that's all. Between those that wanted t;

fight and those who preferred to dio or take pfayoffh-you see.

Those who jump under the bed and hide during the shoot out

and those who fire .That's what the contradiction was.

And uh when the time came to purge GER0NIM0 ah everybody,

not only in theinteniatonal sect-ion-but-broth-ers and sisters

in Germany, in the U.S. Armed Forces, and everybody said ah ah

this ain't right, what is this, what is going on? So when

we come down here and see thye trials the courtroomm is empty

and nobody goes to see the man, and he doesn't have a lawyer.

1-e say what is this, what is this? A revolutionary comrade

- that is one of the best people, a brother that came out

of the special forces in Vietnam,--traned-at-Fort-Bragg,

came back from Vietnam with purple hearts and medalsand

turned this skill and this training over to the black

community and proceed to give us what the Pig gave him.

As.long as he gives it to the Vietnamese-he s-a-hero, but

thminute he turns around and gives it to us and puts it

at our-disposal,-he's-a criminaland hunted and hounded and

tortured and they want to kill him in that jail. So that's

db pretty clear. So it became clear we have to' uh siend

somebody to deal with this because one of the key things

in this contradiction is to perpetuate confusions. o sake
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ncIrtain, to create .suspicion, to k'

in isolation, to keep people drawn back, and this when you

go upto the courtroom the Pigs are there to search you

and take your name and throw you off in a corner and so

that you won' t feel comfortable coming into the trial.

And the have the audacity to say this is the people against

the defendentsand the contradiction, the split goes even

furtherbecause in the trial of the L.A. 13 well the shoot

out was in 169, this was in '7, and their-meribers who

relate to the Pig party, the Pig Pantherg and there are thenbers who

ielate to the Peojles Panthers who have uh, we don't 

need that name we don't need that type of an organization

It servedsits purpose, it's obsolete.. but.these people are

there and they have no apparatus of support. The judge is

a zionist and he appointed a Zionist friend of-his

to be G's-attorney. Nov what kind of stuff is that?

But ve're not too concerned about that because .we see

we know what the Pigs are afraid of. It wasn't the

shoot out they were af rid of. They knevi*there was gonna

be a shoot out, They in fact helped put the guns in the

office, helped build the office to uh have it that way

ydu sec..So uh that's not what they were afraid of.'

What scared thembrothers and sisters was them ten

thousand people that showed up on the courthouse steps

the next day. What:Is this7...The masses. The mass struggle.

The same people that burned down Watts. The same people
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that after 4CO years of jrutallty baibarism,.terrorist%

and you name it are still fighting and still obtaining

victories and whenever there's a victory for us do you read

about it in the newspape? Wheredo you read about it?

You don't. *You Iow why? Because.if you know you'll act on

the basis of your. knowledge, but if you don' t know you will

be wandering around in darkness, divided isolated and

controlled.' Because it's pretty clear after all of.-this

struggle against Africa, against Afro-Am7ericans you have

not been conquered so it's not a questiozi of divide and

conquer. I height be a-question of divide and rule, divide and

control, divide and distort, kill and murder'.. .ut it's not

conquer and as loC as they can believe that thcy can

take rCvolutiohary people who vent out on the front line

and exemplify in an organize and coordinated and consistent

form the desires expressed by the people in general,who

understood this and understood-many other things and

attempted to build a type of organization, a type of

a type of tools that we need to advance our struggle, as

long as they cgn take thase people who go out in the front,

and pull them back and hold them and7 isolate them and use

them to frighten you, and you sit back and just watch it,

and you don't do anythingthey think they've got you under

control. And as long as they think they've got you under

control they will act as If there is no threat to them in
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Amrice.'nd that.gs tho bigest farcebecause their whole,

international policy, all the international policies of

the United Statos are directed at lying and prevcnting

the activities of Afro-American people in the struggling

revolutionary forces in this country, from being known.

You see I don't know if they put all of this in the paper,

we got an article one of the. um, uh one of the,MARTHA MITCHELL

one of the ruling class iives runs off at the mouth a lot,

said that there wasn't nothing wrong with-NIXON going

to Red China because Red China wasn't their enemy, they

had worse enemies among the revolutionaries in the United'

States .black and white. These were-their enemies. And so.

you see when this Pig, this NIXON, this war mongering beast

talked about peace, hel-s just talking about what he needs

on the outside to.get down with the war. Because 'you know

where the.war is,and it's right here and the brothers from

Nam are coming here, the brothers out the'-

penitentiary they're coming out here, the brothers in

Germany are coming here, eerybody is coming hereyou see.

And uh C. is coming here and a lot of other people.C And uh

Xld just like to ask youdon't take-my word for it, you

kdow more about it than I do, I'm just as suprised that

this stuff is happening here you know. Go down to that

courtroom and look and see what's happenin.- because 1 went

down there and I'm just one person,'I went down there with

a couple of friends and they stopped the trial..- And they
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ran othan bad to talk about whether I o atqbe pt

abouth'os and I'm just oneperson, one igger you know' (l ughter)
So tt's cleat here the r i others and sister i
no reason for no fear,, no isattor4 because if you lok t

tHe whole thing from be inning to end, look at wh n

done, look at what has to be done, we should feel proud,
we should feel strongand we know that we''can go even

furihecouse we've gotten this far. We ain't no question
about how we're gonna survive, we done survived this long
so that'Is not the Issue;' The TiiZhiow ve'~ gonna win.
flow are we going to win because so far we haven't won.
W6 have fought, we have died, we have risen up against this,
w e have fouth %.e* linve 'died, but ire just haven't won. It's
still going on a higher and higher level. And this is
why you find, especially on the campusesall these-efforts
to come in here and tell you all these trips to take on.
you know,Like Pan-Africanisnyoui know, whid-doesn't-bear.

no relation to what Pan-Africanism is for, Pan-Africanism
is exemplified in the efforts of the vanguard forces-in
Africa, they establish some type of unity, and they
try to come up with the OAUt the Organization orf
Afro-American Unity. But look what was done to if every
government that*%Wi-r' member of that has been distorted,
has ban corrupted, has been coupe'd out' overtakbn and is
just a puppet. They have puppets all over AfrI'ca, they

have this HUFiAY BOIt(phonetic) talking about they want to dialogue
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with South Africa. And you know tow Africand want dialogue

with South Africa. It' s them white racist that want a dialogue

with them Imperialist and NIXON. And they get a little UFilAY

BOINE (phonetic) to say it. And since a moderate people

can't read, they don't know what he's saying you know,

it doesn't really make that much difference. Um you have

to look again, and I keep gonna refer to you to Africa .

because the international situation is shifting. And that

ih Africa is the only continent that doesjoot have at it's disposal

any type of nuclear facility. They are in Abia, they

are in Europe, they'are in the United States, and they

are in Latin America, there are nop.in Africa. With

the exception of Israel to the North, South Africa to the

West I mean to the South. And uh you can have questions and

uh do whatever you want to do, but I think you have to look

at the whole pattern, the whole situation and if there's

something that you can. do about-it right here,,--some way

that you can relate to that because it's coming dpwn everywhere

at the same time because they have that type of apparatus.

And it's a criminal conspiracy against the people, whether

you talk about Los Angeles of Saigon or Peking or wherever,

theirs a conspiracy being run now. And excuse me for leaving

out a lot of things that a lot of people wanted to hear,

you can ask questions that will bring them out. I just wanted

to get that point across. And I want people to uh relate to the

-
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lltrial of' theLA. physically, because I know where people
are conoyg where, Peeopleare coming from, w know how you feel about it that as

S clear datring the' shoot out.'I '10 lo M- tof f -Iciio ofuii

has been brought to bear about that, a lot of th bad
things have been said and done so that you won't relate to
it. And th we like to ask people to make some type of
contribution to the defense of the L.A. 13 and the brothers
up there because they represent something that you should
support, the something that supported you, the something

that uhwas relating to what was needed and dealt with it.
And we'd also like you-to come down with us-today to the.
courtroomI think it's Department 101 In the old County
Court, and chock that out because thereIs some people down there
that would really be happy to see you. and there's some
others that would really be uptight. You want -to-deal
with questions? (Long pause). brother I know you don't
have no question. -. -

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Well because they came from the international I
section I was trying to get some information about what's
tiue in Africa knowing that a lot of funny-things is said
about Africa and a lot of people are tripping out about
Africa, you seq and tripping out about Africa so they won't
relate to right here.And that's why Iwas giving such information
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about Africa, you see. Because I4ve been th6re and I've seen

it and I could give you a lot more and that's the only

reason, you knom. Because I heard about how you've been

tripped out behind Pan-Africanism by a man that ain't

related to nowhere in Africa. Yeah and I left a lot of

things out because I.was talking to students you:.see, and

I understand the students think about things and they

study things and they relate to things and students, you know,

like be relating on that level. That's why, you know, I

confine myself to that type of stuff. We can get into

anything else.

(Question inaudiable) -

KA.THILEEN: Yes brother, the common thing that we need is

principles, you're right.- le need to.share some common

principles. If we could come to agreement on certbiii basic

principles that we all accepted, that had some validity to our

experience and to our need, and -had some validity in the terms

to the fact that it had been tried and worked, that we could all

come to agreement on that, then we could have what is called

principle unity. But you see, at this point, you.have .a.lot

of uh division and subdivision, it's really like things are

transforming, you know, everything that used to be an organization,

everything that use to be a structure is sort of falling

apart because it's sort of obsolete, and it doesn't really

deal with the issue. And like what you have to see is where

people will come up and build in the way a new way that's
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needed. But at this time- I kno, a lot of -piople are not-

going to relate to anything called organization. We say *

thafaction sa vanguard People relate to.action. Md

their ways of coordinating action through small groups,

through small units that knov each other that have a face

to face relationship where they know they're not dealing .

with Pigs, they're dealing with people they've known all

of their lives and worked with all their lives, they share

common principles and common goals and they can carry that

out. And we have to relate .to a form that's, how would you

say a form of organization that's consistent-with uh

.conditionsnow And if-we think that's consistent with what's

happening, and at a later date these small groups that are

experience together, known together, trusted together can

link up and form larger units and they can resolve-their

problems and resolve .their differences through a principled

discussion until you have something that bas-a base

of strength, and then you hav6 something big. But to try

and start out with something that is going to relate to

everyone and include everyone when everyone doesn't even '

know what they think, or know what they should dq that

means you need to have a lot more uh clear cut thinking and

principles, explanations, principle study, principle

political educationzand principle political activity, instead

of all those opportunist running around hero tricking people.

You have to eXpose what's going down and understand that
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clearly yoU see. Because just about abythifis is out there

na strong 1a and it's fucked up I mean ain't that true

(Question inaudible)

ATHLAI: Well I haven't heard China's position towardgi l

black people,-

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEENi And I ain't heard that but I just keep my eyes

open and see that this clearly, there are.these, look you

can't have no Kissenger go flying from WashihgtonD.C., all

up around Afghanistan and Pakistan and-sneak off into China

secretly and come baek after three. or four-days .and then

show up and say I've been in Ching without some kind of

arrangements being made that aren't out in the open. This

is why I say there's evidence that there's some kind of

deal in the working, some kind of agreements bave been

made to enable this to happen, some kind of agreements have

been made In order for Red China to get in.the U.N. and

Nationalist China to.get kicked out of the U.K.,after the

United States government has been supporting Chiang Kai-shek
and his regime for practically 25 years. *You just don't

do that without prior discussion and prior arra*ngement..and

'compromise and all of this. Afid this HUEY P. NEWTON1 iiho's

on trial, just doesn't pick up and go 'With azf American passport
that has written on it this document is not valid for travel

through North Korea, China, uh mainland Chiha, uh NorLh

Vietnam or Cuba unless special authorization is made from-
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thc. State Department. He can't do that from 0a land

go all the way to P-king you see without having some type

of arrange ents-Because hes traveling on the kind of a

paisspork."An af he don't, cvvn if you know, mean it s

all kind of things to indicate something's going on that

we don't know, That's why I say there's a dca4 I mean I1m

just being realistic about it. Is that unclear? You

see I'll give you another example about this Chinatalking

about people traveling to Chin uh ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and

a delegation went through those.-same-uh North-Korea,

China, North Vietnam and the whole delegation came back

and they helped get their passports and everything and then

- the State Departmenf came out and said ELDRIDGE CLEAVIR

you're declared a citizen of North Korca, China and North

Vietnar and therefore under the trailing with the enemy

act you can't have no monday out of the United States. You're

going to keep it all here. So theyemak-A-4iia ca just

like they make a selected decision in a conspiracy case,

uh who they're going to'cut loose to appease the community,

who they gonna get cooperation from to convict somebody

els; and who they want to kill. That--s why 'they- airiest

all them people so they can minipulaLe among themzr and in

the case of theL.A.-13, with the L.A. 9 and the L.A.-4

uh there's a lot of minipulation that.'s gonna go down but

everything that has-come out here is clear who they want to

kil who they want to drop that death penaltyon.. And what
vrA
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I.' ~ -. 1 people need to understand is how the "inPulation is going
down and how that could be messed up by 'soza forms some
show of support. You see where I'm coming from?
(Qumstlon Ina ldi be).- :*

KATHLEEN: I don't know who I was sponsored by. You'd have
to ask the sponsors.

(Question inaucdible)

KATILEEN: That, no no don't believe .that, no it's just

falling apart everywhere, no no. If you believe they got .
your shit together then uh uh that's exactly what he wants-

you to believe.

(Question inausible)

KATILLEN: 111ell wh 's he talking for? Vho's he talkin& for?
who's paying him?

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Well listen see I'm gonna give you an example.
Like when NIXON, NIXON can' t comee in the black community
and say nothing right? So lie's gotta choose somebody that
you might listen to and put thea in the black community

because you will listen to what he say. I know a
nigger don'A even listen to the randon't -look at hin%
ddn't even know what he might say and don't care. So
they've got to find somebody to come and tell you in the
way that you might relate to it because of what he's

suppose to bewhat he wants yu to know. Andedon't you think
that's not happening and don't you think it's not somebody

I
I

I
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,, ou v0 listened to' very very cloQsely for somhe time.

Qeusti naudib:Le)

XATHiLEEN Why don't you go ask him?

Unknown Hale: I don' t hAve to ask im, you tell me.

KATHLEEN: Yea ELDRIDDE sent me brother all right. Right

on.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Well they ain't paid me shit,see.

(Quastion inaudible)

KATHLEENT Well I'll give you my pocketbook.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Well okay,-right on, right on.

(Question inaudible)

rARTLEEN: Hey brother now wait a minute, I'll tell you.

They decided why they couldn't form a coalition. *Therelas

a brother over here that wrote a statement o v and he

talked about operational unity-Es opposed to principle unity

and how operational unity was a trick to confuse issues and

principle unity was something that would advance issues and

he called for an alliance vith the black student.s.and the

black workers so they could relate to solving the problems,

ana that's why.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEENI: Okay well let's go on to another question because

I really didn't eonie hereto arguce.I came here to hear what

people had to say, to give them some information'and to got

M CO4= 8rIAl
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Some information. H bro

(Question intAudible).

KATHLEEN: This 'mon"e'y is going or brother GERONIN0 anda th~'

L..1 all right.

(Question inaudible)

KATLEEN: Vait a minute, wait a minut this brother had a

question here.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Uh could you be mor sp for b trYoUr question?

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Oh oh well I see like you look at the black
-.community and look at the white community and there's A

whole historic difference in first of all how we came

to this country and what we've done since we've been in

this country. So like the issues that are felt in' the white

community and the iss-es that are-ti-t 11ThtWm-TIRk community,

whereas: you find women oppressed in both are very different.

And the position of the black woman ever since slavery

bas been one df uh a bread winner, you go out there and you

do-this sister case we gonna haul this"niggardon. We ain't

gonna let this nigger get shit..And they tried to-destroy

the b-lack man -and- they tried to fuck the woman off on him.
But women wasn't going for it they just took this chit
and used it to help the man but it created a whole psychology
over a long period of time in the relationship between black

- - ... - *..2;-x.1 C ' 79 ~ If 4 A
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man and black vomen. And f there ay truggleI mean

Where the women are coming from now is like let's 'unite

and men, with the men and 'work together . You know we're

not gonna want to have all this conflict and all this'.

Sight and all this confusin but" we recognize that we both .

want to do the same thing and we wanted to do it together,

because that is our true strength and our true unity, right

There, Wheireas you see I I might, that uh white, when the

white community the liberation of women is very unclear

to me,because so many of the things I read uh, they're

strange..o I don'.t have to4 such good information but it

seems that some element is that we don't want to have

* nothing to do with these men. Thuse men they're this they're

that,, they're male chauvinists, but_-we. want to have something apart

from them and like that basic thing the thing that's separating

from the men and going ahead with women and in the black

community thing of linking up.with the men-and-going ahead

together that's a very basic difference you see. So when

you talk about women's lib I always say you want to relate

to womin's liberation in the black community relate to

women liberated, you know. RL-late to _what the women and

relate to what liberation is doing and that's where women

liberation is coming from, yo. know.

Unknown Male: What about ANGELL DAVIS?

KATJiLEN: ANGELA DAVIS is a woman liberator,- right on.

i8o
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tiestion inaudibl

XATHLEEN Right on, I say I haven' t said too muchabout mny

things Uh ANGELA DAVIS is a victim of one of these conspiracies;

y many or these same, so called, uh these Pigs, these lackey

those infiltrators, that come in and focus on who they want

to uh capture, uh who they want to destroy, and they take

one person and set them up. kd now ANGELA DAVIS is a victim

of that and Itthink everybody knows that.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: I left because my husband as -away and that's

the only reason, to join him.

(Question inaudible), .

S'KATHLEN: Pardon?

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: We not trying to get no people overseas-, zany

you set at the time in which my husband left, myself left,

it was really if you had an alternative of -going underground

or going to prison and who you had to depend on to sustain.

you and those.(inaudible). There was very fow people that you

could relate to for that that you could trust and be

guaranteed that your life would be secure. and you could

continue to struggle. There was a decision that 'had to be

made and thtrewa-s alternative program that I don't want

.to go Into here that, I've talked to zdany people about It,

and that alternative was turned down by none other than

1811
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Uy PN TO you se. And, th.4 wait a minute, and that

alternative was a much more revolutionary uh thrust. But

o in torms oNC ch leaving the country, there'sa lot of
people these days who don't want to go to prison whno spend
sometime tdnderground who spli; and a lot of them are over
there in the international section and everybody uh like
uh still relating home.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: I've never said a white man per Ise, don't confuse
me. -

(Question inaudible) 
-

YATHLE3EN: No I am not Ibt I think it's capable, wait. a
minute , well then I hope ELIJAH MUHAMMAD uil find it,

cooperate witki us but .hat I would lie to

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Listen brother I don't like anything you're
saying because you're saying-things I'm supposed to have
said,and I ain't had never said nothing that you said I
said. Bid I want to know what you're trying to get at and
what you're trying to do?

(Question inaudible) - --

KATHLEEN: No that is not'true don't get (inaudible, one
one, that's like one God, one Son, one Father.
(Question inaudible)

CD4lL4Lk,



KATHLE~ : Okay we're going into the next question okay.
Excuse ne, we have somebody back here that had a question
for a long tize and we don't have but a few minutes so

you had a long time brothe; let your sister speak.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: I said it was a so-called split, I think split1
I say it's a basic contradictions in what people believe

and who they are working for and what they wartto see

is the final results. I had reused the term contradiction

so you won't think it's some little old- simple thing like
they trg to protect it. It's not a so called split, if you
want to know truly about the split$ the party was split

way .,way before then.and had been -splitten aid* littern
and splitter all across this country for many, all along
these same lines. The people who saw that revolutionary worked
and membership in'the Black Panther Party didn'tgo together
and they left the Party, you .see --- -

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: Ro and I don't know where you ever heard any such
thing that's the first time I ever heard it,. How is
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER gonna take anything belong-to-HUEY NEWTON.

(Question inaudible)

KATILEEN: No .thas.not true.

(Question inaudible)

KATHLEEN: I am talking about the version of Pan-Africanism

183
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broug-ht Oiver here -aand Indoctrinated into s-tudct hr

that hag nothing to do with HMarxism-Leniniski or armed

(Question inaudible)

KA71LE EN: I never said that, I Jiust never said that. in

the terms of the Congo they relate. to Pan-Africanism via

the principles of Miarxist-Laninist practice, They have

a Congolese Workers Party that's the head Of the state

they have a National's Peoples Army .. -

*4.*~'~
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Cleaver
Hall of

advised at approximately 3:00 p.m.,
re rial of the IA 13", at Divislon 101,

Justice, 2131 Temple Street, Los Angeles.

Onr aid Cleaver'
d nmerous students from Los Angeles City

College had visited the LA 13 trial.

Advised Cleaver was to speak that
evening to the Nationa Lawyers Guild, a communist front
orAanization lawyers and law students, at the home of

l1dvisead rF1__
vm17-t

7110 BOUTCW 1K TRU V I B .VIII!C 3'TSTIAUMICH WHET

telechoq
enice California.

said after the meeting with the National
Lawyers ver

I ±aid Cleaver[J rb1ence .

At approximately 9:00 a.m., a Special: Agent of the
FBI observed Cleaver and an unidentified female Negro board
TWA Plight 904 for New York. TWA authorities advised Cleaver
paid cash for one-way tickets to New York in the names
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o ad visd, t -r YA
this point, sn structure
through which those individuals loyal to Eldridge Cleaver

' function. The source said part of the reason for Cleaver's!.n.
- visit was to begin formal organizing. Currently arrangements

for Cleaver's travel are made.in New York, though los ..

Angeles is Considered a key city in their plans. ,

As means of communication, Cleavers use regular
mail, tapes, personal couriers, the telephone, and a.
teletype system from Algiers, . .

The primary purposes for Cleaver's visit were
fund raising and the establishment of a Revolutionary
People's Communication Network (RPCN). The 1PCN intends
to publish a newspaper in New York entitled "Babylon" though
Eldridge Cleaver preferred the use of the name "Grapevine".

I m Aunteered to approach BPP
regarding his changing a legiahce

to Cleaver from Huey Newton. Cleaver also hopes to eventually
gain access to office apace presently used by the Angela
Davis Defense Committee. It isCleaverb hope to use these
facilities when they begin to function openly. b7C

The egy tiMe cleaver was known to anntignp7

employed by the weatherman.

The October 31, 2971 issue of the "Los Angeles
Free Press", an underground newspaper published in Xos Angeles,
contained the following article:

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and Its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency,
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ppm was sestup Ir m s lrWige coning back?
and capt. After enthilitlioiKt: Eldatkge has said tin M KC: Well nnevert N that the T"

Califernil they purged him aa then Ithat he would be coming tack. W&iB &lhepi had evpomsaert
ied about hint They tried to destroy (ider what condkloew? What flao happened is that thee is a
the above grotind apparatus of treKC He'd have to come back under realignment Of force In the wInt

party. the condition that he iitL it would Many things that could be an-
There are many reasons for this nave to be on a clandestine level titiptd in lhe past are not going to

and the people need to be presented He'd have to become a part of the be able to be anticipated in the
with a clearl- pictJs SO thWH be underground liberation struggle future. We se especially In Atrica a,
able to make distinetions and under. ieas going on now. move to isolate the liberation
stand that the party as a eyouseenanyrhlnginthlscosm- alnigglet The people struggling In
revolutionary organization no longer try in the tew days that you've been South Africa Rhodesia Palestine.
exists. It is manipulated by the Man- jback to make you hopeful about the and liv People's Repubtc Of the
churian Candidate. Huey Newton. devvippment of the stropple? Cotig
someone who wa tatripered with i:I think that revolutionaries have They are attempting to rearrange
while he was In the hands of the every reason to be highly positive t world balance of power to suit

pgAs and very hopeful. The high level athel retreat that the imperialists am
We see Ilat the case of Geronlno consciousness Is manifested In op- making at this lime. They are trying

has gotten lost in the shuffle and position to the war, the government to set up cerain structures that
this is a very treacherous move on tte police. the wageprlce-taeze. would slow down their wet In
their part. This gos right in lirewith The only sllerntlvs are-a tains of the Africans and the Alto-
the designs ot the power structure revolutionary socalist system or a Americans irs pretty clear that we

teeause they recognize. as wO as System tae been bat out of this. No om Is
Mecognitu. Guronimo s Cit of Ve It's pretty Cler tat o fmani group comirutting the Atica libetion
key leaders of the liberation armed
tomeS. direction of fascism. The opening liberation fighters.

Further. we are concerned aboustage of the ctvl war is in prre We understand that we are
the case of silly Dean Smith n t ow. This Question wilt have to be strugglng on the same issue on two
mnititary. The death penalty is being resolved by warfare as eliutimat different sides of th AtLAtic Ocean
aagrad-foc him This Is an hisioicd questions of social dester are. and that our struggles at definitely
case. because this is the i In Until the Ut i thrown into a
the history of the United States tt situation of internal chaos and war- How did you react when you pot
a Mick soilit has been; brought to te then lhe other rvOlionary for- WOr Nixonr visit to Chna?
trial on the sIl of the U.S, and the Ices around th world not only hav KG: Wo reacted like any other
death penalty being demanded for I to light their own opposition but the people who e struggling for
some dragging Incident Meanwhile. ogvnitiartsupported by this court liberation. We Wer dsaPPO.Mfl
this Calley character whos been by, _ I and shocked because we know what
convicted of Iurder is allowed to Are you concerned appuf-'bq 'kind Ot person Nixon is we knew
parade around as some type of hemo. tr j-hb&Q ot progressive foMce in wit kind of government Nixon

The movement In the prisons IC Mis corry? represents and wat kind ofsc-
also very key. especially I Caifor- K: We very concerned about that tmt'ea Nixon's engaged in against
nia whae the struggle is highlighted because t fascists are sec 15.
by the case of the Soledad Brothers potting. building up heir sista For Nixon to be allowed the
and the murder of George Jackson. their capability, their armed forces. prilege Of going to the People's
ED: You mentioned Btly Dean ec. They have access through te Republic of China Indicate that a
Sath. How were you received by entire military end undecVer &gen, whose lot of stuff has been set in
the black Gl when Y" spoke At Om The revolutioriery forces are motion, t's clear that power politics
Germany? Are they bo'P"" V t whol dependent on ge popt is what's happening and
devetp a fig)t moment stherep This is why it Is necery to revolutionary principles are being
KC: The brothers thes ame andy to educate the people - 1 whi e pushed aside
got down. ta beautiful, Te same has their interests at heart. £0 Have there been any concrtt
tero that we found atng brothers hr lave &@b" atiwre A, th ia established wsth e overD
In the street whr we started to recent A~endew wit EOW9d that MUve n AG e-Brsu?

Organize the Party w he f setne whl 7MW flat care has M I don't know It you car Print
sjIfltion fpong the brothers In Gler. .vaW~ with p#toos Aition to whet's happening with that It's

po" vsit Si o au etabtr 3* I some eep waitr gv crrn ma
tr poaboutlhct t wght now.

Washe nol ht Agiers?
revoktionaty heresytt a aee
dines.
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wasW4 t W' patcp t o arelng in ED: Pe semt-esomn ,ye

:W e Weathern as reyonbut if Ia so ofth w w t I was tling about botien krokeir arid EA~k'kmt Spw a on one fgr rlae a ~ aa s o w ~ au Q

ng ccwel posie tather un rilto ogaiz amongpiger K W
W"Oul oow between We Pan.- and7,o~ eaV &%th b

KG:. L Stoe wsre me aed y r 1 On sm eig on what the pSaid This tUtoe he sp Inrc s ae en wip ed out b a b e o p m e a t* g oin to g io n up nfev A nne 'ia

Pthe exesiv usmoisDseiat wng bad pisores andbO Etdrde *~ oVO

e r a ylg t ie and Pe has e no C Yas e to rememberfthat
was plrtiecpang or g k4 i E0:rhege spent te be oma usfe l to caus got fk steprt t
tact he resigned at the rus il of wWC f ao a s iowing atoau.... K: We Infomer oaff icethe McClellan hearings anad C: yes. When yo take the Thipiat a Prca p oreted theiryactn tio u. The in movement smong when .g at being er as & atook 0 py fiSn ath O gOWhtin to s waie convitst eample ma: e the tees of tose
and has never changed I n So Uni:d Prionesonig wot eop a n o aearno * inSttuecl to I tall -mo et! mar dedicated end committed K Cotton SlktgI and a lot otDo you -e acisng hopefu AHes wle Partly on.WeWe rec sO ogsene ein i u t oe on Elaine

-olntwrna/ colevee fashis rmIe.I en fayhigta vnPnhr a e

thmewte ara -diaec ftrom will W Units 6 fu Brow doortep '.coOUrfs? pepls an that are white, Ias t
KG: We tee the Weathermen as really on the shoulders a the while A v C tflseft onwithbQoda

being very uosiind-ie Weather Lm rd:cas ti orgae Bror R ftr a: We'd ac to @t Meo Intr-
earai aMh emotion that. YOU have lobe soeteen tworPan- d eW& The bet thing that we have Mcal when a evme g w wtiWat wont down etotitorrlPah.t seen happen is to the Weathermen fo r the pigs ten years ay thatieace sd Leet? Pryd they're "in e s et right on leiaus they te hrs paol h'

KC: Leery is someone whose mental things eae on te s chares
processes have been wiped out by Has the re, ounw sette going to Give trp that nOulOdn.
the excessive e Of LSD He castensaa I t t Y everytn e onan there

ED: rn lut woatorng rsoupewo 'have g is s arm nd Fcvragqe, procedin to bringethmg Of rIal

remember anything. He has no lC' You have to reteng that s okead
discpti he w don't woik' he Sa Elridge spent Itn tes In Ite tau oWgs to take steps to
conmptete security risk. tHe rns off at Calnfomma prisonts: so theret's e keep informers Diet?'- -
the mouth Ittte tiru bared Ki: That'; a practiat Problem O

We triod everything wo could to ft he coaepcdlng t" igta practical orgar'tf21%g
find a %ay of lnhpnafu ila ;nw £)w? Xnce t'e JZm a, fths f
the activity s we were engaged In io: He'; morrespning with people llfl Chfnge invd in the

rbut It ust became tottgy tpssae. that f hfokedy into the Communist Panther rwhs g in o, many are now
A lot of his eim came out He hpmy. We've received s l SaYing that the system g aS fr mad

ouidn't work in n collective fshion. tsrau em. in terns ot anything Khe oven Pnchers can pint
So we had to take som strong -direcly rmAgoa a . Am_ ....
me-assures to make him understand Cb you Intend to se noa KC: Let's take the example of the
wheat kind of a position he was in K' of queNew aven bust ith Bby a
end what kind of harm he coufd&b fitar do you/mnend' to teft her? Eric& and fourteen other Panthers

Nfra'I Jtit was neccesawY to Stan- KC: After I tell hier. then I'll tell You. inlce tor murder. Nlaw atipody
blc us 1Ai Overy unayeoger a*e" y E Doml. og e! om ee dagd has been e ited of this and
te vep mt^ a hazard. M gee. he tthirseye t're out with the exieption Or
(0. I Arnow trnal Ejdj* Wgi KC: No question &Atti that. Lonnie McLucas who'S serving thir-
bard to bil It coolrkiu, swit the Are you satisfed wfth thee kind O aten years. Noer they hae London

Wetis aid Rer titha in jai in
KCC: iie did And after ho left It stned tw"g? New Have anlteasoyacquarges
ating apart. ifs going to have to b C: The press. you knowe tes to y that the red t
tabthaon a different MEe sensationalism I ti ha t V"t everyne else on and they're

ED.1' M lscwndefn thought ggm 'have give tremendous Coveuage proceeding to bring them te Ida'
w~hatI W readi of £I*/dge It tha's Cint because l'a.sonwtheng that Is: So itt clear that alt kindse of funny
whet tihe Via, is afir SOW now,. t -esorthy. I aid notice when t "0iig and del am ben made If$
mean do" te plowhil!l f t arrived in Domaon that the press was a very seletive type or repr'essi

Ueskabb to hate Cosaritions with much~ morein sympathetic towards where decisions ere made about
whtea or awe you pditng Strco on what I had to say and they were vety WI; going to be convicted

OftbiPg a blocorgoareftalon tantagoitic toward Me P.I tooe whre n-at '
base? Chat aa, an indication that mayrber YOUVOP hat f Naton' fation
KC: Web you' see many white they're beconng a little more cop, Is 0e01V I& be treatedlefr?
soldiers and eowiefs am up oaiet arclus at where going oam rho ae KC: The evidence poAnt Chi way.
the sam type af opirssion thIi PY Of~ a eectioss Cha ke SSW n ybody vaers shown that theyr are

-k* a's. Once they reonie oit wtns:14naA her beor 4niadra revouonaris are ret "e"Ing
they have the same type of that they didn't thin t reaW&;ea ou They'e net getting batty taff'

respnse.so te r~litirt tit hw trats and alt this, Tr m m, L you m
tooe n o theecatio levlit hae representiativea theIn pres tiad 9C-

t0 be en a claurnt et twill hve casion to record thins #*aI lobby
to b on clss bsis.fll'i~i~eSeate said priot his IN S 51 and

maybe yar/ve recorded things heS
aet1 3uw' t"n sefas ut

H ~ " ':
7-. ~-
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EO'tfi j we should eal .e ft 0A like Newlt h b.n
poi~fcrsreasoo ls ont er espect identified as the fouder of a

at t. We als0 tn be aware o the revolutionary party coning out thue
way te rulng cleasam novlh in the or four yeas later endorsing Nixon.
bteck corWary to Cool out tI1 this way *

mi/flty of fIe Deope and to Wb. We say that Huey white in prison
w the struggle. Thre is a definite was subiocled to all types of

process of co-plaflor going do. peculiar dntgs. and in other wayl un.
They are sing issues such at Oack termined psychologically. They
capittlisr and grop such as gne him the white gke treatment

OpeWrflo Bradteskdt. The recent Yes sit.- 'No air.' Mr. Newton. They
Black Espo (a giant black business turned his mind around
fair la Chicago. Is's good example me came out htvily addcted tO
They push people like Letol Jones all types of drgs He was corn-
and Jssie Jackson. who's been on plelely Incapable of doing even th

h cover-of Time. Life._tgg.. as most simple INgS for nisclf. He
leais. TheY attempt o channfl couldn'talk i reasonable mnne

movement a sale directI..S,8 These things. wece not apparent
,no th polie, M1 fact.Isea

Moedt~t plo in fthes other. whenihe enounced that he was
more devious po m ng the pay headquarters to
thinet. Alnah a ecmdb h
90: This is why we call Newton the Atita here o brft
Manchudan Candidate.

E: That black capirstian hes deaf lrbqne down. fow
pm?;4V. _ -cOmIWhty Is net go~ng for Ih~sjut

KC' ntt oly that...the P8o arOUnd t.are or-
E£: But Mats koneeant.nd suppressing liye. They

e M You know neon went to
ICCr Yoebc atno tna"i&ent1- In the, SAY Area and this is why they

China, Came back and made a at
stoment that he petilioned Chairman ar planig to mon because they
Mae to negotiate with p are finished lhWe The peoPed are

Nixon for the freedom and liberation Np to him Huey Newton has bought
of oppressed people of h a night club. drives an Eldorado he's
short he endorsed Nixon a going to been soen gambling thsendu ot
China And a whitewash of what they dollars at Lake Tahoe.
would be dealing witto be the same

NoW everyone kws that Nixon Pattern Robert Willam when he

has no concern fr oppressed tf th bac o wlea
people. Hie cam into office taking Wo h tpbi fAt lis

like tawhe Asian #mkkee H r
the irvesifyofichigan which is

e thing but a CIA funded

operstion...
eC: a me wev davp t with an

ditafMTrd' that has all the maairiall

terms out abov ground. What we
have to do Is to Hlate to those or.
el tey can't to-opt The're in the.

posip the thuiir. et . In the
uturn organizing we're planning
Thes' no basing things n red

leade of structiral unlits gDar
geond because a's tow nsy i

Whn I and i titrale hlat They
tan a wole range of tactics the

fell nor So the people we her to
late to are those en death ryt.

bp"101ic e wi there o ty cant
crpitt foo
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THRET AGAINST TOR PRES IDENT
01? xmH UNITE STATES

00: San Pz'ancicco

has been
origin.
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2.

Re Buo.U teletypo to Cleveland Et Al dated 1.1/16/71,

InasmUch as all neco'saary investi, tion in thia nstcr
conducted, thc caso is being RUC'd to the office Of

~Bureau (R-1) (R)2DEC 2
B an francisco (-)2
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DxidEtOR, FBI Cioo0044.72521$2o71

!,AMT, MADRID (06749) (U).-'

lZROVELDRIDGE C=EV=R~
EXREMIST MATTERS - BLACiC PANTHER PARTY ~ ~ ~
KEY BIACX EXTREMIST - 4'4
COO: SF)*.....

Reylet to Bureau 10/27/71.

During a regular liaison Visit to Casablanca andRabat, Norocos on 12/13-14/71, subject was discussed withU. S. Consular and Embassy officials, as wel as with the
Moroccan police and security authorities. No new informa-
tion could be developed regarding subject, except that,
according to both U. S. and Moroccan officials, subject was
still believed to be residing in Algiers and that he probablywould not take a cbance and come to Morocco where he mightbe arrested.

Our sources are aware of our interest in the
subject and in the event any pertinent information is developthe Bureau and San Francisco will be advised.

~1

I - Bureau
(1 - Foreign Liaison Desk)
C - San Francisco, 8-12329, Info.)

1 - Madrid
VVK:eim
(5) 1S
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71 SAC, SA FRANCISCO '00 1-11-72

SACRAMENTO -

FROI F8I0 tICIC '5-9 >pp 34.,7

VC H ATTER :;:~~/~4
RESUAIRTEL ALBANY C-15-71, AND SAN FRANCISCO AIRTEL 6-29-71,~

AT 1628 EST, 1-11-72, DOJ SACRAMENTO# CALIFORNIA MADE FOLLOWING

INQUIRY:

I1L011 DONIS DOJI 34 70So ZW.C A0 4 9400 .NAN/CEAVER. _LERO.Y. DOB 15

AND RECEIVED FOLLOWING RESPOtNEZ

NCIC RECORDS N!C/W010636986 AND NICfWO1OB3395

b7c .

SUBJECT OF ABOVE INQUIRY. HAY BE IDENTICAL WITH STOP

PLACED ON LEROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER* 5JW ~NCISCO WILL E RH~j bc

ANY ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION IS NECESSARY.

INDIVIDUAL IS AFFILIATED WITH A GROUP HVN oa ro

PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE AND MAY BE ARMED AND DAN"?ft=.".ww0

END na u r nsrg ~*~
L. M7ARTL~ffFin=u .41 71IfATL. CR111 IMED C~eNT

JAN 11 1972

\.*~ .-V .
b J iJA Z. . -.



TO D RECTOR ATTENTION NCIC)

SAN FRANCISCO

FRON SACRAMENTO

LEROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, RN4 - BPP, 00: SAN FRANCISCO.

RE BUREAU FACSIMILE JANUARY ELEVEN INSTANT RE NCIC INQUIRY f

BY DOJ SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA AT ONE SIX TWO EIGHT EST JANUARY

VEN INSTANT.

I~ COMMAND CENTER, CALIFORNIA DOJt CII, ADVISED LETTERS

ZW INDICATES TEST MESSAGE AND NO BASIS FOR INQUIRY. b7C

WAS TACTFULLY REQUESTED TO INSTRUCT CII PERSONNEL TO DIS-

CONTINUE USE OF CLEAVER NAME AND DOB FOR TEST INQUIRIES.

E N D.

WJM FBI WA

-y -~

p57JAN201M7 , 07I i
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7, TO MF ffr cmwLI' CUMLLG AC)CY'

FM~ DIRzcMv aM (0-42

........ '4

M~ EOIDEfLICTI YE, ]aTrEHI ST ATS*

MACOK PANTHER PARTY S.*'" ..

ON JANUARY SEV TERK LAST SW=JR WHO AFRN.'D

RELIABLE INWQUHTION IN PAST LEaRZE E==ID CLEAVER, HEAD

OF MLACK PANMHR PARTY INTERNATIONAL SECTION, ALMIES,

~A ALCERIA- WILL STEP DMW AND M REPKD BY FUGITIVE PETE

0 II1AY (FELIX LINSA .WM M = T JiWINA

SECTION FRQ( KANSA CITY, bISSaWR). ADDITIONAL BETAZL

NOT AVAILABLE To sG.MCE MEPT CLEAVER IS WREU1ELY

RELIVQUISIN.G IZALELSHIP POSITION TO ASSWM anHE UNSECIFIE

REC-6'*- 'I.

~ (4)
U,. zo- 15 JAN;

,. W ON r K~

' Csmt
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INVIOF PIRICOR CENZFWIN RECEVE INDIC=

CLEST POSSIBLE CEME OF CMV'S MOVEW 'A

IN VMIEI ABOADAN PRIR WT WIRRIED ND I AL-

SICNIFICAN1r DVELOPHENrS.

END
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MI 'g'1t rIT 1-27 V '~~ "

~ O~ DI OR (106-o44725 1), ATrNtNI

FRK PORTLAND (go- 5!-.8- 1 4)

LEROY ELDRIDG(LEAVER, AKA -FUGITIVE, RN B PP; UFAC -ASSAULT

WITH INTENT TO COMMIT MURDERt 00 SAN FRANCIS;O. 1

RE FBI, NCIC TELETYPE, JANUARY TWELVE SEVENTYIVO.

DISCREET INQUIRY, K(LAM4ATH FALLS, OREGON POLICE DEPARTMENT#

REVEALED IT H{AD HELD TRAINING CLASS EARLY EVENING JANUARY ELEVEN

SEVENTYTVO. NCIC INQUIRIES WERE DISCUSSED AND TEST INQUIRY

USING CLEAVER'S NAME WAS ENTERED AS A TRAINING EXERCISE. NO

INFORMATION CLEAVER IS IN PORTLAND TERRITORY, 1

END

40415/a()
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S1 M tr. C3*v,

Airte.1 ugtv

ITi Stwo Albaw'

Vrome Director, 13? (100-447251)

1220Y XLMRD **CM3VUl . e

rt.O.# 4239
W-F.# 447
RK - 8PI
UIIC - ASSAIM WIH Zm~wtq T7O
~000X HUU~r TIUA AZNX~

M11 IRza, I OF M~ usX 6TAMZS
0: SM YRAWZW

er -. 2/4/72
landi4 i

Supervsor

.7

Re Bureau airtel to SAC, A32bajz and all other
,'~...~ ftices dated 1/13/70 and captioned as above with reference

,to coverage of all ports of entry, border ercsU poit
atr international nonstop air flight terminals wbere

C~i otpploable concerning CleavWer' * possible return to the
United States.PEC3

;.bi..

-, ' All, offices insure appropiate sources jL= glam
to Cleaver's possible e

Fu - # I r, 4111-
Mr. ~2 - All Other Offices

II- WiTES Although there bave been a nunbrc rumors in the past
~~ indicatinq Cleaver vould make an atteMt to re-enter the

0. NOW United States in disguise and all sources have been previously
w.~... aerte to he pe biL ?f Cleavel~ return,_guch hag not

C o - y e t m a t e r i a l i z e d . 4 r t r 9 1 S G r g i e n n e s t

*-SON$ 3; riea on9j,, non-sto air flight termination within their,
-ll JPLm b .

7)~ ~
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B ANTHER FAUtr, EXREMIST M~TmRS.- ___________

AN ART ICLE E1NUZLED "PARTfR REOW1 APPEARING IN THE. .. ..

JANUM~ THISTY-ON INSTANT EDITION OF "THE WASHINOTON PO51q'-

kIESPAPR InDICATED, MW3 P. =ETOR STATED ni ANI EXCUSIVE InnaRII

THAT THE Bpp m1A PuT DCUN n-4 GNS AND is WOEKIG WITHIN THE

SYSTEM(. ACCORDInG TO NEWS ARTICLE, MEWON GAVE INTERVIW YESTEPWAY, ..

DATE NOT FrNISHED, FROM HIS SIX HUNDRED FIFTY DOMR-PER-NTH
b7C ~

CAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, APARM S. NWJTON REPORTEDLY COMMUTED MM

PANTHERS HAVE E=JTED THE "PICK-UP-THE-GUN-NOW PHIOSOPHY OF A

RIVAL FACTION HEADED BY ELDRIDG CLEAVER WHOM MON CALLE A

PROWTLY FMMRISK ALL PWRIMMT D4TA READING THIS INTERVW

BY NEWTON IN FOaRM SUITABLE FOR DISSOMDATION.

105-165429 (THey P. Newton) u<
0 J- 100-447251. (Eldz14840Cleaver)

403: aso (a) SEE N=E ?AGE TWO
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is not in posbession of info tion e
interview by Newton as contained on Page A4f the /7
edition of "The Washington Post." San animco
instructed to promptly submit pertinent data in order that we
can appropriately disseminate. San Francisco should bi
possession of details relating to this interview as we have
sensitive source coverage on Nefton'a apartment.
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